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TREATMENT OF DELINQUENTS: REAL, IDEAL, AND PREDICTABLE FORMS 

No human being Is a "born criminalEvery homan composition makes Its earthly 

debut as a biological dependent. As surely as a society of men willfully accepts and 

claims the right to nurture a living organism, It must also accept responsibility for 

the growth which it perpetrates. Delinquents are symptoms of social imperfections; 

warders of weakness and contestors of defectiveness cannot destroy the victims of 

their shortcomings, they cannot further torture the bodies and minds which they have 

either influenced or directed to incompatibility, nor can they ignore those who are 

threats to life and property. What, then, can society do with its delinquents? 

The first section of this study, "Real Forms," presents philosophies and forms for the 

treatment of delinquents according to types. Societies have not, at one time, limited 

themselves to one form of treatment; the basic philosophies, i.e., retaliation or 

retribution, expiation, deterence, reformation, and protection of society, rarely 

appear simply and purely, but most always in complex interrelationships. This brief 

history spans from forms based upon animal instinct to those founded upon scientific 

knowledge, from 'brutal punishment' to 'rehabilitation.' Religion, politics, and 

science, sometimes alone and united at other moments, have been the defining agencies. 

Section Two, "Ideal Forms," presents supplementary facts and conclusions which illus¬ 

trate fallacies and failures of our present system. The ideal, prevention of crime, is 

not fruitfully served by our vast network of prisons. The artifacts of tradition, pre{udice, 

ignorance, and greed create a substantial gap between the present and a time of 



enlightenment and prevention. 

"Predictable Forms," is concerned with the near future; a proposal is constructed upon 

the basis of present knowledge and promises of development in the near future. That 

proposal is: the construction of an urban environment for 500,000 inhabitants, of 

which 35,000 would be federal delinquents. The basic purpose of that environment 

would be social treatment of society's delinquents — a face-to-face encounter with 

crime and criminals, understanding of individual delinquents, and formal, informal, 

direct, and indirect application of physical and psychological therapy. The favoring 

conditions are: the knowledge of crime and criminals already at our disposal; the need 

for a more efficient and economical treatment of delinquents; the need to relieve 

individual and societal conscience of the ceaseless, increasing burdens of crime; 

the social changes introduced by automation and rapidly increasing leisure time —■ 

being, 1) a decrease of impersonality as industrial man must turn to non-industrial 

associations for consumption of great non-working hours, 2) a turning to intellectual 

activity for the consumption of leisure time, which is resulting in a deeper interest 

in the problems of society beyond those of material consumption, and 3) the need for 

a satisfaction of the natural desire for the "greatest happiness for the greatest number." 

It is the purpose of the thesis to demonstrate the need, the qualification, and a possible 

solution to a major problem. 
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The Cow Foth 

One day through the primeval wood 
A calf walked home as good calves should; 
But made a trail all bent askew, 
A crooked trail as all calves do. 

Since then three hundred years have fled, 
And I infer the calf is dead. 

But still he left behind his trail, 
And thereby hangs my moral tale. 
The trail was taken up the next day 
By a lone dog that passed that way; 
And then a wise Bellwether sheep 
Pursued that trail o'er hill and glade 
Through those old woods a path was made. 

And many men wound in and out, 
And dodged and turned and bent about 
And uttered words of righteous wrath 
Because 'twas such a crooked path; 
But still they followed—* do not laugh — 
The first migrations of that calf. 
And through the winding woodway stalked 
Because he wobbled when he walked. 

This forest path became a lane 
And bent and turned and bent again; 
This crooked lane became a read, 
Where many a poor hone with his load 
Toiled on beneath the burning sun, 
And travelled some three miles In one. 
And thus a century and a half 
They trod the footsteps of that calf. 

The years passed in swiftness fleet, 
The road became a village street; 
And thus, before men were aware, 
A city's crowded thoroughfare. 
And soon the central street was this 
And two men a century and a half 
Trod in the footsteps of that calf. 



Each day a hundred thousand rout 
Followed this zigzag calf about; 
And o'er this crooked Journey wait 
The traffic of a continent. 

A hundred thousand men were led 
By one calf near three centuries dead. 
They followed still this crooked way, 
And lost one hundred years a day; 
For thus such reverence Is lent 
To well-established precedent. 

Sam Walter Fees 1895 





1. Real Forms 

A. Banishment; Exile; Outlawry; Excommunication; Transportation 

The order of Eden was simple# including only one negative command; the Creator of 

this most simple form was at first a legislator and then a Judiciary. Eden# explains 

Genesis# was a most ideal state and violation of the single mandate merited a most 

severe punishment. The price of a piece of apple was total deprivation — Adam and 

Eve were banished from the garden of delight# damned to an earthly existence of toil 

and strife. Scripture this establishes the first philosophy of treatment of delinquents; 

Deviation from law was to be paid for by punishment. In this initiating action there 

would be no regaining of that which was lost. 

Cain, the 6on of the first man and the first woman, tells of the severity of the punish¬ 

ment of banishment following his fratricide; 

"My punishment 1$ greater than I can bear. Behold# thou hast 
driven me from the face of the earth.. .and I shall be fugitive 
and a vagabond In Hie face of the earth." Genesis 4: 13# 14 

Banishment# at very early times# mist have meant almost sure death. As a punishment 

It is extreme; the physically and emotionally dependent man Is cast from the tightly 

bound social group Into an unknown world. To the man who conceived of the earth 

as being flat as a platter or as a cube# there was always the fear that he might fall 

from the edge and vanish Into Hie unknown space. Of course# the banished only 

helped to expand Hie earth. 



Little Is known of primitive man's beliefs concerning the nature of being, but from the 

depths of history there come notions of mystical possession of human bodies by evil 

spirits.* As men made themselves responsible before supernatural powers, their be¬ 

havior became oriented to appeasement of their gods so that they might be spared 

from damnation. In treating the deviant they must consider their future indemnity 

from past cations; they must cleanse themselves of evil presences. Banishment becomes 

a special form of extirpation. Depending upon situations and beliefs, it might be more 

suitable then death, as killing the offender might only further Infect society by releas¬ 

ing evil spirits. 

in Hie Code of Hammurabi, ^ 2250 B.C., the calculatedness with which punishments 

fer most crimes were given Is evident. As Wines has stated: 

"The union of all governmental functions in one person, the 
person of the patriarch, was certainly the acme of simplicity 
and homogeneity; but It lacked nothing so much as definition. 
The breaking up of the family Into tribes was a process of disin¬ 
tegration, end the more perfect union of tribes under the faro of 
the state was an act of integration. By the folnt and successive 
operation of these two processes, the vague and lII-defined; power 
residing In the family or tribal chief continually tended, through 
analysis, to become more definite; to reveal Itself at first as 
separable into two, the legislative and Hie executive, but later 
into three, the legislative, the executive, and judicial functions. 
The conception of crime became correspondingly more definite, 
and at the same time that of penalty also. 

Ideas of demonical possession are evident In history, even to Hie present. A single 
example. Psalm 58: "The wicked become estranged as soon m they are born, Those 
who speak lies go astray from birth. Their venom Is just like the venom of a serpent." 

2 
Harper, Robert Francis, Ed., The Code of Hammurabi. Chicago: Chicago University 
Press, Callaghan & Co., 1904, p. 55. 

® Wines, Frederick Howard, Punishment and Reformation. New York: Thomas Crowell 
and Co., 1910, pp. 29, 30. 



The basis of the Code for Babylonia was ucn eye for an eye, “ or direct and equal 

compensation. It Is evident In the sections pertinent to crimes of Incest that offenses 

of varying qualities and circumstances required varied punishments. The “blighting 

curse of Shanash, “ which Hammarabl respected cs being most powerful, might have 

influenced the definition of measures with which he would be appeased* For example: 

154. If a man have known his daughter, they shall expel that 
man from the city. 

155. If a man have betrothed a bride to his son and his son have 
known her, and if he (the father) afterward lie In her 
besom and they take him, they shall blind him and throw 
him Into the water. 

157. If a man lie In the bosom of his mother after (the death of) 
his father, they shall bum both of them. 

Punishment will naturally tend to serve as a deterrent force when it is seen as the effect 

or result of certain action. Consideration must be given, though, to the fact that 

banishment offers relative freedom and a chance for a new life. Robin Hood and his 

band of outlaws In Medieval England are the most Illustrious of gathered exiles. But 

the Medieval earth was largely unsettled, and its green valleys and vast plains, 

beyond the lure of their wild, presented hardships of many sorts, as Is witnessed In 

this excerpt from a sixteenth century poem, "Hie Nut Brown Mold": 

"For yo must there In your hende bere 
A bowe redy to draws 

And as a theef ye must iyue 
Euer in drede and awe." 

Among the Greeks Cleisthenes introduced the practice of banishment for prominent 

persons in 509 B.C. Alclblades succeeded in abolishing It in 416 B.C. Among the 

Important Greeks who were banished were Miltiades, Themistocles, and 



Aristides.^ Banishment Is a diplomatic form For dealing with delinquents. An epitome 

of charisma, a$ Napolean,for instance, might peso a threat to governmental security 

or national well-being, but cannot be executed or imprisoned because of existing 

popularity. Exile offers the most comfortable possible situation for the riddance of 

tee dangerous from a society which in partial opinion, at least, continues to sympathize 

with the delinquent. 

Excommunication, tee tool of the Roman Church, is weii seen in its general employment 

by Hildebrand in the latter part of tee eleventh century. 

"It \vo3 generally accepted that there was no salvation outside the 
church, teat salvation came through the sacraments, and teat no 
Western Church could properly observe tee sacraments unless It 
was in communion with Rome. Thus for all practical purposes, 
the pope controlled salvation.. .When any person, for example, 
refuted to obey the Roman pontiff, an edict of excommunication 
was prepared and published. This officially cut off tee person 
from tee Church; this separation would Include salvation. A 
total excommunication was a fearful thing. Not only was tee 
indivfduai deprived of salvation, but he Infected those about 
him. Moss could not be held In his presence; those giving him 
refuge of any kind were subject to severe discipline by the 
Church." 

As is true In aii forms of exclusions, the subject of excommunication is often liable 

to total pardon and reinstatement in the community, it is not the purpose of the 

institution to lose members of its ecclesiastical folds. Penance, the sinners' means 

to salvation, is the alternate possibility. Excommunication is tee ever-present threat, 

^ Gliiian, John Lewis, Criminology and Penology. 
1926, p. 366. 

e 
Baker, Robert A., Summary of Christian History, 
pp. 128, 129 

New York: The Century Company, 

Nashville: Broadman Press, 1959, 
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intended to influence appropriate thought/ word and action; it is a "deterrent" to those 

who value their communal membership. 

Transportation/ a form of treatment of delinquents appearing in England at the close of 

the sixteenth century/ was Hie result of changing social conditions. The discovery of 

America/ the war with Spain/ the increase in the volume of currency/ the development 

of foreign trade/ subsequent development of industry in England/ the Reformation/ the 

break-up of settled life of Hie Medieval manner/ the introduction of the enclosure 

system and turning the land to use of grazing sheep/ the break-up of old religious 

restraints on conduct, and the vast need for labor in the colonies were ail favoring 

factors With social and economic transitions there arose a multitude of beggers and 

lawless men. Gaols and workhouses were unable to provide work and were impossibly 

overcrowded* 

An Acte for Punyshment of Rogues, Vagabonds and Sturdy Beggars. 
1597 

.. .idlers were to be taken and flogged/ receiving a “testymonyail" 
to the effect os a sort of passport/ and then were to be handed on 
to their place of birth or last residence/ or they might be put into 
the common gaol cr house of correction for a year or till placed/ 
and those who were too decrepit to be employed were to be rele¬ 
gated to almshouses. 

"Provided always/ & it be enacted that Yf any of the said Rogues 
shall appear to be dangerous.. .or otherwyse to be such as will 
not be reformed/ That in every such case It shall & may be 
Lawful I to commit that rogue to hie Hawse of Correction or 
otherwyse to the Gaols,.. .there to remain untlH the next 
Quarter Sessions.. .& then such of the Rogues so committed 
as.. .shalbe thought fitt not to be delivered, shall. • .be 

^ Glllln, op. cit., pp. $67, 368 



banyshed out of this Realme and all the domynlons thereof.. .and 
shall be conveled unto such partes beyond the seas as shaibe at 
any tyme hereafter for that purpose assigned by Hie Prlvfe Counsel!. 
.. .And If any such Rogue so banyshed as aforesaid shall retumo 
Into any part of this Rsaime.. .without lawful I lycence or Warrant 
so to do# that In every such case the offence shaibe Feliony and _ 
the Party offending therein Suffer Death as In Hie case of Felony." 

In 1606 the Virginia Company was created by James I. Some people were given passage 

In return for their work. Despite a sizeable Influx of new workers to the colony# more 

men were still requested. Sir Thomas Dab was answered by James: "On account of 

the difficulty of procuring (2000) men In so short a time, all offenders out of the 

common gaols condemned to die should be sent for three years to Hie colony (Virginia); 

O 

so do the Spaniards people the Indies. Governor Dale reported that the first ship¬ 

ment of 300 men were "not always the woist kind of men either for birth# spirit# or 

body# and would be glad to escape a just sentence and make their new country# and 

9 
plant therein with all diligence and comfort." 

Until 1663 convicts were shipped regularly to the American colonies. In 1663 a 

mutiny Influenced feelings about the convicts so that In 1671 It was ordered that no 

10 more Newgaters (prisoners In a London Institution) would be transported. Through 

the early periods of penal transportation# ships' masters were given custody of convicts 

7 Record Commission# Statutes of the Realm, V. 4. London: Record Commission. 
1810, p. 899. 

® Salnsbury# W.N., Calendar of State Papers# London: Longman# Green# Longman# 
and Roberts# 1860# p H. 

7 Baltagh# J.C# White Servitude In Virginia# Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press# 
1902# p. 35. 

^ Ives# George# History of Penal Methods# London: Stanley Paul & Co.# 1914, p. 108 
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and ware either paid directly for transporting them (as high as fifty acres of land was 

allowed^) or they were given the right to sell the convicts to persons in the colonies. 

Transportation thus came to conflict with the African slave trade In America. Such 

profit incentives and the lack of official control in handling convicts led to widespread 

shanghaiing along the coast of England. Citizens were kidnapped and carried away to 

become slaves* A 1645 Ordinance of the House of Lords proclaimed] ''Whereas hie 

Houses of Parliament are Informed that diverse lewd persons do go up end down hie 

city of London and elsewhere In a most barbarous and wicked manner steal away many 

little children, hie Ordinance demands apprehension, searching of ships, ami careful 

control; as lists must be published. 

During the reign of Charles )l. Act 18 of Charles II legalized the transportation to 

North America of felons under sentence of death. They were, however, to have a 

choice between hanging and transportation. The latter was, in effect, a conditional 

13 
pardon. Revision came again in 1717 through a new Acts "Many offenders to 

whom the royal mercy hath been extended, upon the condition of transporting them¬ 

selves to the West indies, have often neglected to perform the said condition, but 

reformed to their formed wickedness and have at last, for new crimes, brought to a 

shameful, Ignominious death; and whereas In many of His Majesty's Colonies ami 

Plantations in America there Is great want of servants” persons henceforth convicted 

Ibid, p. 112 

12 Ibid, p. 114 

13 
Wines, op. eit., p. 162 



of offenses within Clergy were to be liable to seven years' transportation, and those 

reprieved from execution for graver crimes were to serve fourteen years, or longer, 

and the contractors, for their transportation, were to possess a property In their ser¬ 

vices* 'Ms was considered to be a sufficient reward. ^ 

Transportation to the American Colonies ended at the outbreak of the Revolution. The 

system proved to be practicable under the contractorship* It was an economic success 

both In relieving the labor shortage problem In the Colonies and in solving the problem 

of overcrowded prisons on the continent. Much debate was wagered concerning the 

effect!vIty of transporting as a form for the treatment of delinquents. Jeremy Bsntham 

favored transportation to America,contending that the many good masters there 

were of good Influence to their convicts. 

Chaplain Hugh Jones remarked In 1724 that “Their being sent tlther to work as 

slaves for punishment Is but a mere notion, for very few of them ever lived so well 

and so easily before, especially If they were good for anything.. .These are to serve 

seven and sometimes fourteen years and they, servants by Indenture, have an allowance 

of cam and cloathes when they are out of their time. Another author says that as 

soon as they were landed In America they were no longer convicts but servants by 

Indenture or customs of the country, and at the end of their term of bondage It was 

^ Ives, op. eft., p. 109 

^ Bentham, Jeramy, Works, Part 3, "Panopticon vs. New South Wales." Edinburgh: 
Stevenson and Co., 1778, pp. 184, 185. 

^ Jones, Hugh, The Present State of Virginia. London, 1724, p. 53. 
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the custom to give them the plant to start with, including raiment, tools, implements, 

and three barrels of com* Sometimes a grant of fifty acres was added; and in many 

cases land was easily obtainable. In 1690 Governor Howard directed that every servant 

should receive a patent of fifty acres cm attaining his freedom. Out of the fifty 

thousand or more who had been sentenced to transportation n$ome rose to attain high 

honour and position.11^ 

Those who opposed transportation argued that it failed as a form of punishment and as 

a deterrent. While it may have appeared to be attractive to the poor and the depressed 

as an opportunity for new life and even possible wealth, it rarely failed to be a diffi¬ 

cult journey; many masters were severely cruel with their convict servants. 

In 1776 county authorities were told to prepare and enlarge the gaols to meet new 

conditions brought on by the American Revolution. But no steps were taken for alle¬ 

viation of this problem, and there being no outlet for the convict population, the 

period of “hulk" confinement was authorized that year. These vessels, anchored to 

docks around the country, imprisoned multitudes in filth and wretched conditions. 

In the year 1770 Captain Cook had examined the fringe of the eastern coast of Australia. 

Captain Arthur Phillip, reputed as a man of high character, was selected in 1786 to 

command an expedition transporting convicts to the "vast” land of Australia. He was 

a man of understanding, having stated, “I doubt If the fear of death ever prevented a man 

18 
of no principle from committing a bad action." 

^ Ives, op. cit., p. 122, 123 
18 Ibid, p. 125-127 
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In 1787 Captain Phillip, six ships, 274 hands, 564 male ami 192 female prisoners, 

farmyard animals, seeds, implements and tools set forth on the journey which lasted 

eight months. In the new land a small community was established; a small log 

prison was constructed, a patrol made up of convicts v/as organized as a watch, and 

a public store was opened. Six marines wore hanged for robbery of that store. 

19 
Criminality prevailed and severe floggings had to be administered. 

The second fleet of 1790 was one of horrible suffering; the new contractors greedily 

overcrowded their ships. On board, a death simply meant one less mouth to feed. 

Upon their arrival in Sidney, a Mr. Johnson reported what he beheldi 

"Went down amongst the convicts on board the 'Surprise1 where I 
beheld a sight truly shocking to Hie feelings of humanity —- a 
great number of them lying, some half, others entirely naked, 
without either bed or bedding, unable to turn or help them* 
selves. Spoke to them as I passed along, but the smell was so 
offensive that I could scarcely bear It..." "Seme of these un¬ 
happy people died after the ships came Into the harbour before 
they could be taken on shore.. .the landing was truly affecting 
and shocking; great numbers war o not able to walk, not move 
hand or foot; such were slung over the ship's side In Hie same 
manner as they would sling a cask, a box, or anything of that 
native. Before their being brought to the open air some fainted, 
some died on deck, others in Hie boat before they could reach 
the shore. When they come on shore many were not able to walk, to 
stand or to stir themselves In the least, hence {Lome were led by others, 
some creeped upon their hands and knees.* 

In March of 1791 Governor Phillip commenced to make grants of land to certain pri¬ 

soners who hod served their time, the usual amounts being thirty acres for a single man 

and fifty acres for the married, with ten acres more for each child. They received 

19 Ibid, p. 128, 129 

20 Johnson to Thornton, Historical Records, Vol. I, pt. 2, source vague in Ives 
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tools, seeds, and government rations for the first eighteen months of their freedom. 

Convicts were also bestowed upon the free settlers who began arriving in January, 

1793. Within a year, an enormous demand for convict ichor had developed among 

the settlers and the emancipists. With the new demand and subsequent supply, the 

21 history of the Australian colony becomes very simitar to that of American transportation. 

in Virginia tobacco was the currency medium and standard of values; Bengal or 

Jamaica rum v/as the general unit in Australia. Rum was used in paying wages, buying 

22 
land, paying fines, and once, a wife went for four gallons. Thus, orgies of 

drunkenness were only natural. 

As succeeding shiploads of convicts arrived a certain number were always claimed by 

the government for the public works. This branch of service was not at ail popular, 

especially among the skilled workmen end mechanics who were in demand and could 

draw handsom salaries . The hours of tabor were light in hie early days, being from 

six to three. The men were generally clad m gray. They were kept in barracks at 

night unless they received special leave to steep in the town. Those who were not in 

public service were assigned as servants to those who applied for them. Some got their 

friends and associates; other managed to get their wives who had foiiowed them from 

England. Still others were sent to distant stations in the country to ba shepherds and 

laborers. There were many severe masters, wider whose control there v/as little hope 

2* Ives, op. clt., p. 133 

22 Ibid, p. 134 
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* 

23 for anything beyond severity. 

Up to Hie year 1812 no particulars of cn Individual's crImo(s) were sent out to the colony. 

It was wiser to have no list, Governor Macquarie considered, lest dislikes and pre¬ 

judices should be occasioned by particular Instances, it was better to allow fresh 

starts. A 'lifer* became eligible to receive a ticket of leave after eight years of 

servitude; a fourteen-year man after six, and a seven-year man after four years of 

good caidust. Able men were well paid; they were valuable to their masters and 

frequently worked their way Into partnership. They also filled places in the professions: 

some become doctors, many acted as schoolmasters* In the field of journalism, the 

Emancipists, led by such men as Watt and O'Shaughnessy, assumed important social 

positions, in business, some large fortunes were accumulated. Those on the spot in 

Sidney were convinced that many were reformed by their new fives; some earned such 

good reputations as to merit position on the magisterial bench.^ 

As the numbers of settlers coming to the colony increased, a conflict began between 

Hie Emancipists, who formed their party in 1809, and Hie free settlers* Governor 

Macquarie fostered the idea that reformed convicts were to be allowed personal dig¬ 

nity and equal rights. The new settlers eventually outnumbered and sought statehood. 

They did not want the name of their state to be connected with Hie original Institution. 

The Emancipists fought a losing battle, trying to assert that "under a good system of 

punishment an offender should, at the exptraHon of his sentence, be considered to 

23 Ibid, p. 135 

24 Ibid, p. 139 
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to have atoned for his crimes, and should be permitted to commence a new career 

25 
without any reference to his past one. u 

The government proceeded, about 1837, to stop the assignment of convicts to pri¬ 

vate persons, alleging, amongst other things. Its Inequality of effect* There was 

much discussion In England and contemplation of ending transportation to Australia. 

After many years of navigating the waters between England and New South Wales, 

the peril and risk had been eliminated; It was brought that transportation was no 

longer severe enough. Indeed, through many years of English history, people were 

committing crimes so that they might be banished to opportunity; the crimes, at 

first, had to be grave enough aid later of exactly the right typo to merit being 

sent to a choice spot fox so much time. In 1840 transportation of convicts to New 

South Wales was prohibited.^ 

The English also sent convicts to Port Macquarie (1821-1833) end to Norfolk Island 

(1788-1856); the French and the Spanish had similar colonies for banishment* 

Tholr histories are all much the same. The popular arguments for transportation 

were; the change In climate did one good, especially those from crowded and 

filthy city areas; the examples set by good masters In the colonics tended to be 

reformative; It allowed a new and different life and brought now attitudes; it 

25 Ibid, pp. 140, 141 

26 Ibid, p. 142 

27 Ibid, p. 142 

28 ibid, p. 159 

26 
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was easier to return from banishment than from prison; It was not as defacing as 

prison, which gave the prisoner a stigma which he could not shed. In opposition 

were those who thought It too mild or too costly. 

B. Execution; Mutilation; Torture 

uThe next day I hoard so,mush talk of'execution* that t decided to stop 
work long enough to see It. This was to be a three day's festival. 
Thirty-six men In ail were to be put to death, twelve a day. Squat¬ 
ting In an open pavilion, with all their relatives and friends squatting 
about them, they were given their last meal.. .At the appointed hour, 
the procession formed to walk through the town from the pavilion to 
the execution grounds, which were about a mile away and next to 
the palace. The sheriff was the official head of the procession, but 
before him walked a man with a large bell, which he swung up and 
down.. .When vve got to the execution grounds there must have been 
o thousand people gathered in a great space before a grove of palm 
trees* 

"Twelve banana-leaves v/ere laid In a line, equal distances apart, 
across the center of a clear space, which was three or four hundred 
feet each way. The twelve prisoners sat cross-legged on these. 
Behind each of them was a stake to which their elbows were tied. 
Back of the stake and cross-piece v/as a higher stake still.. .When 
they were all well tied, the sheriff came up to each In turn and, 
stooping, picked up handfuls of mud from the ground. He plastered 
It first in one ear and then in the other. He did this, I was told, 
so they would not Hear when the executioner came up behind them. 
Then he pished their heads over and put a small pot of mud on the 
backs of their necks... 

"When all twelve men were mud plastered and bent over, a signal 
was given and out came the executioners, twelve of them, dancing 
and brandishing long straight swords above their heads. They wore 
dressed In bright red.. .and their faces painted In stripes and blebs 
of red and yellow* They took their pieces, one behind each pri¬ 
soner. The crowd was gesticulating and laying bets as to which 
executioner would do the neatest job. Another signal was given. 
The swords made a fancy swlri In the air and all descended at 
once. They halved the blobs of mud, cut almost through the necks, 
but did not quite sever the heads from the bodies. This was left 
for a second set of executioners, v/ho finished the fob and set the 
heads on tho sharp high stakes behind. The audience was still 
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while the blows were being struck. When the heads were set up, 
some of Hie women screamed and ran away." 

The twelve men had been members of the same gang« They had tortured a rich man, 

plucking out his nails and roasting his feet until he told where his treasure was hid— 

29 
den. They stold It, and then they killed him. 

"I have slain a young man for wounding me, 
a young man for striking me, 

If Cain Is avenged sevenfold, 
truly Lamech seventy-seven fold.u 

Genesis 4: 23-24 

Every animal replies to an attack with a sort of on answering attack; It is a defensive 

attack, a reflexive movement set into action by impulse. Revenge Is a natural 

Instinct common to alt human beings. The Ideas of law, Justice, and punishment 

are often products of pure Instinct. But the development of law and Justice seems 

to stem from another natural instinct which compels men to equate, to order and 

define. Aristotle only articulates, later, the basic premises which are at the roots 

of Mosaic Law or the Code of Hammurabi. Theology and philosophy, through all 

centuries, have juggled concepts of good and evil, pain and pleasure, Justice, and 

ethical balance In human society. First law is discipline; punishment is given 

20 
purpose and limit, based upon precedent, as is seen in the Code of Hammurabi: 

”!f a man steal the property of a god (temple) or palace, that man 
shall be put to death; and he who receives from his hand the stolen 

^ Mayer, Charles, Wild Beasts on the China Sea. Asia: 1923, p. 251 

^ Harper, op. alt., pp. 13, 15, 75, and 79 
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(property) shall also be put to death. 

"If the owner (claimant) of the lost property do not produce witnesses 
to identify his lost property, he has attempted fraude (has lied), he 
has stirred up strife (calumny), he shall be put to death. 

"If a man steal ox or sheep, ass or pig, or boat, if it be from a god 
(temple) or palace, he shall restore thirtyfoid; if it be from a free¬ 
man, he shall render tenfold. If the thief have nothing wherewith 
to pay he shall be put to death. 

"If a man knock out a tooth of a man with his own rank, they shall 
knock out his tooth. 

"If a physician operate on a man for a severe wound with a bronze 
lancet and cause the man's death; or open an abscess (in the eye) 
of a man with a bronze lancet and destroy the man's eye, they shall 
cut off his fingers." 

Hammurabi makes clear one of his basic intents in the Epilogue to the Code; 

"The righteous laws, which Hammurabi the wise king, established and (by which) 

he gave the land stable support and pure government. Hammurabi, the perfect 

king, am I..." He is not only to ensure security and uniform justice, but he is 

also making issue of his'Vighteousness." Masai Law is intent at an identical 

purpose; it is to exhibit the justice of God, and in addition, to reveal the mercy 

of Jehovah. This mercifulness is, in itself, a prophet of penance; it lays the 

ground work for the doctrine of forgiveness for sin and reformation. In principle, 

Hie law of Moses was: 

”.. .you shall give life for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand 
for hand, foot for foot, burn for bum, wound for wound, stripe for 
stripe." 

Exodus 21; 22 

31 Ibid, p. 99 
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Regulation of retaliation Is essential among civilized states. Private injuries call, 

at first/ for private vengeance/ but individual demands are subjugated by societal 

implications; sin/ crime/ and evil are matters which demand unanimous attention 

through their moral overtones. "The relation of private vengeance to public war," 

anthropologist Tylor observed, "Is well seen among hie rude tribes such as Inhabit 

the forests of Brazil. When a murder is done within the frlbe, then of course ven¬ 

geance lies between the two families concerned; but if the murderer fs of another 

clan or tribe, then it becomes a public wrong. The injured community holds coun¬ 

sel and mostly decide for war if they dare; then a war party sets forth in which the 

near kinsmen of hie murdered man, their bodies painted with black daubs to show 

their deadly office, rush foremost into the fight. Among neighboring tribes, the 

ordinary way In which wear begins is by some quarrel or trespass. Then a man is 

killed on one side or the other and vengeance for his death spreads into blood feud 

and tribal war ever ready to break out from generation to generation." While 

vengeance Is sanctioned for balancing the loss of injury, It Is restrained for protec¬ 

tion of security. Russell explains that the law of vengeance operated to prevent 

homicide among the Pima Indians; the eiders teach restraint, urging the younger 

people, "Speak not foolishly, do not quarrel and kill your neighbor, for that leads 

J33 
to retaliation. Revenge, instead of following a steady line or creating "balance, " 

springs into the never-ending circle — a fearful future. 

See Tylor, Anthropology. New York, 1889, 

See Thomas, Source Book of Social Origins. 

32 Quoted in Gllltn, op. cit.,/p.296. 
p. 418 / 

33 Quoted In Gllltn, op. clt., p. 295. 
Chicago, 1909, pp. 779, 780 
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In the formulation of codes of behavior and laws prescribing treatment of delinquents, 

the subjective cannot be totally overlooked. First codes appear to be "pure” In their 

objectivity, epitomized, of course, In "an eye for an eye*" Moser considered the 

matter of'Intent' ami proclaimed: 

"Whoever strikes a man so that he dies shall be put to death. But If 
ho did not He In wait for him, but God let him fall Into his hand, 
then I will appoint a place to which he may flee. But If a man 
willfully attacks another to kilt him treacherously, you shall take 
him from my altar that he may die •" 

Exodus 212 12 

Revelations added new controls: 

"And Jehovah spoke unto Moses, saying, 'Speak unto the children 
of Israel, and say unto them, When ye peas over the Jordan Into 
Hie land of Canaan, then ye shall appoint you cities to be cities 
of refuge for you, that the manslaycr that klileth any person un¬ 
wittingly may flee thither. And the cities shall be unto you for 
refuge from the avenger, that the manslaycr die not, until he 
stand before the congregation for judgement." 

Numbers 35: 9-15 

The Right of Sanctuary, Instituted by the Church end protected by Kings, postponed 

swift and eager vengeance upon the suspected until a proper trial or hearing could 

be held. Within a limited period of time, the accused might somehow establish his 

Innocence, If Innocent. The practice continued, In England until the time of James I. 

In later times the Right of Sanctuary was highly formalized and limited to use by 

privileged persons.^ 

34 gee Ives, History of Penal Methods. London, 1914, pp. 25-26. 
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Execution, mutilation, and torture also serve purposes of social expiation. Quoting 

Saletlles, “The Infliction of punishment becomes a sort of roilglota ceremony. It Is 

solemnized by formalities, sanctioned by law and ritual, imposing one ceremony for 

the verdict, and nother for Its execution. An assembly of the tribe Is summoned for 

the imposition of the punishment; thereupon the execution takes place according to 

established rites after the manner of an expiatory sacrifice. It Is In fact a sacrifice 

offered to the gods of the tribe; the victim is not an Individual to be put to death, 

but one to be immolated to satisfy the demands of Hie gods. The tribe does not claim 

the right to kill for the sake of killing; to appease the vengeance of the gods Is the 

35 
excuse of the Immolation." It could be proposed that punishment Is, in itself, an 

Institution which Is so tightly woven Into social pattern that organized existence, 

that Is, the life of Hie tribe or state, could not continue without It. this Is true, 

for a limited number of historical cases; the Remans had their Christians and Hitler 

had hts Jews, with whom society was given cohesion to a singular, spectacular 

purpose through Indirection. 

Superstition and notions of Hie supernatural have played their rotes In punishment. 

Expiatory punishment appears, from primitive times, as almost poetic. Achan, his 

children, and his possessions were destroyed by Israel as a consequence of his having 

taken a Babylonian garment, 200 shekels of sliver, and a wedge of gold as spoils of 

36 
war. Xerxes had made a floating bridge over the Hellespont; It was a narrow 

35 
Saletlles, Individualization of Punishment. Boston t Little, Brown & Co., TV 13, 
p. 31 

36 Joshua 7i 1-26 
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strait of sea only about a mite In width between Europe and Asia. A storm shattered 

the work and “when Xerxes heard of It he wen deeply enraged and ordered that the 

Hellespont should be scourged three hundred lashes and a pair of fetters thrown Into 

It* In Hebrew law It was decreed that ”If an ox gore a mem or woman that they 

die, then the ox shall be surely stoned and his flesh shall not be eaten...In 

ancient Greece an obfeet which killed a citizen was brought to trial In the court 

of Prytaneum, ami If convicted, cast beyond the borders.3^ The Idea that objects 

are endowed with consciousness has also been applied to the dead. At Romo, about 

898, Pope Stephen VI saw fit to bring the body of hts predecessor to trial. The copse 

of Opoe Formosus, then some months burled, was brought before Pope Stephen and 

his council raid placed, clad In prelate’s robes. In a chair of Hie state. Having 

appointed a deacon for the counsel, they addressed Its “Why didst thou. • .usop the 

Universal See of Rome? “ The old man's body, like a monstrous doll, might nod and 

bend while the attendants supported It, but made no sound; so they cut off Its bene¬ 

dictory fingers and cast the copse Into the Yellow Tiber. After other adventures It 

40 
was ultimately rehabilitated and put back in the tomb. 

Aristotle, discussing corrective Justice, focuses sharply on the subjective aspects of 

^ Quoted In Ives, History of Penal Methods, p. 249. See Herodotus VII, 33, 34, 35 

38 Exodus 21:28 

39 Quoted In Ives, op. eft., p. 253. Seo Fraser, J.G., Bausantas, Vol. II. London, 
1898, p. 370. 

40 Ibid, p. 262 
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punishment (intentions) as they are related to the matter of interpersonal relation** 

ships and the unity and stability of society, or to the objective aspect of balance 

of gain and less. 

"But the Just which arises in transactions between men in fairness in 
a certain sense, and the Unjust unfair, only not in the way of geo¬ 
metrical proportion but arithmetical. Because it makes no difference 
whether a robbery, for instance, is committed by a good man on a bad 
or a bad man on a good, nor whether a good or a bad man has com¬ 
mitted adultery: The law looks only to the difference created by the 
injury and treats the men as previously equal, where the one does and 
the other suffers injury, or Hie one has done and the other suffered 
harm. And so this is Unjust, being an inequality, the judge endeavors 
to reduce them to equality again, because really when one party has 
been wounded and the other has struck him, or Hie one kills ami the 
other dies, the suffering and the doing are divided into equal shares; 
well, the judge tries to restore equality by penalty, thereby taking 
from the gain. 

"For these terms gain and loss are applied to these cases, though per¬ 
haps the term In some particular instance may not be strictly proper, 
as gain, for instance, to the man who has given a blow, and loss to 
him who has received tt: still, when the suffering has been estimated, 
the one is called loss and the other gain. 

"And so the equal is the mean between the more and the less, which 
represent gain and loss in contrary ways (I mean, that the more of 
good and the less of evil Is gain, the less of good and the more of 
evil Is loss): between which the equal was stated to be a mean, 
which equal we say ts Just: and so the Corrective Just must be the 
mean between loss and gain. 

"There are people who have a notion that Reciprocation (or Retalia¬ 
tion) Is simply just,as the Pythagoreans said: for they defined Hie 
Just simply and without qualification as 'That which reciprocates 
with another' () .e., an eye for an eye). But this simple Recipro¬ 
cation will not fit on dther to the Distributive Just, or the Correc¬ 
tive (and yet this is the Interpretation they put on Hie Rhadamanthfan 
rule of Just: 'If a man suffer what he hath done, then there would 
be straightforward justice'), for in many cases differences arise: as, 
for Instance, suppose one in authority has struck a man, he Is not 
to be struck in turn; or if a man has stuck one in authority he must 
not only be struck but punished also. And again, the voluntariness 
or involuntariness of actions makes a great difference. 
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"But in dealings of exchange such a principle of Justice as this Recipro- 
cationforms the bond of union; but then it must be Reciprocation 
according to proportion and not exactly equality, because by propor¬ 
tionate reciprocity of action (he social community is held together. 
For either Reciprocation of evil Is meant, and if this be now allowed It 
is thought to be a servile condition of things; or else Reciprocation 
of good, and if this is not effected then there is no admission to par-. 
ticipation (I.e., of service) which is the very bond of their union. ' 

The Twelve Tables of Rome express clearly the obsession for order. The plebs, 

complaining at the lack of equity in the application of laws, which were purely 

oral at the time, instigated a codification of lav/ in Rome around the middle of 

the fifth century B.C. The majority of the laws attributed to Romulus or Numa 

have a religious character. For example: "If a human being has been killed by 

lightning, one must not fake the corpse on one's knees.. .or give it a regular 

funeral." The death sentence was conceived of as an act of conseereation to the 

gods; "Sacer Esto" is a recurring formula. "Whoever pulls up a boundary-stone 

shall be dedicated to the gods, and his oxen as well.“ "Fax Dearum, " harmony 

between men and the gods, calls for expeditious extirpation* But, In general, the 

articles of the Twelve Tables were of the same tone as codes from primitive times. 

Their purpose was to give to each person that which was his right, to restore it to 

him when needful, and to re-establish, as for as possible, the pre-existing situation. 

Sometimes redress takes the form of retaliation, but only if foe two parties have 

foiled to come to an agreement of suitable compensation. Retaliation was never 

regarded as more than a last resort; in order to avoid It foe law stipulates precise 

^ Aristotle, NIchomochean Ethics, Boole V, Chapter 8. 
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figures* For example, damages of 300 sesterces were charged against anyone who 

broke a bone in the body of a freeman and 150 of a slave. The most striking ele¬ 

ment of the Tables Is the elimination of "privilegin'1; application of the articles 

42 was universal. This Is the very basis of liberty ami {urfdiclal equality. 

Furtum 
A distinction was drawn between "furtum manlfestum, " when the 
thief was caught In the act, and "furtum nec roanlfestum," when 
he was not. In Hie former case the thief, if a free man, was 
scourged and "adfudged" to the person from whom he had stolen, 
if the thief was a slave he was scourged and then thrown from 
the Tarpeian rock. In the case of "furtum nec manlfestum" the 
penalty was already pecuniary, double the value of the thing 
stolen having to be paid. 

tnturla 
1 The Tables punished the breaking of a limb (membrum reptum) 

by tallon, that is by allowing Hie infliction of a similar infury 
on the wrongdoer, only "if no agreement for compensation be 
made." The fracture of a bone dealt with by a fixed pecuniary 
penalty of 300 "asses, " where the victim was a free man, 150 "asses" 
where he was a slave. Verbal attacks on a man's character were 
considered offenses Oniuria) and led to fines. 

With the decay of the Roman Empire and the rise of Canonical Courts, the Church 

permeated punishment with a sense of Veformatlon.1 The Remans were humanitarian 

In their {urisdlction, but ihefr basic concern was not directly to reform the criminal. 

The theory of punishment for crime and the theory of punishment for sin vary In pur¬ 

pose; the first Is to restore balance as far as possible while the latter is to redeem. 

AO 
Crlmai, Pierre, The Civilization of Rome. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1963, 
pp. 130-134. 

^ Jolowlcz, H.F., Historical Introduction to the Study of Roman Law. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1932, pp. 170-1741 
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Capital punishment, mutilation and all sorts of physical injuries, often being mental 

as well, were applied regardless of philosophy. 

Through history capital punishments have been seen in an almost unimaginable variety. 

They have been designed for efficiency, spectator thrilling, and mass production; they 

have been contrived to be quick and painless, slow and severly painful, and, as 

extended rituals. Men have been burned, thrown from heights, devoured by wild 

beasts, cricified, drowned, beheaded, stoned, strangled, smothered, shot, drawn 

and quartered, skinned, starved, electrocuted, asphyxiated, and cut assunder . Men 

have been locked in isolated dungeons and driven to madness and self-destruction. 

The ways in which men have tormented their captives would fill volumes. Pillories 

and stocks, brandings, floggings, danglings, dippings, treadmills and galleys, 

stewing, Isolating and stretching are but a few of the creations for punishment. 

The ordeals of Medieval England were examples of punishment Imposed to determine 

guilt or innocence. There was a consecrated barley-cake, which was supposed to 

choke a perjurer If he tried to swallow It. There was a test by Immersion In which the 

accused had to sink over seven feet In water with a rope attached to his body so that 

he could be pulled out If his guiltlessness was proved. There was a test with hot water 

In which the accused had to pick a stone out of a pot of boiling liquid without scalding 

his aim. The most famous ordeal was that which was worked out with a heated Iron bar 

or ring. The iron had to be carried nine times the length of the bearer's foot; his hand 

was then bound and examined at the end of three day's time. If It was found to be 

clean and free from suppuration, the accused was acquited. Wager of battle Is yet 

another such trying of the accused. In 1215, the Fourth Lateran Council finally forbade 
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the ordeals and priest's blessings of them. Shortly thereafter they were stopped. 44 

Capital punishment grew In popularity as a form of treatment In the seventeenth, 

eighteenth, and Into the nineteenth centuries. The favorite argument was that public 

sight of the consequences of crime might deter them from evil-doing. The number of 

capital offenses In seventeenth century England was truly enormous and continued 

growing. This is accounted for by the fact that members of Parliament who could not 

become ministers but who wanted to do something often had enough interest to get 

another law passed which created a new capital felony. In the eighteenth century 

there finally came to be, In theory, more than two hundred capital offenses. 3 It * 

Is v/ell known that great crowds gathered daily at the public gallows, where there 

was merry drinking, cheering, and pickpocketing. The spectacle of the gallows 

failed to relieve the over-worked hangmen; the noose and trapdoor were finally 

quartered In secluded prison dungeons. 

The American colonists brought the English penal codes to the new land. Crime was 

considered to be a serious breach of the social and moral life of the times and was 

punished strictly. The "Blue Laws" of Connecticut, adopted In 1642 and 1650, 

provided for fourteen capital offenses: the Hemstead Code of 1664, governing New 

York and vicinity, enumerated eleven capital crimes. All crimes not considered as 

capital were punishable by flagellation, multllatlon, stocks or the pillory. Lying and 

44 Ives, cp. cit., pp. 21-24 

45 Ibid, p. 18, 19 
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false news, for example, were punished by fine, shipping or the stocks; forgery 

was punished by the pillory. The ducking-stool, or "seat of infamy" was a quaint 

device used for keeping behavior within prescribed limits. There was also the 

"dame's brible," which consisted of an iron framework that was placed on the head, 

enclosing it in a kind of cage; in front it had a plate of iron which was sharpened 

or covered with spikes. This was reserved for women gossips or "common scolds," 

and it was placed in the mouth in such a way that if the tongue was moved it was 

bound to be injured. ^ 

More humiliating devices, however, were toe stocks, pillory and whipping post. 

Every colonial village had these instruments of punishment set up in a conspicuous 

place where everyone could view too punishment of victims. It was assumed that 

the villagers had the right to throw stones, rotten fruit and mud at the heads of those 

in punishment. The punishment was far more than physical; it rendered the sufferer 

infamous in the village and a social outcast. Branding, widely used in England 

and America, was another form of punishment which left men with permanent stigma. 

A common brand was the letter "T," which might be placed on the forehead, de¬ 

signating "thief." Flogging was probably the mcst brutal form of punishment of 

colonial times. Descriptions of the types of instruments created for beating criminals 

would fill countless pages. All such forms of punishment are cherished for the deter¬ 

rent effect which administrators believed to be effective. 

The infliction of physical punishment is rarely known today, but the form of capital 

46 Giilin, op. cit., pp. 7,8 
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punishment lingers still. It is a matter of great controversy the world over. Those 

who favor capital punishment propose: that It is the only method of eliminating the 

hopeless enemy of society; that it deters others from crime as no other form of punish¬ 

ment; Its brutalizing effect Is an assumption unproved; that it Is the only means by 

which society is relieved of the support of those who continually war upon it; that 

it is a positive selective agency to wipe out the stock of irrefcrmable criminals. The 

opposed propose that it is an irrevocable penalty, therefore not suited for use by 

fallible human beings; that It Is “retributive" in nature; that it Is not reformative; 

that capital punishment is not deterrent in effect; that it diminishes the certainty 

of punishment (juries will not act properly because they do not v/ant to sentence a 

man to death); that It violates humanitarian sentiments; and that it is the most 

coldblooded and deliberate kind of murder.^ 

In the United States today, Hie states of Alaska, Delaware, Hawaii, Maine, 

Minnesota, and Wisconsin do not employ capital punishment. The states of Michigan, 

North Dakota and Rhode island resort to execution only in cases of treason and first 

degree murder by a man serving a sentence in a prison. During the period from 

1930-1963, 3,833 executions for crime have occurred in the United States. The 

number of executions per year has decreased from 156 in 1930 to 21 in 1963. Ninety- 

one persons were given the death sentence in 1963; eight of these were executed. In 

^ See Gowers, Sir Ernest, A Life for a Life?. London: Chattoand Windus, 1956, 
for a detailed study of the pros and cons of capital punishment. 

^ United Nations, Capitol Punishment. New York: Department of Economic and 
Social Affairs, 1962, pp. 8, 74. 



that year 287 men were under sentence of capital punishment. Of the twenty-one 

49 
executed, eighteen died for crimes of murder, two for rape, and one for kidnapping. 

C. Material Compensation 

At the upper end of any scale of lav/, which Is a set of Institutionalized norms, 

there are mores, and to the other end of the scale are folkways. A low Intensity of 

feeling and mild sanctions are associated with the latter; as this mildness rises In 

intensity, the area of mores is entered. Devlancy In the upper range Is met with 

strong feelings and most severe treatment. Banishment, execution and physical 

punishment have been some general forms of treatment for violations of mores. 

Material compensation Is a form which meets the needs for disciplining deviants In 

the lower range; fines are imposed as retributive for an act and, as the scale is 

climbed, they might be added to other punishments to strengthen their point. Fines 

are, of course, meant to be uncomfortable and thereby be deterrent In effect. In 

addition to purposes of deterrence, fines have served, from the times of primitive 

codes, to recompose the order of society; as Aristotle considered, to establish gain 

where there was loss, and loss where there was gain, Is the purpose of retributive 

justice. 

The penance of Christianity requires retribution, whenever and wheroever possible; 

the Twelve Tables of Borne, as seen In the last section, preferred material compensation 

to physical retaliation. Tacitus recorded that among the people of ancient Germany 

49 
Bureau of Prisons, National Prisoner Statistics, Executions 1930-1963. Washington! 
U.S. Department cf Jujtlce, No. 34, 1964, pp. 1,4. 



"oven homicide 1$ atoned by a certain fine in cattle and sheep; and the v/hoie family 

accepts the satisfaction to the advantage of public weal since quarrels are meat dan¬ 

gerous In a free state."®® Status Is the primary determinant of punishment In early 

law. 

Among ghe Teutonic peoples of early England every sort of infury one freeman might 

do to another was atonable by "bot," which was a money compensation paid to the 

Injured man or his relatives. The nature of this fine depended primarily upon the 

damage done, and secondly upon the importances of the person Injured and the injur¬ 

ing person. Every form of aggression had its appointed fine according to the indivi¬ 

dual's "wer." The tariffs varied with the different tribes, but the main principle 

extends through all. In Mercia, the wer-glld of a king was fixed at 7,200 shillings, 

that of a county magnate was 1,200 shillings, that of a ceorl, or husbandman, was 

200 shillings. These fines may not seem heavy , but they were; Hie price of a sheep 

was a shilling. Thus the wer-gild, or fine for murder, was hopelessly impossible to 

pay, and when not paid, all vengeance v/as loosed The murderer might then 

CO 

escape to live os on outlaw. A front tooth generally cost six shillings. 

®® Quoted In Giilin, Crlmlniogy and Penology, p. 299, See Tacitus, Germania, 
Chapter 19. 

1 Ives, History of Penal Methods, pp. 3-5. The consequences of failing to meet 
payment were described by a Danish Monarch: M.. .at the second time let there 
be no other bot if he be foul." "than that his hands be cut off or his feet, or 
both, according as his deed may be, and if then he hath wrought yet greater 
wrong, then let his eyes be put out, or his nose and his ears and the upper Up be 
cut off; or let him be scalped.. .so that punishment be Inflicted ami also the soul 
preserved.H 

52 Ibid, p. 8 
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At the present time In the United States, monetary amercement is widely used by 

courts of law. Certain violations are assigned precise values# while In many eases 

the law specifies a range within which the fudge may exercise discretion. Judicial 

and statutory extenuating circumstances are primary considerations. The purposes 

for fining deviants vary from punishment to deterrence to# as the paying citizen might 

often realize# supporting police departments along the highway. The importance of 

the revenue collected by fines In financing police and court operations today can¬ 

not be overlooked; it Is part of the economy. it Is almost impossible to see the pur¬ 

pose of restitution in current imposition of material fines. In a vast majority of cases, 

It is an abstract retribution; violation Is a matter of morals and public safety which 

cannot pass without notice. Not one member of society Is exempt from conformity 

and mutt answer for personal behavior. Fines serve mainly as reminders of the law. 

On the subject of fines# George Bernard Shaw provides interesting considerations in 

'The Crime of Imprisonment." A great number of crimes are punished by fines# but 

many more could be handled by proper amercement. Fines must be proportioned and 

applied so that the individual will really feel the pain of loss. As things are# most 

people can undergo the Iras of a fine without suffering# many expect fines In their 

personal budgeting, and many more escape fines through political connections. 

D. Incarceration 

History has never been without some form of calculable container for the confinement 

of Its convicted criminals. Sure cells have been used far safely locking away politi¬ 

cal dissenters# for holding the accused until their trial# and for securing the condemned 
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until the moment of society's collectivo vengeance, or, in tho ccse of Individual 

composition, until the moment of the ritual of placation. Greek blrcmes and 

English hulks are seme of the larger cells of history; the blreme enslaving while 

confining. The cells of palazzi and castles, deep and dark, were generally tern** 

porary residences, but could as v/ell be utilised as implements for execution; vic¬ 

tims are left without food or drink to fade away amongst squeaking rats. As children 

are locked In closets, so too have ceils been devices for discipline. Such receptacles 

that turn men into cagllngs are the basic ingredients making possible the phenomenon 

called a "prison.” 

In "Tho Laws," Plato anticipates imprisonment for delinquents, the basic purposes 

being almost precisely as they later appear In history. 

"And whereas there are three prisons in the State, a 'common gaol' in 
the market-place for tho majority of cases, for safe custody of the 
persons of the commonality, a second attached to the Nocturnal Coun¬ 
cil and known as the 'house of correction,1 and a third in the heart of 
the country In the most solitary and wildest situation available, and 
called by some designation suggestive of 'punishment'...the law shall 
direct the judge to commit those whoso fault is due to folly apart from 
vtsciousness of temper or disposition to the house of correction for a 
term of not less than five years. Throughout this period they shall have 
no communication with any citizen except Hie members of the Nocturnal 
Council, who shall visit them with a view to admonition of their soul's 
salvation. When the term of confinement has expired, If the prisoner 
Is deemed to have returned to his right mind, he shall dwell with the 
right-minded, but if not, and he be condemned a second time on the 
same charge, he shall suffer the penalty of death. 

The Judaeo-Christlan theory of punishment, that of reformation through penance for 

53 Plato, laws, Book X, translated by A.E. Taylor* London: J.M. Dent &Sons, 
1934, pp. 301-303. 
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sin, and secular theory, that of maintenance of ethical equilibrium through recipro¬ 

cal justice, experienced an inseparable fusion as the power of Hie courts of the Roman 

Church succeeded the institutions of decadent Rome. The Idea of prisons, as It 

appears in the culture of our time and place, was embryonic in form from the time 

of Aristotle and Plato, through the centuries of Christian rule, until the moment of 

the Renaissance; the exigencies of that time allowed the realization of academic 

rationale. The doctrine of free will assumed universal acceptance; theological 

speculation into the nature of being fell short of the satisfactions provided by the 

more exacting metaphysics and philosophy of the age of reason. Prior to Hie arrival 

of Hie infant that would mature to present form, many prophets appeared, but always 

lacking the consciousness and established direction of Hie creation of the Renaissance. 

Augustine of Hippo, in 412, met face to faca with the threatened execution of 

certain Donatlsts who had murdered members of his own party. In writing to Mar- 

celiinus, the official in charge of their trial and punishment, he pleas for the lives 

of those who had confessed to their crimes; 

“This news has plunged me Into the deepest anxiety, iest perchance 
your excellency should judge them worthy, according to Hie laws, 
of punishment not less severe than suffering in their own persons the 
same injuries as they have inflicted upon others. Wherefore I write 
this letter to implore you by your faith in Christ, and by the Mercy 
of Christ the lord Himself, by no means to do this or permit it to be 
done. Not, of course, that we object to the removal of these men 
of Hie liberty to perpetrate further crimes; but our desire ts rather 
that justice be satisfied without the taking of their lives or Hie 
maiming of their bodies in any part, and that, by such coercive 
measures as may be in accordance with the laws, they may be 
turned from their insane frenzy to the quietness of men of sound 
judgement, or compelled to give up their mlschevious violence 
and betake themselves of some useful labour. This )$, indeed, 
called a penal sentence; but who does not see that when a 
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restraint Is put upon the boldness of savage violence, and the remedies 
fitted to produce repentance are not withdrawn, this discipline should 
be called a benefit rather than a vindictive punishment. 

The intention, that of reformation, Is obvious; all that is lacking are the means 

whereby this reclamation might be effected. Individual choice and free will are 

basic concerns; the reason of Augustine demands a solution whereby the Individual 

will be turned Into a rational being. 

The Medieval monastery existed, at one and the same time, as both a center of 

thought and learning and as a refuge for the distressed of society. Indeed, a memos* 

tery Is a prison, sheltering the pious scholastics against mundane distractions from 

sacred obligation. From the fifth to the seventeenth centuries, the Church established 

and extended Its sanctuaries as security for delinquents. An accused person might be 

welcomed to monastic residence for a certain period of time, within which he would 

attempt to establish his Innocence, If possible. Monasterlal sanctuary, no doubt, 

was a privilege with limitations. The merciful monks also gathered Into their soli* 

tery cells these persons who were considered witches. The notion that the abnormal 

or rationally eccentric, or anybody that might simply appear peculiar In physical 

characteristics, were the products of demonical possession had demanded brutal 

execution. The religious put to work their special device, called exorcism, and 

attempted to drive out the demons by prayer and holy chanting. 

The bishops of the Church were allowed great latitude for both Imposing and removing 

^ Epistles, 133# 139, Nlceneand Post-NIceno Fathers, First Series. New York* 
1902, Vcliimo 1# pp . 470-471 
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penalties. Cryscstom approached penance, adjusting punishments to the Individual, 

under the consideration that, in his words, "I require not the continuance of time, 

but Hie correction of the soul; demonstrate your contrition, demonstrate your re forma- 

tfon, and all Is done. Penance, the gift of God, Is an earthly purgatory; that 

Inconceivable state, Is the barrier between an Imperfect world and the glory of 

heaven, through which Hie sinner would happily suffer to attain his salvation. The 

Christian rejoices at the opportunity to suffer, not so much the punishment in Itself 

but as a punishment which cleanses. The purgatorial sentence Is not one of time, 

but, exactly as Cryscstom demands, one of demonstration. 

In 1229 a Council of Toulouse ordered that new prisons be built for heretics so that 

they might be kept from corrupting others. The prisons of the Inquisition were pro¬ 

vided with small dark dungeons for solitary confinement, and, again In 1246, the 

Council of Beziers ordered that captives should be kept tn separate confinement* 

Prisoners were subjected to three types of Incarcerations “Maras Largus," under 

which they were allowed about the place; "Mans Shrictus, “ under which they were 

confined to cells and given a diet of broad and water; and "Marus Strictisslmus," 

S* JL 

by which they were kept In dungeons in heavy Irons. ° 

Hugo Aubrlcu supervised the construction of the renowned Bastille, which became a 

prison of the state In 1417 and, ironically, Hugo Aubrlcu was Its first prtsoner. It Is 

described by Wines: "Most of the apartments were octagonal in form: there were 

^ Ives, Op. clt., p. 38 

56 Ibid, p. 41 
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five grades of them, Hie worst being underground and the next worse at the top. Some 

of the dungeons contained Iron cages. They wero invented by the Bishop of Verdun, 

who subsequently, by an act of poetic justice, occupied one of them. The "oubliettes" 

(so called from the verb "oubller," to forget, because the prisoners assigned to them 

were meant to bo forever forgotten) had a deep pit In them concealed by a trap door, 

through which the prisoner fell Into mud and starved, or into water and drowned, or 

upon o wheel set with knives to cut him to pieces. It Is said that louls XI killed not 

less than four thousand victims In these oubliettes. Other prisons In the pattern 

of the Bastille, which Is generally a political pattern, were hie Conclergerle, Fer- 

I'Eveque, Blcetre, and Salpetrlere.**® 

In tenth century England, after the ending of the Danish troubles, and In the eleventh 

under Norman rule, the kings were strong enough to extend power and protection. In 

the twelfth century, the system of bot and wer began to give way to the system In 

which the king enacted punishment and tribute. Gaols began appearing, by command, 

and by the time of Edward I sentences of Imprisonment became common. One year 

and then a fine, or two years In default of fine Is a sentence recorded In the statutes 

of Westminster. For such offenses as carrying off a nun, allowing a prisoner to evade 

prison, or stealing tame beasts out of parks, a sentence of three years might be awarded 

besides the customary fine. Prisons were used to extort fines; they were "convinces," 

^ Wines, op. cit., p. 109 

58 See Wines, op. clt., for detailed descriptions of Hie French prisons from the 
twelfth century to the fifteenth, pp. 110-113. 
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urging one to pay, and were counted upon In the king's economy These early 

gaols were not well kept and every sort of Inhumanity that one could imagine was 

practised within them. Provision for maintenance and improvement was scarce. The 

rise of the number of capital crimes from this point somewhat alleviated the need for 

development of gaols. The following description of the state of prisons in 1545 was 

made by a horrified monk: 

"I see also a pytyful abuse forpresoners. O Lord God, their lodging 
is to bad for hoggys, and as for their meat, it Is eull enough for 
doggys, and yet, the Lord knowefh, they haue not enough thorof. 
Comyder, all ye that be kyngs and lordys of presora, that insomuch 
as ye shut up any man from his meate, ye be boundo to glue him 
sofflcyant fodo for a man and not for a dogge. 

By the sixteenth century there began to be constructed houses of corrections or 

''workhouses” throughout England. In the middle of that century, Edward VI gave a 

palace, which was located near Biackfriars and coiled St. Bridget's Weil, to the city 

of London, it was directly converted to a lodging house for tramps and called a house 

of correction. The common term "Bridewell," often applied to city workhouses today, 

was here bom. The purpose of the institution wes to put to work the many Idle per¬ 

sons then swarming over the country; these vagabonds were described as practises 

of unlawful games, welshers, unlicensed buyers of rabbit skins, sellers of aqua vitae, 

petty chapmen, tinkers, pediais, jugglare, fences, unlicensed players In interludes, 

and even unlicensed, begging scholars from Oxford and Cambridge. From 1550 to 

1700, the workhouse system gradually developed; houses were created ail over England 

and the practise spread to Europe — to Amsterdam In 1588, and In the same year a 

59 
Ives, op. clt., pp. 9-15 

/A 

Quoted In Ives, ibid, p. 15 
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hospital was converted Into a spin house In Nuremberg; similar facilities appeared 

In Lubeck and Bremen In 1613/ In Berne In 1615/ In Hamburg about 1620, In Basle In 

1667, In Vienna and Breslau In 1670, In Luremburg In 1676, In Florence In 1677, and 

In Munich In 1687. The spin house founded by Peter Rentzel in Hamburg in 1669 is of 

special significance; "Having observed that the exposure of peety thieves and pro¬ 

stitutes in the pillory tended to make them worse instead of better, " he built this 

establishment with his own funds and dedicated it "to the glory of God and for the 

salvation of souls, where they might labor and religious instruction be reclaimed both 

61 
for time and for eternity." 

A common bas-relief found over the entrances to a number of Medieval workhouses 

was composed of a wagon drawn by two stags, two Hons, two wild boars, and an 

inscription to the effect that if wild beasts can be tamed and Induced to submit to 

the yoke, the vicious can be reclaimed and taught habits of industry. The Human¬ 

ists began to make expressions of the ir Intense belief and respect for the integrity of 

the individual human being; any depreciation of a man would have been a direct 

Insult to God. Belief in science was the all-important cap-stone, allowing the 

creation of a device for earthly reformation. Whether or not the workhouse was 

simply a utilitarian product of a society problemed with a multitude of unemployed, 

or a: totally subconscious process of equating wild men and tamed beasts, a distinc¬ 

tively direct statement was made in Rome in the middle of hie seventeenth century. 

^ Wines, op. clt., pp. 113-116 

62 Ibid, p. 117 
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Around 1650, an optician named ipalfto Francinl began to gather a group of poor 

children Into his home. Later he obtained a storehouse behind his home and there 

assembled and governed these Juveniles. After his death in 1653, Filippo Franci 

continued his work and established the Hospice of San Filltpo de *NerI. He for¬ 

mulated a set of rules and kept the boys busy in "exercises of correction" and peni¬ 

tence who were in need of chastisement. Secrecy was emphasized and there was 

63 strict seclusion. Some private ceils were provided for the very troubled. 

Pope Innocent X established a similar institution for Roman delinquents in 1655. 

Another pontiff, Pope Clement XI, In 1704, founded the Hoslce de San Michele; 

ever Its door was Inscribed, "For the correction and instruction of profligate youth, 

that they who when Idle were Injurious, may when taught become useful to the 

State." And In the hall where the boys worked hs placed another note, saying, 

"It is of little advantage to restrain the bad by punishment, unless you render them 

good by discipline. " The hospice contained a department for two hundred orphaned 

boys, and other departments for aged and Infirm men and women. The number of 

criminal boys was only fifty It was natural that, if labor was to be productive, 

a coordinated code for discipline and articulation of living and working spaces was 

established; thereby a distinctive form was adopted for prisons. Each person was 

provided with a solitary cell for sleeping; the cells were arranged in two parallel 

63 Barnes and Teeters. New Horizons In Criminology. New York: Prentice Hall, 
1945, p. 10. 

64 Wilson, Joseph G., Are Prisons Necessary?. Philideiphia: Dorrance and Co., 
1950, p. 246. 
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rows, three tiers high, feeing a central hall where daily work was conducted and mass 

was held. The arrangement 1$ similar to the typical palazzo of the day, except that 

the central court was roofed. Access to every cell could be watched from any point 

along the largo hall. From the exterior it might well be, from appearance, another 

palace. 

From this time in the North, until later in the eighteenth century, little development 

occured. The gaols steadily deteriorated. They had become profitible businesses fer 

the unsalried keepers; Inmates were charged for everthlng from their bed to their 

beer, providing the warder a healthy income. The abuses In work houses and houses 

of correction are among the many causes, previously mentioned, which brought about 

the form of transportation. Through centuries of much debate and little action, the 

use of hulks for confinement of criminals, the everyday spectacles at the gallows, 

and constant fluctuation of social and economic conditions retarded any advances. 

Such times always seem to produce rebellious vociferation; in 1777 the English scholar 

and humanitarian John Howard published his "State of Prisons." His experience as 

Sheriff of Bedford, and a short term of imprisonment, following his capture by pirates, 

prompted a sincere and relentless interest which brought Howard to visit the prisons 

of England and foreign countries, in his travels he covered over 42,000 miles 

through France, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Poland, Russia, Turkey, Germany, 

Italy, Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, Geneva, Austria, and Malta. His visits were 

In the nature of a search, which would hopefully end in a solution to the English 

problem of treatment of delinquents* But, in general, he found conditions to be 
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equally Inadequate in all countries. His accounts and proposals for Improvement 

helped to generate a fervor which brought ab^ut the construction of new gaols and 

the development of new thoughts. The following are brief summaries of his findings. 

"Holland: 
"Prisons in the United Provinces are so quiet, and most of them so clean, 
that a visitor can hardly believe he is In a gaol." "In most of the prisons 
for criminals there are so many ceils that each prisoner is kept separate. 
They never go out of their rooms." Workhouses were instituted according 
to the theorem that If criminals are made diligent, they will be made 
honest. "I know not which to admire most, the neatness and cleanliness 
appearing In the prisons, the industry and regular conduct of the pri¬ 
soners, or the humanity and attention of the magistrates and regents." 

"Germany: 
He noted that the Germans were also very clean people. Prisoners were 
called galley-slaves (a "misnomer") and were put to work on public projects; 
labor was for reformation. "One often sees the doors of sundry rooms marked 
Ethiopia, India, Italy, France, England, etc. In those rooms, parents, 
by the authority of the magistrates, confine for a certain period dissolute 
children; and if they are Inquired after, the answer is, they are gone to 
itaiy, England, etc." (There is something extraordinary In this practice; 
persons are hesitant to receive help when (vestige might encounter danger.) 
Prisoners were allowed a period of time after meals for recreation. There 
were no torture rooms to be seen In the prisons. 

"Sweden: 
Prisoners were put to labor; conditions were very poor, not impressing 
Howard. 

"Russia: 
Prisons, In general, were overcrowded; large colls sometimes contained 
several hundred men. Howard favored isolation as he saw it practised in 
Holland. 

"Poland: 
Overcrowded prisons with no work for Inmates. 

"Italy: 
The prisons of Venice, Padua, and Leghorn were very dirty. Inmates were 
salaried. He was particularly impressed by the Hospice de San Michele, 
Rome. "The back court Is nearly three hundred yards long. It consists of 
several courts with buildings around them, in the apartments on three sides 
of one of the most spacious of these courts, are rooms for various manufactures 



and arts, in which boys who are orphans or destitute are educated and 
instructed. Some were educated for printers, some for bookbinders, 
designers, smiths, carpenters, tailors, shoemakers, and barbers; and 
some for weavers and dyers, a cloth manufacture being carried on here 
In all its branches." Each boy was educated according to his interests 
and abilities, an Idea which was, indeed, very impressive. 

"Switzerland: 
There were many private prisons in which men were locked in separation 
"so that they might not tutor one another."°i> 

The prisons in Spain and France were notably filthy and much the same as prisons in 

other countries, in Malta and Turkey they were most severe. The prison at Ghent 

attracted Howard’s admiration. His proposals for changes in England were highly 

influenced by the prison built in 1773 by Viiain. 

Following the breaking up of the feudal system, mendicity was prevalent all over 

Europe. Flanders had been overrun by an idle and vicious horde of paupers who 

devastated the country. Viiain responded to these circumstances by creating a new 

prison at Ghent.* The philosophy of this construction was based upon two scriptural 

quotations: "If any man will not work, neither let him eat," and, "In the sweat of 

thy brew shalt thou eat bread." The “Maison de Force" was to bring about the reform¬ 

ation of those committed. Industry was to be the primary agency for the reformation of 

criminal character; the labor which was prescribed was not physical exercise of the 

semi-punitive, semi-sanitary type, nor was it like "unproductive oakum-picking." 

Viiain sought to find trades that were net followed in Flanders which, when the inmate 

/e 

Howard, John, The State of Prisons. London: J.M. Dent and Sons, 1929, pp. 46- 
141. 

* See illustration at end of this chapter. 
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had become able to support himself, would benefit all of the Flemish people. The 

diversity of occupations Included carding, spinning, weaving, shoemaldng, tailoring, 

carpenter work, and the manufacture of wool and cotton goods. Each Inmate was 

allowed to keep part of his earnings and another part was retained so that, upon 

release, he would have sufficient finances, keeping him from a relapse Into crime. 

Every prisoner was given a private cell for sleeping; work areas and dining rooms 

were In common. A chaplain, a physician and a schoolmaster v/ere kept In residence. 

There was a careful classification of Inmates according to age, sex, and degree of 

criminality. The architectural form was fully expressive of this pregram. 

Commitments for grave offences v/ere by commutation of sentence from capital punish¬ 

ment to simple Imprisonment. Vlialn objected to life sentences, as he realized that 

they tended to produce despair and, therefore, total apathy; short sentences, he 

thought, v/ere equally wrong, as they did allow sufficient time for affecting rehabili¬ 

tation. He believed that inmates should be allowed pardons for good conduct and that 

the prison authorities should be given the power to pardon, to be used at their dls- 

creflon. The Maison was to have strong effects on the practices of England end 

the United States. Howard, upon visiting Ghent a second time, unhappily found a 

complete decay; political manipulations and public opinion had brought about the 

68 
destruction of the program at the Maison de Farce. 

66 Ibid, pp. 113-118 

^ Wines, op. cit., pp. 133-138 

Howard, cp. cit., p. 117 
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After continued persistence of Howard, Blackstone, and Eden In England, an Act 

of Parliament, 1779, defined the object of the prison system in England: It was 

11...to seclude criminals from their former associates, to separate those 
for whom hopes might be entertained from those who were desperate, 
to teach them useful trades, to give them religious Instruction, and to 
provide them with recommendation to the world and the means of ob¬ 
taining an Honest livelihood after the expiration of the terms of their 
pimishmenf. 

The environment of the mid-eighteenth century produced what is known as the 

"Classical School" of penology. MonasHcism and Humanism established traditions 

of cellular confinement and reformation, the basic concepts of the science of treat¬ 

ment of delinquents. Social, economic, and political conditions of a time arouse 

now theory; the outstanding representatives of this Classical period were Boccarla, 

Bentham and Feuerbach. Beccaria, in his "Essay on Crimes and Punishments, " 

establishes the tone by exposing, In his opening sentence, tho contract theory of 

Rousseau: 

"Laws are conditions under which men, naturally Independent, united 
themselves in society. Weary of living In a continued state of war, 
and of enjoying liberty, which became of little value, from the un¬ 
certainty of its duration, they sacrificed one part of it, to enfoy the 
rest in peace and security.M "if we look Into history we shall find 
that laws, which are, or ought to be, conventions between men In 
freedom, have been for the most port,the work of Hie passions of a 
few or the consequences of a fortuitous or temporary necessl ty; net 
dictated by a cool examiner of human nature, who knew how to col¬ 
lect In one point the actions of a multitude and had this only end in 
view, the greatest happiness of Hie greatest number. 

69 Wines, op. eft., pp. 148, 149 

70 Beccaria, Cesare, An Essay on Crimes and Punishments. Stanford, California: 
Academic Reprints, 1953, p. 2. 
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Beccarfa pleads for the cause of humanity, despising, above all evils, that of “un¬ 

certainty, " which Is a most horrible torment. The filth of prisons and Hie barbarity 

of the punishments are the horrors created by the greed of a few. He protests: Hie 

arbitrary punishments of Judges added to the minimum punishments prescribed by law; 

hie current methods of admitting the testimony of witnesses whoso credibility Is open 

to suspicion, and the kind of evidence submitted; secret accusations; torture; the 

administration of oaths to the accused In the endeavor to make him Incriminate him¬ 

self; the length of confinement often visited upon the accused before trial and 

punishment; the use of power by the rich against the poor and humble In the punish¬ 

ment of crime; the severity and cruelty In the punishment cf crimes against property, 

such as robbery; the too frequent punishment of trifling crimes. Ho proposed that a 

punishment may not be an act of violence, of one, or many, against a private member 

of society, but that It should be public, Immediate and necessary, the least possible 

In the given case, proportioned to tho crime and determined by laws. Boccarla wanted 

a scale of crimes, with each crime at one level having equal punishment so that courts 

would have no word In passing sentence, 

Jeremy Bentham forwarded a proposal a few years thereafter, via tho mall, extending 

the new thoughts of penology. 

“Morals reformed-health preserved-Industry I nv I gcrated -I mtructl on d iff used- 
public burdens lightened-economy seated, as It were, upon a rcck-the 
Gordian knot of the poor lav/3 not ait, but untied— al t by a simple Idea 
In ARCHITECTURE! 

Idea of the Inspection Principle 
Crecheff In White Russia 

1787 
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"Dear *******, — | observed t'other day In one of your English papery 
an advertisement relative to a House of Correction therein spoken of, as 
Intended for*******. It occurred to me, that the plan of a building, 
lately contrived by my brother, for purposes In some respects similar, 
and which, under the name of the INSPECTION HOUSE, or the 
ELABORATORY, he Is about erecting here, might afford some hints, 
for the above establishment. I have accordingly obtained some 
drawings of It, which I here Inclose. Indeed I look upon It as capable 
of applications of the most extorsive nature; and that for reasons which 
you will soon perceive. 

To say alt In one word, It will bo found applicable, I think, without ex¬ 
ception, to ail establishments whatsoever, In which, with a space not 
too large to be covered or commanded by buildings, a number of persons 
are meant to be kept under Inspection. No matter how different, or even 
opposite the purpose; whether It be that of punishing foe Incorrigible, 
guarding foe Insane, reforming foe vlsclous, confining foe suspected, 
employing the Idle, maintaining foe helpless, curing foe sick, Inspecting 
the willing in any branch of Industry, or training foe rising race in foe 
path of education} In a ward whether It be applied to foe purposes of 
perpetual prisons In the room of death, cr prisons for the confinement 
before trial, or psntltenflary-houses, cr houses of correction, or work- 
houses, or manufactories, or mad-houses, or hospitals, cr schools . 

It Is obvious In all these Instance that foe more constantly the persons to 
be inspected are under the eyes of foe persons who should Inspect them, 
the mere perfectly will the purpose of the establishment have boon 
attained. Idea) perfection, if that were foe object, would require that 
each person should actually be In that predicament, during every instant 
of time. This being Impossible, the next thing to wish for Is, that, at 
every Instant, seeing reason to believe as much, and not being able to 
satisfy hlmsolf to the contrary, he should CONCEIVE himself to be so. 
This point, you wifi Immediately see, 1$ foe most completely secured 
In my brother's plan; and, I think, it will appear equally manifest, 
that It cannot be compassed by any other, It can only be in proportion 
as such other may approach to this. 

To cut the matter as short as passible, I will consider It at once In Its 
application to such purposes as, being most complicated, will serve to 
exemplify the greatest force and variety of pecuniary contrivance. 
Such are those which have suggested foe Idea of penitentIary-house3J 
In which the objects of safe custody, confinement, solitude, forced 
labor, and Instruction, were all of foem to be kept In view. ' 

71 Bentham, op. cit., pp. 40,41 
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Becearia, In attempting to be humanitarian, would have been delighted to have a 

modem computer. Bentham, In his lust for the almighty 'simplicity,* proposed a 

mlcrocosmlc world, called a Panopticon/* In foe center of a drum he stations the eye 

of perfection, giving It absolute rule ever foe defective In their rings and tiers of 

clrcumferal solitary cells. A single cell for a single man; Isolation and observation, 

being foe acme of simplicity. The very organization of society Is affected by such 

thought; the quoit for rational coordination touches foe society of captives In Its 

course, but Is not exclusive to It. The key terms become economy, simplicity, soli¬ 

tude, labor, and conformity. 

The natural form of the monastery, that form determined by foe needs of reclusive 

monks, with Its solitary cells, silence, and Introversion, remained foe exalted model 

for construction of cellular machines that would turn foe wicked to prayerful monks. 

Given solitude, they are bcund to see the error of their ways and repent. By the end 

of the eighteenth century the reformatlcn-fey-so11tudo theory had cuaght the Imagination 

of an unimaginative world. John Howard was a chief Instigator of this movement 

which caught foe fancy of England and the Quakers of the United States. The demand 

for reformation exceeded, by for It seems, the Impulsive desire for revenge by punish¬ 

ment. Those who concerned themselves with foe treatment of delinquents were clearly 

searching for forms which would make socially useful citizens out of convicted criminals. 

Society was sickened by the extreme severity of punishment, which was, at that time, 

at a drastic pitch. 

* See Illustration at end of this chapter. 



To give effect to new theories, a vast and special penitentiary was built In 1812. 

Benfhcm'o suggestions failed to attract Interest, and, Instead, Mlllbank,* as the new 

experiment was named, was established as the model for the solitude system. There 

had been certain speculation that total solitary was a dangerous thing, but the com¬ 

mittee In charge stated, "Whether separation could be long continued with sanity 

Is a subject of much controversy, and can only be determined by actual experiment." 

Mlllbank, presented obvious evidence through shocking numbers of suicides and 

losses of sanity; still, It was held Hi at solitude was the answer/ England was In 

close contact with Hie United States, and between the two countries the controversy 

continued. Two systems evolved, one of absolute solitude with labor or no labor, 

and one of Isolation In times of sleeping, and common labor with strict rules of silence. 

Travelers continued to return from the United States In favor of progressing the Isola¬ 

tion theory* A new model was created In 1839, catted Pentonvllle.* The arduous 

undertaking carried every detail to Its extreme. Up to 1853 the prisoners wore masks 

along the halls, sat in separated pigeon-holes In the chapel, were partitioned off on 

the treadmill, and sat In their celts at their crank. The candidates to be subjected 

to the "model “ discipline were specially selected as being likely and promising 

subjects to endure it. Hie first batches of convicts were quite unable to take care 

of themselves. The sudden Inrush of the outervvorld, upon their release, was too 

great a shock for the enfeebled, crushed-out creatures that they had become. Some 

72 
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had convulsions, others had fainting fits, many were Idiotic, and nearly all wore 

languid In their ways. In the years from 1842-1852, the discipline was continually 

modified; in the end “solitary11 was brought dcwn to nine months, that being, It was 

concluded, the most that could be safely withstood. Vet, when the ordinary prisoners 

73 were sub{ected to this modified program, the rates of insanity Increased by five times. 

The problem of tabor was temporarily solved by Sir William Cubltt, Inventor of the 

hreadwheel. Its ordinary form was something like that of a very wide mill-wheel, such 

os Is turned by water power, and contained twenty-four steps. Each prisoner hold onto 

a wooden bar or ladder-rung, above his head, and kept on treading as the steps turned 

around. It Is noted that many Inmates lost their lives In these machines, by exhaustion 

ami accidents. The tasks set for the treadwheel varied: at first hie prisoners had to 

ascend a number of steps, ranging from 5,000 to 14,000; in later times, the regula¬ 

tion task was 8,640 for the day. 

The “crank,11 a still more "model “ Instrument, was favored for use in Isolation. Its 

appearance Is compared to that of a churn, and It Is made up of a case and a handle 

raised to a convenient height on some sort of stand. The handle was turned ami the 

number of revolutions was recorded by a small counter on the side. The amount of 

resistance was controlled by a metal band, which would be tightened. The ordinary 

resistance was normally from four to eleven pounds. The usual number of revolutions 

was 14,4000 per day. 74 

73 Ibid, p. 187 

74 Ibid, p. 189 
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New experiments became concerned with the possibilities of breaking the term of a 

peanl sentence Info varying periods. This first Probation System came about In England 

by 1842. If provided for five periods: I) a period of severe Imprisonment, 2) labor on 

a government gang, 3) a pass to seek work within narrow bounds, 4) a ticket of leave, 

which was a wider range for finding employment and 5) conditional pardon and restored 

liberty. A revised Probation System followed In 1847, prescribing a first period of six 

to eighteen months of severe Imprisonment, a second period of penal labor In a home 

prison, and, finally, transportation to the colonies. The preliminary term of confine¬ 

ment was Intended to be reformative. The period of public labor on public works was 

associative; the discipline was, generally, of such a nature that men destroyed them¬ 

selves or fractured their arms and legs by leaping under the wheels of wagora and other 

machines. A governor reported, in 1879, to a cemission concerned with this behavior 

that, ‘Yes, we took very severe measures; a great many men were flogged, and wo 

took precautions. Wo did not allow them to be near the engine when It passed. A 
JC 

great many of the men who had mutilated thomseIves were afterwards flogged." 

The concept of parole, coming about In England as the ticket of leave, was a most 

Important Innovation. As early as 1791, Mlrabeau had urged that prisons be founded 

upon the principle of labor, separation, rewords under a mark system, conditional 

license and aid on discharge. Transportation was attached to sentences In order that 

a man would be allowed a fresh start and still be kept I n relative custody. Parole, 

either for good conduct or for achievement of a certain stage of sentence, is an ela¬ 

boration of the ticket, having much Influence from the “Irish System.” 

75 Ibid, pp. 202-208 
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Classification and parole are important elements of the Irish System. One of its 

methods was to clctjjlfy the prisoners according to grades. In the earlier English 

system there were three grades, composed of solitary confinement for the first period, 

labor in association in the second, and then transportation. After transportation 

stopped, it was labor in association on ticket of leave. The Irish introduced a fourth 

stage with some subdivisions of the second. The second stage was called "progressive 

classification"; It w® divided into five classes. After the period of solitary confine¬ 

ment, the prisoner w® transferred into one of the five classes. Most of the prisoners 

were placed in the third of the five groups In that class, then to the fourth and fifth. 

The fourth stage was an intermediate prison, where inmates slept in movable iron 

shacks and were engaged in farming and manufacturing with comparative freedom. The 

purpose of this stage was to ascertain whether the individual had gained sufficient seif- 

control to be set at liberty under the ticket of leave. 

After the ending of transportation, the English went about successive alterations of 

their penitentiary program. By an act of 1857 the ticket of leave was replaced by a 

period of custody which would be abridged by good conduct. After this had gone Into 

effect, the authorities, on account of the bad effects of solitary confinement and the 

contamination of the young offenders by the older and more hardened inmates, established 

a set of regulations which became known as the "Progressive System." Under this sys¬ 

tem, nine months were spent in separate confinment. The remainder of the sentence 

Gillin, op. cit., p. 487 
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was divided Info three periods/ the passage from one to the next being based on cat- 

duct and rewarded with gratuities, bodges and a difference in dress. This system was 

Introduced into Ireland and fused with the Irish System* The next ten years realized 

a shifting of demands; at one moment It was decided to become more severe, at the 

next there was effort to Improve. In 1877, a prison commission was created so that 

there might be order and coordination. Following an investigation in 1078, the pri— 

77 
son commission established hie "star class," in which all first offenders were placed. 

The constant direction Is toward refinement of the classification policy. Bit by bit, 

from the 1890's till the '20's and '30'$ of the next century, the confusions and cruel¬ 

ties of prison administration are extracted; the treadmills, cats, and administrative 

Irregularities slowly fade away. 

Originality was not the concern of tho American colonics; the penal practices of 

England and Europe crossed the seas with the eager settlers. The Quakers, under the 

leadership of William Perm, took up the task of treating delinquent colonists with an 

interest that was natural to such a religious community. Penn met with hts first 

assembly on December 4, 1482 to form the "Body of Laws," within which a criminal 

code was detailed. The freedoms of the new colony Immediately eliminated categories 

of religious offenses, reducing considerably the number of crimes that remained In 

other states. No other state tolerafod witchcraft. Pennsylvania assumed a foremost 

77 Ibid, pp. 409-411 

^ Teeters, Negley K., The Cradle of the Penitentiary. Philadelphia: Temple Unlv., 
1955, pp. 3-4. 
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position In the development of prisons In the United States; It is, therefore, necessary 

to focus upon It. 

The Quakers abhorred the taking of human life, and the only capital offerees In the 

Laws were premeditated murder and treason. As a substitute for the death penalty 

and physical punishments, Pennsylvanians were to be Imprisoned in houses of correc¬ 

tion. Penn had traveled mi the continent and had seen some of those institutions In 

operation. He compared these with the houses around London, selecting the model of 

Holland Institutions because they provided for the separation of men from women, a 

separate place for vagrants, tramps, and for these Imprisoned for smalt offenses and 

Indebtedness. Above all, they provided far seclusion, reflection and penitence — 

Hie 'progressive* ideals of the moment* Though Puritanical In their repugnance for 

sensuality of any form and profanity, as drinking and smoking, the Quakers were mild 

In treatment and leaders of reform. 

For a number of years following 1693, the Crown suspended Penn and Imposed a set of 

more severe penalties for delinquency; stocks and pillories were duly erected In pub¬ 

lic squares. Finally, In 1717, a stone prison was erected In Philadelphia; Penn died 

{ust before Us completion, and shortly thereafter the colony was again obliged to sub¬ 

mit to British penal codes as they were established In the code of the Duke of York. 

The prison was completed In 1723 and consisted of two buildings; one, a structure of 

two stories, serving as the debtor's apartment, and the other, a similar building, served 

79 
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as a workhouse and felon's apartment. The rooms were small, but housed ten to twenty 

persons each. Prisoners of all ages, sexes, and character were kept In a common herd J 

The new state constitution, drafted on September 23, 1776, directed speedy reform and 

the substitution of incarceration for corporal punishment. It stated: 

"To deter more effectively from the commission of crimes, by continual 
visible punishment of long duration, and to make sanguinary punishment 
less necessary; houses outght to be provided for punishing at hard labor, 
these who shall be convicted of crimes not capita!; wherein the crimi¬ 
nals shall be employed for the benefit of the public, or for the repara¬ 
tion of injuries done to private persons. And ail persons at proper times 
shall be admitted to see the prisoners at their labor." 

Due to the Revolution, the plan collapsed at the moment when a new structure was 

being readied. Before this direction was rediscovered in the aftermath of the war , the 

citizens of Pennsylvania had put their prisoners to work on public labor gangs and clad 
V i # , 

them tn costumes of parti-colors. The stone structure was completed and called "Wal¬ 

nut Street Jail," "the cradle of the American penitentiary." 

The building was made of rough stone, designed to give the impression of "solitude 

and fitness. ” It was composed of several rooms, each housing a number of prisoners. 

A workhouse was erected in the yard in 1785, but was later converted to a debtor's 

apartment because af overcrowding and a lack of industry* it is recorded that Hie 

Teeters, op. cit., pp. 10,11 

Ives, op. cit., pp. 27, 28 
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prison was a fearful place In these years; there was little control and much vice among 

tiie prisoners* William Webb noted that "the prison was occupied by debtors as well 

as others, and such distress prevailed among them, exhibiting an absence of proper 

care on the part of the authorities who thought their only duty toward culprits consisted 

In locking them up. A petition was got up amongst the debtors praying for seme arrange¬ 

ment to prevent them from starving. The cry of distress was so importunate, that the 

charitable felt It incumbent upon them to adopt some measure cf relief, and a society 

was formed under the title of "Society for the Relief of Distressed Prisoners.* " He 

also stated that "to visit the prison In those days required the exercise of a degree cf 

moral courage not ordinarily met with. In addition to Its grim and forbidding appearance, 

Its gloomy front and portal gaping wide, reports were rife of the desperate, abandoned, 

dangerous dwellers within, calculated to alarm the fears of even reflecting people. 

These reports were countenanced and encouraged by the keeper. “ "He got up a 

theatrical exhibition to deter Blship WhI to and Dr. Rogers from speaking to the pri¬ 

soners. Arriving at the appointed time at the prison, these reverend gentlemen, after 

being urgently solicited to leave their watches end valuables an the outside, were 

ushered through the two barred gates with great simulation and ceremony, cmd placed 

upon the platform of the steps leading from the back door into the yard. A cannon, 

apparently loaded far a man with a lighted linstock stood by Its breech and It was 

pointed down the path in the faces of an array of all Hie motley of the establishment. 

The Philadelphia Prison Society had been created and stirred mush opinion, urging 

82 Teeters, op. dt., pp. 20, 24 
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reform/ by 1780* Dr. Benjamin Rush/ Its foremost' member and founder/ formulated 

their Ideals for the treatment of delinquents. He recorded*. 

"All public punishments tend to make bad men worse, and to Increase 
crimes by their Influence upon society.. .It Is always conectod with 
infamy, it destroys In the criminal the sense of shame which is one 
of the strongest outposts of virtue.. .It Is of such duration as to pro¬ 
duce none of those changes in body and mind, which are absolutely 
necessary to reform obstlnato habits of vice. 

"I cannot help entertaining the hope that the time is not very far dis¬ 
tant when the gallows, the pillory, the stocks, the whipping post and 
the wheelbarrow.. .will be connected with the history of the rack, and 
the stake, as marks of barbarity of ages and countries, and as melan¬ 
choly proofs of the feeble operation of reason and religion upon the 
human mind. 

Hie Society was a group of private citizens protesting Inhumanity. It succeeded in 

bringing a capable warden, Caleb lownes, to Walnut Street Jail; he was able to 

bring about discipline among the inmates, creating a new pride in the institution. 

(Dr. Rush had instigated hie 1751 founding of a hospital for the mentally Hi In that 

state. 

Suddenly, In 1792, the reformers began to escribe a sense of originality to their ef¬ 

forts. William Bradford proclaimed thati 

"We percolve that the severity of our criminal law is an exotic plant, 
and not the native growth of Pennsylvania, it has endured, but, i 
believe, has never been a favorite. As soon as the principles of 
Beccarla were disseminated, they found a soil that was prepared to 
receive them. During our connection with Great Britain no reform 
was attempted, but, as soon as we were separated from her, tho 

83 Ibid, pp. 29-30 
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public sentiment disclosed Itself and this benevolent undertaking was 
enfoinsd by the constitution. This was one of the first fruits of liberty 
and confirms the remark of Montesquieu, 'That as freedom advances, 
the severity of the penal law decreases.' ntt*> 

And, Indeed, they had reached a turning point by 1790, but not so dissimilar from 

the wave which Howard had set Into motion across the Atlantic In 1777, resulting In the 

Pentonvllle experiment. 

Two acts of the general assembly, the first on March 27, 1789, and the second on 

April 5, 1790, established the practice of solitary confinement. Tho first designated 

Walnut Street as a place for tho reception of more serious offenders from ail parts of 

the commonwealth; the latter, mcro Inclusive and implementing, provided for the 

erection of a cell house for the mere hardened offenders. It was worded that "Hie 

commissioners for the eounty of Philadelphia.. .cause a suitable number of cells to be 

constructed In the yard of the gaol of said county, each of which cells shall be six 

feet In width, eight feet In length, and nine feet In height, and shall bo constructed 

with brick cr stone, upon such plan as will best prevent danger from fire; and the 

said colls shall be separated from the common yard by walls of such height, as, with¬ 

out necessary exclusion of air and light, will prevent all external communication, for 

the purpose of confining therein the more hardened and atrocious offenders, who, by 

the act.. .have been sentenced to hard labour for a term of years, or who shall be sen¬ 

tenced thereto by virtue of this act." La Rochefoucauld described the actual construc¬ 

tion; "The rooms are on Hie first or second stories of an Insulated building raised on 

83 
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arches. The prisoner/ confined within two Iron gratings, received the heat from the 

stove in the passageway without the power of making an Improper use of the fire, which 

he cannot handle." "The prisoner sleeps on a mattress, and is allowed a sufficient 

quantity of clothing, in this situation, separate from every other kind, given up to 

solitude and reflexion, and to remorse, he can communicate only with himself. He 

sees the turnkey once a day, to receive a small pudding made of Indian com, together 

with some molasses.. .During the whole confinement he Is never allowed to walk out of 

his cell, even into the passage." In 1795, out of the 117 convicts admitted to the Jail, 

only four had sentences requiring • this solitude; In 1796, only 7 out of 139 admissions 

were placed In Hie new ceil house. A new and even stricter discipline was out¬ 

lined for the prison; the sexes were separated, all grafting was ended, debauching 

was prohibited, and a program of tabor was maintained with rigid discipline. Rule 

nine of the formal rules provided Hi at "prisoners on the first admission shall be sepa¬ 

rately lodged, washed and cleansed; and shall continue in such separate lodging, 

until it shall be deemed prudent to admit them among the other prisoners; and Hie 

cloathes, in which they were committed, shall be baked, fumigated, and laid by... 

to be returned to them at their discharge."87 

The prison labor program of 1790, the "piece-price" system, attracted much attention. 

The inspectors, or an agent acting for the institution, made contacts with outside entre¬ 

preneurs to supply them with whatever products they needed, provided they could be 

^ Ibid, pp. 36*41 

87 Ibid, p. 133 
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economically produced by prison labor. The management was paid a certain price per 

piece by the contractor. The contractor had nothing to do v/Ith the manufacturing pro¬ 

cess and finished products could not be retailed. 

One of the results of these reforms v/as an inmate organization of self-government. An 

example of their concern and operation is seen In their treatment of "one who found 

occasion to spit elsewhere but in the chimney. The punishment annexed to the per¬ 

son, who thought proper to infringe this general rule, was simply an exclusion from 

80 the society and conversation of his fellow convicts, and this is found to be sufficient." 

The importance of the "society" cannot be overstressed. 

Walnut Street Jail evenltually became too full and. In 1817, the Arch Street Prison 

v/as completed to alleviate the stress. But the condition only extended to the new 

site of punishment. Onco again a jury was appointed, and It reported on January 5, 

1830: 

"Vagrants and untried prisoners, of ail colors and degrees of crime, are 
there assembled in ore common room, and form one common association. 
The reputed pirate and murderer was found seated beside a youth con¬ 
fined for a drunken brawl.. .and all congregated together, forming a 
mass of vice, whose contaminating influence mist be felt by everyone 
who unhappily mingled in It; and he who goe3 there a novice, if he 
can be taught by precept and example, may come forth an adept in 
villainy."89 

Two conditions favored the building of a new prison In Pennsylvania: the population 

was increasing and, thus, the number of crimes was increasing/ the costs of bringing 

88 ibid, p. 46 
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all of Hie state's prisoners to Philadelphia were becoming prohibitive. The Society 

petitioned the legislature on December 29, 1817, asking It "to consider the pro¬ 

priety and expediency of erecting penitentiaries In suitable parts of the state for 

more effectual employment and separation of prisoners, and of proving the efficacy 

of solitude on Hie morals of those unhappy ob|ects." The following year a competition 

for the design of a prison at Pittsburgh, on the plan of solitary confinement, was won 

by William Strickland; his proposal was never built. Again, in 1812, the legislature 

called for the construction of an eastern prison, the site selected in Philadelphia, and 

by October 25, 1829, a new prison, designed by John Havlland, was finished.^ 

Eastern Penitentiary,* as this Institution Is known, is a full realization of Hie rigid geo¬ 

metry of Ghent, and, at last, a physical body, fitting the description of Mablllon, a 

Benedictine of the Abbey of Saint Germain in Paris, capped a century of waiting. The 

monk had proposed this identity late In the seventeenth century: 

"Penitents might be secluded in cells like those of Hie Carthusian monks, 
and there employed In various sorts of labor. To each cell might be 
]o!ned a little garden, where, at appointed hours, they might take an 
airing and cultivate the ground. They might, when assisting In pub¬ 
lic worship, be placed In separate stalls. Their food should be coarse, 
and their fasts frequent. No visitors from the outside world should be 
admitted; but the solitude of the prisoner's lives should be unbroken, 
except by the visits of the supsrlor or some person deputed by him to 
exhort and console them. 
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This was the whole of the penitentiary program at Philadelphia. 

The early works of John Howard, proposing separation of convicts, became the com¬ 

mon denominator of penal proceedings In the United States and England (Millbank and 

Pentonville). Eastern Penitentiary attracted the attention of the world; searching 

pilgrims began to pass the gates in Philadelphia and spread the news of the experi¬ 

ment. William Crawford, secretary to the London Discipline Society, visited in 1834 

and reported: 

"A prisoner on being received passed through three rooms. In the first he 
was undressed; In the second he was cleaned by a warm bath; in the 
third he was attired In the prison garb and his face was covered by a 
hood. 

"Thus he was led into the presence of the warden, who gave him a talk¬ 
ing to; he was then taked to his cell, and left there. For the first few 
days he had neither books nor occupation of any kind, till he was tho¬ 
roughly crushed and humbled by the.. .solitude. The cells were 11 ft. 
9 in. by 7 ft. 6 in. and 16 feet high to the top of the vaulted ceiling 
aloft, lest he should look out on earth or Into infinite space of heaven, 
was the window. “ 92 

The Pennsylvania System v/as founded upon five points. First, experience in the Wal- 

93 nut Street Jail and other prisons In the United States had shown that communication 

in any way between convicts had contributed to the contamination of the less hardened 

92 
Ives, op. cit., p. 184 

^ Early prisons in the U.S. were much the same as the original structure of Walnut 
Street. Penal servitude, capital punishment, and public devices for corporal pun¬ 
ishment accommodated prisoners before the Revolution. The state of Connecticut 
then instituted the first actual prison In 1773; an abandoned copper mine near 
Simsbury was used for incarceration, but v/as replaced in 1827. The first American 
prisons were: Walnut Street Jail, Philadelphia, 1790; Newgate Prison, New York, 
1791;5tate Penitentiary, Trenton, N.J., 1798; State Penitentiary, Frankfort, Ken., 
1800; State Penitentiary, Richmond, Va., 1800; State Penitentiary, Windsor, Ver¬ 
mont, 1809; State Prison, Charlestown, Mass., 1805; State Penitentiary, Baltimore, 
Md., 1812; State Prison, Concord,New Hampshire, 1812; State Penitentiary, 
Columbus, Ohio. Barnes and Teeters, op. cit., p. 467. 
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by tho visefous, gave place to all kinds of plots, and marked the man on hts return to 

society. Secondly,'In conclusion to this, It was believed that solitary confinement, 

without hie opportunity of communication, would stop all contamination. Shut away 

from his follow, except those who are interested in his reformation, tho opportunities 

for bringing him to a different state of mind would be greater; he would not be confined 

in his wickedness by the support of those equally or more criminal than himself. Fourth¬ 

ly, In complete stience, day and night, the prisoner would inevitably reflect upon his 

sins and resolve never to fall again, it was also thought that labor in the cell would 

enable him to contribute to his support and, at the same time, relieve the dreadful 

monotony of solitary confinement and perhaps contribute to his reformation. ^ 

While the Pennsylvanians followed the words of one thinking monk, they overlooked 

Important priestly epilogues. Archlbfshop U! lath erne warned of the consequences. 

"The solitaries of the East were usually trained in monasteries or under 
recluses; and when they petitioned to go and converse with God alone 
in the silent desert, they carried this admonition with them, that a 
solitary man is either an angel or a devil. Still they had occasional 
visits from the brethren and from other solitaries and from pious or 
afflicted persons who sought counsel or comfort from them. 

"St. John Ciimacus had said, 'Few are the persons who lead Hie eremiti¬ 
cal life led by the light and wisdom of the Holy Ghost.' What then 
must it be to shut up one of our Godless and reckless criminals, strong 
in animal instincts and void of spiritual or mental resources, within the 
four walls of white of a contracted cell, without even a window low 
enough for them to look through? it is like a Carthusian's life with¬ 
out his grace, without his vocation, without his contempt of Hie world, 
without his soul open to heaven, without his rooms and his little gar¬ 
den, and without the long chanting of tho brethren in the choir. 

^ See The Prison at Cherry Hill. 

^ Ives, op. clt., pp. 196-199 
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The delinquents of Eastern Penitentiary had small walled yards, which they planted, 

but nevertheless, the silence and confinement delivered many to Insanity* Tho re¬ 

sults wore much the seme 03 those of Pentonville In England. 

Charles Dickens was outraged at the sight of the prison. 

"In Its Intention I am well convinced that it is kind, Humana, and meant 
for reformation; but I cm persuaded that these who devised this system 
of prison discipline and these benevolent gentlemen who carry It Into 
execution do not know v/hat they are doing* 

"I believe very few men are capable of estimating the Immense amount 
of torture and agony which this dreadful punishment, prolonged for 
years, Inflicts upon the sufferers. 

"St seerm to me that the obfectlon that nothing wholesome or good was 
even grown in such unnatural solitude, and that even a dog or any of 
the more intelligent among beasts would pine and mope away beneath 
Its Influence, would be In itself a sufficient argument against this 
System,"^ 

There were apparent advantages in the Separate System. The task of discipline was 

simplified to a minimum; there were no floggings. Administration and security tasks 

were greatly diminished. Discrimination between prisoners was possible, and each 

could be closely observed for needs. Such positive points led to the adoption of the 

system by Belgium In 1838, by Sweden In 1840, by Denmark in 1844, Holland in 

97 
1851, and by the French Republic in 1675. 

Within the States, the influence of the new system Is well seen in the declaration 

adapted by the directors of the Massachusetts State Prison In 1815. The doctrine 

96 Ibid, p. 182 
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v/o3 laid down that the discipline would be as severe as Hie lav/ of humanity will 

tolerate; that a prisoner’s mind requires to be reduced to a state of humiliation; 

that all Intercourse between prisoners, and still more with the outer world, ought 

to be suppressed; that no newspaper should be allowed within the walls; that a 

prison Is a world by Itself, whose inhabitants are not supposed to know anything of 

what Is passing outside of Its orbit; that the rules should be rigidly enforced, and 

Hie smallest deviation from duty severly punished; that Hie punishment of a con¬ 

vict Is Incomplete, so long as his mind Is not conquered — convicts should be 

brought to the condition of clay In tha hands of the potter, subjected to be moulded 

Into any form which the government of the prison might regard as necessary. 

It remained that Hie Eastern prison was uneconomical; It was much more costly 

to build the Institution, end labor In isolation became impossibly unproductive rela- 

Hvo to Hie new processes of Industrialization, or assembly line manufacturing. The 

alternative, hinted at by Howard ami the ccse at certain workhouses before his 

visits, was established at Auburn Penitentiary* In Now York. The “Silent System,M 

as It became known, sought to prevent the Infection of one convict by another, the 

weak by the hardened, by Imposing a rule of strict silence. The inmates were locked 

in separate ceils for the night and worked In common at day. It could be said that 

the Separate System was total classification, yet there were never changes In living > 

conditions; a sentence did not have progressiva stages. The composition of specialized 

98 Ibid, p. 152 
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structures built at Auburn from 1821 permitted a classification of offenders. The first 

three grades consisted of the most handoned criminals# who were confined to their 

cells night and da/# so that the/ might have more time to ponder their deeds. The 

second class was composed of the less Incorrigible. They spent part of their time In 

solitary and the other In labor as a form of recreation. The third class contained the 

most hopeful men; the/ v/erc allowed to work together during the day. Eventually 

all Inmates were placed In the second category; the rule of silence was enforced by 

the constant cracking of whips. ^ Labor# and the coordination of labor# wcs the 

first premise In the logic of Auburn; It was labor for punishment# recreation# and 

reformation. 

The Boston Prison Discipline Society reported on the state of Auburn In 1825# as follows: 

"The unremltted Industry# the entire subordination# the subdued feeling 
among the convicts# has probably no parallel among any equal number 
of convicts. In their solitary cells# they spend tho night with no other 
book than the Bibio# and at sunrise they proceed In military order# un¬ 
der the eye of the turnkey# In solid columns# with the lock march to 
the workshops# thence in the same order at the hour of breakfast# to the 
common hall# where they partake of their wholsome and frugal meal In 
silence * Not a whisper might be heard through the whole apartment. 

"Convicts are seated In single file# at narrow tables with their backs toward 
rite center# so that there can be no Interchange of signs.. .when they have 
done eating# at the ringing of a bell# of the softest sound# they rise from 
the table# form In solid columns# and return under the eyes of hie turnkeys 
to the workshops. 

"From one end of the shops to the other# It Is the testimony of many witnesses 
that they have passed more than three hundred convicts without seeing one 
leave his work# or turn his head to gaze at them. There Is the most per¬ 
fect attention to business from morning until night# Interrupted only by the 
necessary time to dine — and never by Hie fact that the whole body of 

^ Giliin# op. clt.# pp. 378-380 
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prisoners had done their tasks and tho time Is now their own, and they 
can do as they please. 

nAt the close of the day, a little before sunset, the work Is all laid 
aside, at onco, and the convicts return to the silent cells where they 
partake of their frugal meal, which they are permitted to take from 
the kitchen, where It Is furnished for them, as they returned from tho 
shop. After supper, they can, If they choose, read the Scriptures 
undisturbed, and can reflect In silence on the error of their lives* 
They must not disturb their fellow prisoners by even a whisper. The 
feelings which tho convicts exhibit to their religious teacher are 
generally subdued feelings.«.the men attend to their business from 
the rising to the setting of the sun, and spend the night In solitude. 

The Silent System and the Separate System became the solid foundations upon which 

alt action has been based In Hie United States until the present time (1965). Each 

was a bold concept with deep social commitment. Auburn was, in a way, an elabora¬ 

tion of Eastern; It was a theory, brought to reality, forming tho cake that humani¬ 

tarians would attempt to frost for tho next century and more. The architecture of 

each system was only a part of the new standard. 

Industrious wardens and Interested publics brought about frequent changes, some of 

which cro summarized below, 

"1826— Boston: 
Juvenile delinquents no longer sent to the state prison, but to house 
of correction, 

"1826 — Massachusetts: 
A suggestion that a wooden building be erected outside of the prison 
walls so that, 1) released prisoners who had no work might be lodged 
until they found a Job, and 2) a special grade of prisoners who were eli¬ 
gible for parole and were trusted could be given some freedom. 

100 Ibid, pp. 87, 83 



"1829 — Massachusetts: 
A Sunday school teacher taught not only the Bible but also the baste 
elements of an education. 

"1830 —> Connecticut} 
Amos Pllsbury, the first professional warden, established an honor sys¬ 
tem which gave certain prisoners more freedoms within and, frequently, 
outside the v/alIs. 

"1830 — Massachusetts: 
A law passed, transferring the Insane to the state hospital (established 
that year In Worcester). 

'1832 — Georgia: 
A system of rewards and punishment; privileges of the yard on Sunday for 
good conduct; privilege of working for themselves during the ninety- 
minute period allowed for dinner. 

'1832 — Kentucky: 
A marking system, whereby Inmates were credited for tholr work, and 
debited for their clothing and maintenance, a proportionate share In 
the expenses for retaking escapees, and court costs. 

^833 — Tennessee: 
Provision for "commutation of sentence" or "good time," making It 
possible to reduce two days every month for the term of the sentence; 
for each day of punishment, five days were added to the sentence. 

"1843 — Massachusetts: 
"Good time" allowed; a society among the Inmates for moral Improve¬ 
ment and mutual aid. 

"1845 — Massachusetts: 
A state regent appointed to counsel discharged prisoners, to help them 
secure employment end to endeavor to get them back Into society on 
a sound and permanent basis; hie first prison library; the first prison 
orchestra; each prisoner allowed to cultivate a small garden and to eat 
h!s products. 

Scientific research assumed a new momentum In the middle of the nineteenth century; 

new notions of the nature of the human being, physical and mental, and understandings 

101 Ibid, pp. 384-386 
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of the diseased body and mind were to become determinates in treatment of delin¬ 

quents/ both in legal forms and in institutional forms. The Classical School of 

penology concerned itself with the degree of crime, but failed to account for ex¬ 

tenuating circumstances. It was natural that such thought would conflict with 

scientific revelation, as society would not accept Hie insult to their now sense of 

justice which the Classical theorists had presented. It become obvious that an Idiot 

or a minor could not be treated as a totally composed, rational being In no tters of 

delinquency. The “Neo-Classical" school realized that circumstances Influenced 

choice and action, and that "free will," the basic suppostion of Hie Classicists, 

being circumstantial, had degrees Itself. This disposition would have to be fully 

understood to fulfill the conditions of justice; what was needed was a measuring stick 

for an individual's personal responsibility and self control. 

Around 1070, Lombroso exposed his theories of criminality and treatment as a mem¬ 

ber of Hie "Italian School." He insisted that criminals and Insane persons are 'bom,1 

and, therefore, in studying the Insane and the criminal, the patient, not Hie disease, 

should be the object of attention. Ho had been assigned to perform a post mortem 

examination, and In Hie process he discovered a special depression on the back of 

the criminal's skill I, which according to his comparative anatomy, was a characteristic 

of inferior animals, especially rodents. 

"This was not merely an idea, but a revelation. At the sight of that 
skull i seemed to see all of a sudden lighted up as a vest plain under 
a flaming sky, the problem of the nature of the criminal — an ata¬ 
vistic being who reproduces In his person the ferocious InsHncts of 
primitive humanity and the Inferior animals. Thus were explained 
automatically the enormous jaws, high cheek-bones, prominent 
superciliary arches, solitary lines In the palms, extreme size of Hie 
orbits, handle-shaped or sessile ears found In criminals, savages, ami 
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apes, Insensibility to pain, extremely acute sight, tatoolng, excessive 
Idleness, love or orgies, and the Irresistible craving for evil for Its 
own sake, the desire not only to extinguish life in the victim, but to 
mutilate the corpse, tear Its flesh, and drink Its bicod."^2 

Lombrcso outlined three classes of criminals: 1) "bom criminals, " explained on a 

basis of atavism or a reversion to lower form of evolutionary development, who are 

about one-third of the criminal population; 2) "insane criminals," including the 

idiot, the imbecile, victims of melancholia, and sufferers from general paralysis, 

dementia, pellagra, alcoholism, epilepsy, and hystersis; aid 3) "crimfnaioids," 

who are not bom with physical stigmata and do not suffer from mental aberrations, 

but who ore of such a mental make-up that under certain circumstances they dis¬ 

play anti-social conduct. They are not really criminals but act tike them, and 

account for about one-haif of ail criminals. 

The scientific study of the human being as an individual, particularly the delinquent, 

was continued by FCSTI . His "Criminal Sociology" was published around 1884, pre¬ 

senting a toglcal statement that three general groups of factors influence criminality. 

They are the physical factors of geography, climate, temperature, etc., the anthro¬ 

pological factors, Including psychological, and the social factors, including economic 

and political conditions as well as age, sex, education, and religion. He related 

103 
changing crime rates to fluctuating social conditions as proof. 

^ Lombrcso, Cesare, Crime: Its Causes and Remedies. Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 

103 

Perrl, Enrico, Criminal Sociology. New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1915 
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Lombroso and FerrI, with many others, succeeded in shifting the conception of crime 

as the willful act of an Individual against society to one in which society is, at least, 

in part responsible. With this transition, the emphasis in forms for the treatment of 

deviants must, it would seem, shift to that cf the purpose of reformation; society can¬ 

not condemn its own creation. Scientific perspective of this causality, even if uni¬ 

versally accepted and understood, solves only one part of the problem. Tire psycho¬ 

analysis of Freud, and subsequent developments from the latter nineteenth century, 

were new fools essential in exporting this infant hope. Unfortunately, there does 

exist that social phenomenon called "cultural lag"; there is experimentation and pro¬ 

gress, and always a need, but nothing is so lacking as tho mass desire, or even under¬ 

standing, to employ tho resources at hand. 

The declaration of principles adapted by the first prison conference in the United States, 

1870, recognized reformation as the special purpose of punishment, its formal state¬ 

ment was remarkably in step with science. 

"The treatment of criminals by society is for the protection of society. 
But since treatment is directed to the criminal rather than to the crime, 
its great object should be his moral regeneration. Hence Hie supreme 
atm of prison discipline is the reformation of criminals, not the inflic¬ 
tion of vindictive suffering." 

It suggested that "rewards, more than punishments, are essential to every good prison 

system." The prisoner's destiny should be placed measurably in his own hands. The 

document discussed reformatory agencies and proposed the following measures: 1) 

religious Instruction; 2) sound education; 3) belief by prison officers that men can 

be reformed; 4) authorities must be able to gain Hie good will of the convict; 5) 

prison officials should display a generous parental attitude toward prisoners; 6) they 
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must cultivate the prisoner's self-respect instead of degradation; 7) the use of moral 

rather than physical force in prison administration; 8) steady, active, honorable labor; 

9) the adoption of the most val uable parts of the Irish System, including the strict 

state of separate imprisonment, the reformatory stage of progressive classification, 

and the probationary period of natural training; 10) classification and grading of 

prisoners; and 11) abolition of short sentences, by creating ionger minimum sen¬ 

tences for those who need to be imprisoned and other means of treatment for those not 

in need of this treatment. ^ 

New York State, realizing that certain deviants were more susceptible than others 

to rehabilitation, organized a special institution in 1876 known as Elmira Reforma¬ 

tory its inhabitants were first offenders between the ages of sixteen and thirty years 

of age, ait under a limited indeterminate sentence. There was careful classification 

and grading of prisoners, with a marking system which allowed credits to be earned 

by the prisoner as a condition of increased privileges or release from control based 

upon good behavior, diligence in labor and study, and results accomplished. He 

was debited for derelictions, negligences and offenses. Parole was based upon the 

marking system and upon tho probability of the Inmate's good behavior upon release. 

Physical training and military trai ning were added in the first years, as well as a 

school of letters and trades. The purpose of the school of letters was to give those 

who had been denied an elementary education a chance to Improve. The subjects 

included were arithmetic, bookkeeping, language, history, ethics, literature, civics, 

Henderson, Prison Reform and the Criminal law. New York: 1910, pp. 39-63 



economics and Hygiene. School was conducted five days a week; it v/as graded from 

years one through eleven. 

Upon admittance, the delinquent was placed In the second of three classifications. 

He would either advance to the first grade cr drop to the third, depending upon his 

behavior, in each higher grade he was given more privileges, including the right 

to wear highly prized badges of merit. Six months of proper record in the middle 

class entitled advance to the first, and six months in the first class merited considera¬ 

tion for paroio. Reduction from the first to the third v/as possible, but the rise was 

one step at a time, the purpose of the indeterminate sentence Is seen here. 

Tho different grades were distinguished by variations in clothing and collar device. 

First and second grades were clothed In black coats and gray trousers in winter; in 

summer in khaki uniform, the different grades being distinguished by a number on the 

collar. Red coats and pants were worn by the third grade. 

To teach self support, each inmate was accounted by tho marking system. His personal 

account was credited each day with a small amount and debited with what he received 

in the way of clothing, meals, lodging, medical attention, or fines for bad conduct* 

Nothing was furnished free except the first suit of clothes and a few other articles. 

Tho system provided an allowance to keep tho man for a while upon his release 

The concept of "indeterminate sentence" was a significant feature of Elmira. Those 

who saw the purpose of punishment to be reformation easily recognized the value of 

105 Gillfn, op. clt., pp. 622-625 
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controlling the release of prisoners. In 1832, Archbishop Whafely had recommended 

such a practice. He wrote: 

"It seams to me perfectly reasonable, that those whose misconduct com¬ 
pels us to send them to a house of correction, should not be again let 
loose on society, till they have given some indication of amended 
character. Instead of being sentenced, therefore, to confinement for 
a certain fixed time, they should be sentenced to earn, at a certain 
specified employment, such a sum of money as may be judged suf¬ 
ficient to preserve them,on their release, from the pressure of immediate 
distress; and erderiy, decent, submissive behavior during the time of 
their being thus employed, should be enforced, under the penalty of 
a proportionate deduct!oo/rom their wages, end consequent prolongation 
of their confinements. 

Obtaining a license to so sentence, because of the abstractness of Hie justice involved, 

was a slow process; hie ideal Is just now being approached in a limited way. 

By 1921 eighteen states had established reformatories. Prison administrators had, 

by this time, begun a mere careful bookkeeping and were able to analyse the value 

of their places. They estimated in 1922 that of the first 30,000 men received at 

Elmira, one-third had contact with the law again. Of this total, 19,610 were on 

indeterminate sentences; 1,242 of these inmates were returned after their release. 

Despite the fact that the reformatory was given only the more hopeful cases, it did 

not fulfill all expectations* Other states found that around thirty-five per cent of 

their releasees returned. *®7 

The English developed Hie "Borstal System" at the end of Hie nineteenth century. The 

Whatoly, Thoughts on Secondary Punishment. London: 1832, pp. 26, 37 

107 Gllifn, op. cit., pp. 709, 710 
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concern of the system was more directly to juveniles, yet much the same In nature as 

the reformatory In the United States. Those delinquents given milder sentences of 

Imprisonment were sent to a Borstal Institution. 

The reformatory succeeded In proving the values of the Indeterminate sentence, parole, 

and Individual treatment and education; the need for a system of probation, which 

would keep many delinquents out of prisons, was demonstrated. Administrators began 

to realize the importance of diagnosis before commitment. Diagnosis would acquaint 

authorities with the conditions of the crime and the problems of the criminal; psy¬ 

chiatrists and sociologists would be the analysts. Classification became the key ele¬ 

ment of prison systems; Institutions were specialized, at least In theory. As Gillln 

stated In 1920: 

"With the growth of knowledge as to the causation of crime, It has 
become apparent that neither age nor 'good conduct In prison nor 
the legal gravity of the crime Is a sound basis of classification. 
It has been discovered that criminals fall Into classes which are 
not recognized In our penal codes. Many of them suffer from phy¬ 
sical handicaps. They differ in mentality and tholr emotional 
reactions and therefore In their self-control, in health, and in 
vocational skill." 108 

The Now York Prison Survey Committee recommended, in 1920, that Sing Sing pri¬ 

son be turned to a receiving Institution where all prisoners would be carefully 

studied and classified according to their physical condition, mental characteristics, 

education and vocational advancement. Those who were in need of special medical 

treatment were kept there fer those purposes. Pinal classification meant assignment to 

one of sin classes: 1) normal or nearly normal prisoners who should be assigned to that 

$ 

108 Ibid, p. 483 
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prison whore they may receive the greatest benefit from the Industrial training, edu¬ 

cation, and general activities of the prison; 2) prisoners with remediable physical 

and mental diseases, who would be kept at the receiving station pending recovery 

and rehabilitation; 3) the insane, who would be sent to hospitals for the criminally 

Insane; 4) prisoners with mental deficiencies requiring special Institutional care; 

109 
5) certain constitutional psychopaths; and 6) those with incurable physical diseases. 

The federal government and each state of the union had begun to establish their 

"systems" In the early 1900's. Another prison revolution occurred In these years; 

Inmate riots aroused public sentiment, and specialists, as sociologists, took up con¬ 

cern with the horrors and irregularities that were widespread within prison walls. 

The battles then taken up were not on the behalf of new forms, but were, instead, 

efforts at cleaning up what already existed. Hundreds of new penitentiaries appeared 

to relieve overcrowding and decadence, all of them looking as crisper Auburns or 

Easterns. Building a hospital or a gym or a library within old stone girts was strain 

enough. The biggest topic, and one which was solved, was that of removing prison 

administration from the realm of political spoils. Universities turned out new specialists 

and they wore employed; it was realized that security guards must do more than carry 

weapons, and schools for training prison employees were created. 

World War I brought new light upon the problem of prison labor; it was evident from the 

extents of prison production for the war effort that many potentialities had been unrealized. 

109 Glllin, op. cit., pp. 485-487 
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Prisons were filled with a large labor force that could contribute a great deal to Its 

own support. Penal Institutions, being designs In economy and coordination, were 

readily adaptable to Industrial processes* The prison and its Inmates make a natural, 

highly efficient machine. 

The philosopher, the social scientist, ami the physical scientist succeed In bringing 

new alms and programs to penological practice, but the special breed of humanitarian- 

Ism that the Individualization of treatment seems to exhibit Is, perhaps, more accurately 

observed In the words of a Mississippi senator, 1930: 

"The farm system would seem to me, for our climate and conditions, to 
be the best possible method of employ. It Is certainly the most humans. 
The out-of-door occupatloresult most of the convicts, as our climate Is 
mild end seasons good. Meet of them, especially the Negroes, make 
good farmers, whereas few of them could be used at anything else."' 

The aim of 'rehabilitation1 Is not exactly clear; the intent to make people useful Is 

uncertain. Wltch-bumlng was swift and sura, however cruel It was, but it was 

obvious. There is bound to be confusion when nonconformists demand conformity, 

and that is what the prison sets out to do. 

The present state of five prisons is related In the Appendix, "Prison Visits." The 

charts on tha following page are helpful In understanding the growth of penal systems 

In the United States. It Is interesting to note that at the present time eight states 

(California, Florida, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas) contained 

50.5% of the national prisoner population; these eight states account for approximately 

110 Henderson, Charles Richmond, Penal and Reformatory Institutions. 
Charities Publication Committee, 1910, p. 86. 

New York: 
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50% cf the national civilian population. In 1962, there were 118.3 Inmates por 

100,000 population; the national population increases approximately 1.6% annual¬ 

ly, while the prison population increases by around 2.4%. The average sentence 

served by state prisoners in 1962 was 28.4 months, and the average fer federal pri¬ 

soners was 19.5 months. Rates of recidivism vary from state to state and prison to 

prison v/ithin a range of approximately 6% to sixty per cent. Sixty-three per cent 

of the 91,329 releases in 1962 were conditional, allowing sentences to be continued 

111 under supervision in the community. The total number of full and part-time 

employees, state and federal, in 1962 was 42,387, the employoodnmato ratio being 

115.2. According to services performed the ratios were: administrative, 1:262; 

clerical and fiscal, 1:59.2; medical, 1:186.4; classification and parole, 1:259.2; 

education, 1:151.0; religious, 1:1001; Industrial, 1:104.9; maintenance, 1:74.6; 

culinary, 1:218.5; farm operations, 1:176; and custodial, 1:7.5. The state of 

Arkansas and the highest ration—* 1:63.6 — white NewHampshlre with 1:2.0 had 

112 
the lowest figure. 

The Federal Bureau of Prisons, founded In 1896, administrates the operation of thirty- 

four separated institutions, including seven penitentiaries, four reformatories, one 

women's reformatory, eight juvenile offenders, seven prison camp3, one medical cen¬ 

ter, and a detention headquarters. The detention unit is used to house offenders for 

111 
U. S. Bureau of Prisons, National Prisoner Statistics, No. 33. Washington: 

U. S. Department of Justice, 1963, pp. 1-16. 

119 
(J. S* Bureau of Prisons, National Prisoner Statistics, No. 35. Washington: 
U. S. Department of Justice, 1964, pp. 5-81 



pre-sentence diagnosis. Congress authorized Hie Omnibus sentencing lav/, the Celler- 

Hennings Act/ in 1958, which allows Hie Bureau to determine the disposition o? the 

offender and recommend to the courts the sentence that seems most fitting. This con¬ 

cept of pro-sentence observation was applied in 500 cases in 1962, and Its use is 

increasing stead} ly. In certain cases it was realized that offenders/ though in 

113 
need of treatment/ required only prescribed therapy and probation*' 

Sentencing procedures and legal prescription of punishment ars continuously In review* 

Many lav/3 are antiquated/ vague, useless/ and ridiculous; efforts to ratify the situa¬ 

tion are hard-fought. 

Institutions/ in general/ are constructed according to three basic security categories — 

maximum/ medium/ and minimum security. Roughly twenty per cent (progressively 

diminishing) of ail inmates require maximum custodial provision, fifty per cent are 

considered as medium security risks, and thirty per cent require a minimum of cus¬ 

todial supervision. The number of minimum security inmates Increases yearly * ^ ^ 

Each security classification Is generally broken down into four classes: new, tractable, 

intractable, and defective. The first group includes all newly sentenced and resen¬ 

tenced inmates whoso needs have not been determined* The second class Is composed 

of men who are capable of being treated for physical and/or mental deficiencies. 

^3 U.S. Bureau of Prisons, No. 33, op. clt., pp. 3,4 

1 ^ U. S. Bureau of Prisons, National Prisoner Statistics/ No. 27. Washington: United 
States Department of Justice, 1961, pp. 12-18. 



of group discussion and counseling in the pre-release program at seme 
institutions. 

"Federal prisoners employed tn productive work average earnings of 
about $31 a month. If they have dependents, they are required to send 
part of their earnings to them. Saving is not only encouraged but, 
in appropriate cases, required. The amount which inmates may pur¬ 
chase from the commissary is limited to a small sum, and no inmate, 
by reason of independent funds, may live in prison on a higher material 
plane than his fellow prisoners. 

"The education work of the Bureau is on a high level, in 1960, nearly 
12,000 inmates were assigned to vocational training, with 5,200 com¬ 
pleting vocational courses. Some 8,000 inmates attended one or more 
hlgh-school-level courses...Because functional illiteracy among 
federal prisoners Is as high as 20 to 25 per cent, literacy training is 
an Important educational enterprise. About 1,200 inmates completed 
such training In 1960, and another 1,200 received some literacy 
instruction. 

The federal penitentiary at Terre Haute, Indiana was recently described; 

"There Is no regimentation or 'marching,' no lineups. Prisoners move at 
designated periods, as do high school or college students at the end of 
class periods, from room to room, from housing unit to work assign¬ 
ment, library, dining, 'day room,' or canteen. 

“Three times a day they take their meals as they please, cafeteria style, 
eating at tables for four, choosing their company. 

"Everybody works a forty-hour weak In maintenance, ground-keeping, 
farm, industry, or other assignments. Educational, vocational, and 
group activity programs, together with rest and leisure occupy the 
remaining time. 

"The 'correctional officers,' whoden't like to be called 'guards,' are 
civil service career men, every one a high school graduate. They are 
skilled in judo and firearms, which are never used on the inside. They 
are equally skilled in sociology, psychology, and behavorial sciences, 
ami group therapy, In which they attend classes continually.. .pay is 
good averaging $7,000 a year. 

tie 
1 3 Taft, Donald R. and England, Ralph W., Criminology. New York; Macmillan 

Company, 1964, pp. 517-519. 
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Inmates who cannot or do not want to be treated are placed in the intractable cate¬ 

gory/ and the fourth group is reserved for the extremely mentally III/ and very weak 

or low grade personalities. 

it Is difficult to understand Hie true nature of prisons at one time — the directors of 

state and federal bureaus/ who publish prison reports/ are political appointees and 

are interested in perpetrating their political careers (statistics are not£iven In a 

straightforward manner/ especially those for rates of recidivism)/ newspaper and 

other communications media report facts of a contrasting nature/ and a personal 

visit to prisons does not bring you into contact with everything that exists within 

prison walls (only the best features are displayed). The following reports/ an indirect 

statement of the Federal Bureau's philosophy and a newspaper report on a federal 

prison/ and the author's report on the new federal prison at Marion/ Illinois (see 

Appendix) are three kinds of evidence that/ possibly, tend to render a most complete 

picture. There is no doubt that Hie Federal Bureau operates the mest advanced sys¬ 

tem in the country at the present time. 

“The federal prison system contends that convicted criminals are sent to 
Its care as punishment but not for punishment. Top leaders and most, 
if not at!7 of the rank and file look upon the criminal as a product, 
whether they agree upon the metaphysics of free will or not. 

"The FBP Is committed to the principle of individualization. This prin¬ 
ciple is not a matter of mere words. Within the limits of knowledge 
and possibility of controlling situations, individualization is actually 
practiced. Recently this Individual approach has been significantly 
supplemented by the group approach. In various ways, groups are 
utilized extensively. There are group orientation and pre-release 
programs, discussion groups, occupational information sessions, 
great books programs, college lectures. There are chapters of Alcholics 
Anonymous in most federal Institutions. Honor dormitories utilize 
inmate association effectively. Of tremendous significance Is the use 
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“Terre Hau^e has an average of 1,400 Inmates, 270 custodial officers, 
and an annual budget of $2,319,000. 

"Society, the state, and the nation give us two goals: 1) the secure 
and humane detention of those committed to our care for the specified 
periods determined by the courts. 2) treatment of confined men to 
the end that they change, becoming constructive citizens after 
release and committing no further anti-social acts. 

"How do we change these men? First of all, the setting, tee atmosphere 
or climate must be conducive to change. Put yourself in a setting where 
the climate is hostile, threatening, demanding, and distant. In this 
situation you are treated as an inferior, incapable of making a decision, 
and when consideration is exercised, it is in a patronizing manner. 

"Regimentation makes the attainment of our first objective — custody — 
easy. It makes the attainment of our second objective — changing the 
man — impossible. 

116 "Freedom? We give them as much as they can take." 

There are major problems in the prisons of the United States today. Many prisons are 

ancient, crumbling fortresses that have long out-lived their uses and have become 

seriously overcrowded. Homosexuality is a prevalent factor In many institutions; it 

Is a spreading disease, which, If it does not claim new victims, exists as a demoral¬ 

izing presence. Perhaps the mcst crucial, even insurmountable problem, is the 

existence of tightly-knit inmate societies; communication between authority and 

inmate, ruler and ruled, is a difficult matter. These matters are further discussed 

In the following section. 

The most notable developments of recent years are the relatively new forms of medium 

* ^ Warden T. Ward Mcrkey to Frank Hughes, "Terre Haute Prison's Duty: Welding 
Mature Men, " Chicago Tribune, Sunday, May 26, 1963, Section 1A, p. 2. 
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ami minimum security Institutions. Chino, a penal institution in California, and Sea- 

goville, a federal institution are typifying. Seagovllle, near Dallas, Texas Is described: 

"Converted to use as a prison in 1945, It received originally only inmates 
considered most suitable for Its extremely liberal program, but in recent 
years the majority have come directly from the courts. Its 500 inmates 
are under sentences ranging from a few months to life, and they represent 
ages from 18 to 80+years. Hence, the Bureau's statement that most 
federal prisoners could apparently be handled under Hie Seagovllle system 
became ail the mere significant. 

"The grounds at Seagovllle resemble a college campus. Tho inmates live in 
colonial-style red brick buildings cental ning rooms instead of cells, keys 
to which are carried by their individual occupants. Several other special 
purpose buildings in architectural harmony with the housing units, the 
whole surrounded by a 750aera farm, make up the rest of the institution. 
There are no wails, fences, or guard towers. Despite the ease of escape 
and the hide-out possibilities of Dallas, the rate of absconding 1$ less than 
one per cent. Committed to Hie doctrine that nothing is gained by destroy¬ 
ing a prisoner's self-respect or by reducing his autonomy to that of a robot, 
the administration gives consideration to the newcomer s preferences In 
living quarters and associates, and regimentation in general Is kept to a 
minimum. 

"At Seagovllle, as many links with the outside world are preserved and 
developed as are consistent with Incarceration. The inmate receives 
visitors in a nermai sotting without separating partitions. He may invite 
them to eat lunch with him. His vocational aptitudes and accomplishments 
are tested, and a profile of them is sent to the Texes employment Com¬ 
mission to aid in his placement. There Is an active chapter of Alcoholics 
Anonymous. Social education is much stressed. Each man must work eight 
hours before he may participate In Hie recreational program, and he worb 
hard. He Is taught a trade*. .Useful hobbies Gre taught and religion is not 
ignored."117 

Secgavllle is a model Institution which appears to be magnetizing new thought and 

action, yet, as a description of It suggests, it is only a hint or one step to new forms 

for Hie treatment of delinquents. The many elements of Its program represent new 

117 * 
Taft and England, op. clt., pp. 520-521 
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opportunities for development. It Is a movement away from fortress prisons and the 

homogeneities created by our general systems of classification. The population of 

Seagovliie Is smaller than usual/ which Is one to three thousand inmates. The size 

of penal Institutions has, In the past/ been determined on the basis of the economy 

of security; large inmate bodies/ when in riot/ have presented consldrable threat 

to life and property. With the shifting of emphasis to matters of psychological 

control/ as opposed to physical control/ the Importance of the social structuring of 

prison communities has been mode more clear. Unfortunately, politicians tend to 

believe that their facades are made much more attractive by interminable budget- 

jumbling, and therefore the existing bastilles are maintained {budget reports do 

not publicize the costs of repair as affectively as they do those of new construction). 

This first section of study has not been intended to be an exhaustive presentation. 

One might cosily develop detailed studies of a number of important and Interesting 

subjects/ as debtor's prisons/ early American developments/ world developments/ 

visiting practices In prisons, prison administration and political spoils/ or prison 

labor. The examples presented have been limited to those which meat completely 

and/ when possible/ innately speak for Important advances, directions# and dis¬ 

coveries. The importance of this historical sketch Is Its clarification of the rationality 

and Irrationality of current forms. It shows, in a nutshell# the advance of men from 

a state which was ruled by blood-thirsty, Impulsive slaughtering of evil persons to 

a more rational state of scientific jurisprudence. Most Importantly, history reveals 

the essential topics which have concerned the formulators of theories of crime and 

punishment — os, justice and equivocation of lass and gain; Infection of society. 



atonement for sin, punishment for crime, deterrence of criminals, reformation of 

delinquents, and criminals as social products* 

It must be understood that the failures of many forms for the treatment of delinquents 

have not been In forms themselves, but, Instead, they are atrlbutable to the fallacies 

In the logic which brought them about* And then, unfortunately, history tells us 

that despite our confirmed belief in the fact that "punishment tends to make men 

worse " we are most surely imprisoned by the monumentous weight of the establishments 

of tradition; progress In the treatment of delinquents does not advance with the 

speed of new truths, new understandings, and new Ideals. Most Importantly, toe 

pure facts of 'Vision and revision" Illustrate the fact that we have often created 

problems where there were no problems, 



Sentenced Prisoners Received from Court and Present at End of Year, by the Type 
of institution, for the United States. ^ 

Est. Civilian 
Year Population % Change All Prisoners % Change 

1940 131,899,000 173,706 
1945 133,782,000 1.4 133,649 -23.1 
1950 150,689,000 12.6 166,165 24.3 
1955 163,930,000 8.8 185,915 11.9 
1960 179,576,000 9.5 213,125 14.6 
1962 185,129,000 3.1 219,030 2.8 

Federal Recieved in State Received in 
Year Prisoners Fed, Prisons Prisoners State Prisons 

1940 19,260 15,109 154,446 57,995 
1945 18,368 14,171 115,011 39,041 
1950 17,134 14,237 149,031 55,278 
1955 20,088 15,286 165,827 63,193 
1960 23,218 13,723 189,907 74,954 
1962 23,944 13,514 195,086 75,388 

In a report of 1940 the U. S. Bureau of Prisons reported a rate of recidivism of 

121 48.0%. Publications following 1940 do not provide straightforward rates of 

recidivism. 

119 Composite made fropi I960 Census figures and U. S. Bureau of Prisons, National 
Prisoner Statistics, Nos. 27, 35 

120 u. S. Bureau of Prisons, op', cit., no. 33, p. 8 

1^1 U. S. Bureau of Prisons, National Prisoner Statistics, Washington, D.C.: 
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1940, p. 64 

120 
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Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Average Sentence and Time Served of First Releases; 1962 

Months 
0 24 48 72 96 120 

Number 

TOTAL 12,033 

Kidnapping 15 

Military Court- 
Martial 

106 

Robbery 164 

Narcotics 721 

Marihuana 174 

Gov't Reservations 423 

F »ij • D • A • 800 

Motor Vehicle Theft 2,385 

Forgery 1,263 

Other Larceny 1,070 

Liquor 1,850 

Immigration 1,152 

Other Federal 1,950 

Average Time Served Average Sentence 
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auburn. 1825 
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western Pennsylvania 1824 

eaatern penasy I uanla 182*3 
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2. Ideal Forms 

Ah/ love/ could you and I with him conspire 
To grasp this sonry scheme of things entire/ 
Would we not shatter It to bite and then 
Remould It nearer to tho Heart's Desire? 

Omar tho Tontmakar 

It Is not impossible to summon sufficient confidence In the genius and gentility of men 

and project ourselves to a crimeless age* Though our knowledge of crime and Its 

causes Is neither complete nor sure, it Is cause for hopefulness. Definite relationships 

between crime and education, ago, physique, occupation, heredity, economic status, 

mental and physical diseases, and environment have been discovered. These exposi¬ 

tions bind society to an admission of new responsibility to Its deviants and to Itself. 

The 1516 "Utopia” of Sir Thomas More defined the obligations of society, which 450 

yearn later we cannot avoid by continued defensive hurling of the dart of narrow¬ 

mindedness such as the Innovations of utopias afflnltively attract: 

"For simple theft Is not so great an offense that It ought to be punished 
with death. Neither Is there any punishment so horrible that It can 
keep men from stealing who have no other craft whereby to get their 
living.. .Far great and horrible punishments are appointed for thieves, 
whereas, much rather, prevision should be made for seme means by 
which they should get their living; so that no man should bo driven 
to this extreme necessity, first to steal and then to die." 1 

The 'Ideal,1 then, is simply stated: no man should either have to commit or want to 

1 More, Sir Thomas, Utopia* ed, by Frederic R. White, Famous Utopias of the 
Renaissance. New York”' Hendricks House, 1949, pp. 22, 23. 
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commit a crime; crime Is a detriment to the “greatest happiness for the greatest number." 

A. Prisons! Antitheses of Ideal Forms 

Regardless of Hie official, formal titles of Justification that have been attached to our 

prisons, they are Intended, primarily, by the societies which support them, to be 

agencies of punishment. The common statement, "I hope they send him to prison I" 

Is not an expression of a desire to Vehabllitate' or 'reform' a deviant, but Is, instead, 

a manifestation of our natural desire for revenge. Most persons forget, or never rea¬ 

lize, that a vast majority of persons who are sent to penal institutions (95% in Texas)^ 

will return to society within a few years. It Is only upon final understanding of this 

fact that v/e come to apply the term “rehabilitate" to prison purpose. 

inltally, St must be understood that, in general, prisons are not so distressing as they 

might seem. A prison visitor might witness monotony, drabness, abuses of alt sorts, 

and rigid dlsclpiinarlanlsm; the constant sense of confinement would be repugnent to 

meat everybody, on the surface. Yet, prisons are not effective as forms for punishment. 

In many semes we are all Incarcerated beings. Our physical structures are personal 

cells; we are limited by self Images and our minds are plagued with semes of guilt, 

anxiety, Incomprehension, imperfection, confusion, apathy, and acedia. We are 

Individual Islands In a sea of indifference and anomie. These are the "metaphysical 

prisons" so well described by Huxley. 3 |n searching for a release from psychological 

2 
Texas Department of Corrections, Annual Report. Huntsville, Texas, 1963. 

3 Huxley, Aidous, Prisons. London? Trianon Press, 1949. 
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crowns of thorns we only create physical, external environments, extending our pri¬ 

sons to the visible world. We develop mechanical efficiency and subject our pre¬ 

sences to earthly panopticons in a fanatical, relentless quest for physical order. We 

burn and bulldoze everything that seems to be confusion and build grand grids, giving 

base to cellular machines in high-rise form, all so that unordered minds might dis¬ 

cover comfort and comprehension in perception of perfect order. Men would be 

happy if they could be transformed to machines, but they cannot. Men cannot be 

subordinated to machines, lest they become something IKS than men, yet we pretend. 

There are many who are very happy to submit their minds and bodies to prison machines 

exactly as many as there are functioning aimlessly and thoughtlessly as parts of 

immense, rationally coordinated, industrial institutions. The quests for rationality 

introduced by industrialization found an immediate home in the prison realm where 

economy has always been overlord. Architect Ledoux and philosopher-planner 

Bentham epitomize the late eighteenth century transition in the theory of prison con¬ 

struction; it was earlier in that same century that Pope Clement XI in Rome had con¬ 

structed an institution around courtyards and fountains, giving the plan economical 

order, but not making a point of expressing sheer, pure, geometric efficiency. 

Ledoux1 prison for Aix and Bentham's are fully convincing, by a single glance at 

their physical forms, that the new pattern for prisons was a machine. Architects and 

penologists have perpetrated this theme until this very moment. A recent criticism 

of the Ledoux prison exemplifies our fixation: "Posterity, too, cannot but regret 

that such an original, yet simple, and powerful work as the prisons (the prison for 

Aix) remained unexecuted."^ Architects continue to thrill themselves with the 

4 Kaufmann, Emil,’Three Revolutionary Architects: Boullee, Ledoux and Lequeu" 

Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, New Series, Vol. 42, Part 3, 
Philadelphia, 1952, p. 490 
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'aesthetic opportunity* found in prison design# regardless of Its many implications. 

Still# it is society that pays for these machines. 

Though anarchy is the enemy of liberty# extreme erder is not its friend. Human beings# 

not without exception# find degenerate comfort In submission to a world in which even 

the need far thinking is unnecessary. Men will accept the environment cf prisons as 

reodfly as they remain In their everyday# 'metaphysical* prisons* Prisons# then# do 

not 'punish* men who so receive them. 

it would be impassible to establish the precise number of men who do not fee! pain at 

imprisonment, Tho greatest pain of incarceration occurs within the first few days of 

confinement (refer fa "Prison Visits0)* Experience tells us that this Is true of almost 

any Initial exposure to various sorts of foreign disciplines. A university student, for 

example# feats a certain amount of discomfort during the first days of his first year cf 

Gccdamlc life* During tho first year the terminations of horns vacations are unhappy 

affairs; by the time ha is in his third or fourth year# the beginnings of vocations are 

often unhappy removals from a now way of life. 

The average length of o prison sentence tedsy is approximately five years (varying 

from state to state). This is a sufficient length of time for a complete indoctrination 

of any man to the prison way of life. Sentences cf one or two years# which accounted 
it 

for 2*1% of the sentences In the Taxes system In 1940# might not dull a man's desire 

to resume the life he moo hum m to take up a new way of life upon release* 

s 
Texas Department of Corractlom# Annuo! Report# Huntsville# Texes, 1743 
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Sentences of threa to sin years* duration, 75.9% of oil sentences In Teisos In I960, 

ere specter psychological bcsrlera to tho moment of release. The relationship of 

totes of recidivism end length of sentence, ranging around 30% In TOKOS, IS Indicative 

but cannot be considered conclusive because of the Inherently faulty nature of mass 

statistics. Evidently, though, the prospect of returning to prison Is not such a bitter 

one. the Indication would seem to be that prison life becomes understood, and, In 

fact, Is more ©ally understandable (thus endurable) than life in free society.* 

Prisons ere striking parallels of the Church*o Idea of penance and purgatarfan punish¬ 

ment. This I# not to suggest that the end of purgatory, entrance to a heavenly para¬ 

dise, end the end of penal incarceration, return to the social environment, era enact 

equals. Punishment far crime and atonement for sin are Inseparable principles of 

foundation of penal institutions, there to always been the problem, though, which 

evades resolution (for obviously It cannot be resolved), that Is, that *an eye for an 

oyo" does not work. The Reclprocatlvo Justlvc of Aristotle Is a monument to the con¬ 

flict of attempts at equating punishment • There Is no way that a crime can be "paid 

far." Punishment docs not restore any sort ©f balance, psychologically or physically. 

Recall the pica of homech In Genesis. The notion that evil ccn ba paid far has been 

Immortalised by the Reman Church In its sacrament of Penance and doctrine ©f Purgatory. 

The real difference between prisons end purgatory, beside th® minor point of resultant 

states, Is the exactness of cno and th® vagueness of the ether. Prisons at® to be 

endured for definite periods of time and arc specific environments; purgatory Is not so 

well defined — It Is cn unseen, unknown place, to b© endured for an unknown period 

of time until the sinner hes accounted for every sin by buffering.* Prisons offer a most 
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simple opportunity for a man to sail sty his conscience and relieve himself of guilty 

and, as such, or* actually favors to the ordinary human being who cannot live 

happily unde? a burden of pecccncy. The ’righting of wrongs’ is an essential of our 

culture* True punishment# if we realty wanted to punish# would be an amplification 

fattier them a diminishing of the seme of Individual guilty a man could be made to 

suffer in this way* Prisons care too automatic; a men can simply thrust his body and 

mind Into the charge of tds keeper and "pay fer his crime* * Prisons today ere safe 

and sanitary pieces for criminal retreat. This same fact has an obvious association 

with the foot that prisons also foil to rehabilitate. 

the ’attractiveness* of penal Institutions to certain persons cannot be overstated. 

O. Henry# one® o prisoner himself# offers a delightful description of an unfortunate 

fact. In the "Cop and the Anthem# ** Soapy, the subject of the short story, best 

described himself after his ‘anthem*? 8Ho viewed with swift hem* the pit into which 

he had tumbled# the degraded days# unworthy desires# dead hopes# wracked faculties# 

and base motives that made up his existence*” As the story begins# winter has shown 

its first signs of approach* 

’’Soapy’s mind became cognisant of the foot that the time had come fat 
him to resolve himself into a singular Committee of Ways and Means 
to provide against the coming rigour. And therefore ho moved uneasily 
on his bench* 

**Tha hlbematorlal ambitions of Soapy were not of the highest* hi them 
there were no considerations of Mediterranean cruises# of soporific 

^ O. Henry# Thu Feu? Million. New Yorks Deuhieday# Page and Company# 1917# 
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Southern skies or drifting In the Vcsuvlon Boy. Three months on the 
blond was what hb soul craved * Three months cf ensured board end 
bed end congenial compary, safe from Boreas and bluecoats, seemed 
to Soapy the essence of things desirable. “ 

Alt that remained for Soapy v/cs the commission of just the 'right* offense so that he 

would receive Hie Vight* sentence to the 'right' Institution. 

The experience of observing strange animals Is surety one of the reasons that large 

crowds flock ta sons, but there Is a special fascination which draws delighted eyes to 

stare for prolonged periods at the Sea lions (their zoological habitation Is realty 

utopian). Three or so times a day an attendant faithfully delivers pails of fresh foods 

to Hie community of sea creatures. Their pool Is wide end deep, Its water Is cool, 

clear, and blue. The liens don't have to bother the I? minds for things to do; besides 

eating, they can either slumber In cuddly gnsups In their tidy concrete cave, scoot 

cut onto one of their {edges end bosk In the sun, cr drop themselves Into the sooth* ng 

depths of the pool below. On top of It all, they attract largo, concerned, and 

Interested audiences. This Is the fantasy of the zoo* Speefatorla! concentration Is 

possibly mere speculation than Fascination; wouldn't wo all like such efficient, suf¬ 

ficient, dependent, Irresponsible existence. 'Hie deep blue sea might have Its ‘freedom, * 

but It also has its limiting problems. Though the animals ore Imprisoned In their 

crltiflclal habitat there Is no reason to assume that they are unhappy. Must tamed 

animals will return to their die I Is-of•plenty, even when we try to do them the 'favor* 

of setting them free, 

The stated, formal aim of penal Institutions today Is “rehabilitation of convicted 

criminals.” The means employed to tills end ware described in “Real Forms” and 



and “Prison Visits*** In certain coses OUST penal machineries have affected reformations, 

but m one searches through prison Journals he finds a conspicuous shortage of success 

stories —* not that penologists do not overstate those facts. Even though It Is quite 

necessary for a man to possess the abilities to read and write and to be proficient at 

some skill so that ha might prevldo subsistence for himself and his family, a provision 

of these things will not necessarily rehabilitate him. It is net enough to teach a man 

to read, to write, to add and subtract, to operate a lathe, or to type. Such basic 

abilities do not represent rehabilitation. While a man with a badly deformed face 

might bon!fit psychologically from corrective surgery, he has not actually learned 

to live. Rehabilitation Is concerned with the total ability to participate In communal 

life* specialized skills and literacy often appear to be hie most highly valued and, 

Indeed, Indispensable, possessions of mm, yet they are actually only few of the 

many facets of a total men. The most that a prism hopes to do Is prepare a man for 

entrance to the national labor force end somehow prepare his mind for the task of 

behavioral conformity. Still, a prison meet often falls to da Its task properly; 

‘rehabilitation* (s not affected by penitentiaries. One must look mere realistically 

and skeptically to the available statistics. Rates of recidivism very from approxi¬ 

mately 30% for one system of prisons to over 50% In another. Those figures represent 

absolute, obvious failures* To these numbers wo must add an Indeterminable number 

of released men who, through new craft and cunning perfected while In prison, manage 

to complete now schemes of dovtancy and avoid apprehension. Prisons are, as hen 

always been known, ‘brooding places for now crimes and mere clover criminals. “ 

An Imprisoned man Is also a natural, ©motional dependent* ho must and wit! soak the 
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satisfactions tbs? c?@ unique to association with other men. Within prison walls# wider 

the conditions of institutional patterning# It Is Impossible to evold the formation of a 

society of Inmates* these societies become separated from the other society within 

the walls — that e? administration. Perscra with simitar personal Interests unite for 

the perpetration of their own Individual good. Prison communities arc formally and 

Informally structured* At one pole Is a society of formally organized administrators! 

the long-range aim of this hisrerchlal organization Is the treatment and confinement 

of criminals# and the toort-rango defectives (that are stretched to long- range because 

of political entanglements) are maintenance of discipline# economy, morale# menu# 

security# end sanitation. In general, the members of this group are similar In back¬ 

ground# education# financial status# aspiration# cultural values# and Interests. At 

another pale Is the society of Inmates which# by Its very nature# sharply contrasts that 

of too administration! too long-range atm of toe Inmates Is fulfillment of their obli¬ 

gations of ‘serving time#* and their short-range objectives# which overshadow the 

long-range end give the to toe formation of their body, are raif-jprasew*tlen end 

maximum comfort. The society of inmates Is bound together by one common denomi¬ 

nator—dwloat behavior. individual crimes are toe status-giving elements. Thera 

Is both the need and too pressure to associate with other prisoners, Inmates are 

wealthy in 'time* and must seek Infernal# personal satisfactions. Internal conformity 

to this artificial society and the resulting conflicts between Irmwstes and prison staff 

are unavoidable, adverse characteristics of penal environments. Inmate society 

creates Its own unique sots of values# unique language# and# at rimes# Its own courts; 

the prime value Is toot of protection el group Interests. This undercurrent of defensive 



action/ the fact that confined and idle persons will find pleasure in any sort of rebel¬ 

lion/ and the further complication of conflicting sub-groups among the inmate society, 

are insurmountable barriers prohibiting all but a very minute realization of the formal 

goal of rehabilitation. Though time has refined the sanitation and diet in prisons, it 

has not bridged the gulf between inmates and directors. Super-disinfectants have 

retarded the multiplication of bacteria, but there is no super-psychology to prevent 

the breeding of new crimes and more sophisticated criminals in prison air. Only one kind 

of prison in history that has succeeded in prevention of the sophistication of criminals 

(without destroying them) has been the Eastern Pennsylvania type with its solitary 

cells. It had many other faults, overcompensating for this one advantage. 

There is one attribute possessed by our penal machines: they succeed in preventing 

further offenses by an individual upon that society from which he was banished. He 

might, though, commit further crimes within the confines of prison walls. 

Prisons are antitheses of any 'ideal': they are attractive to certain human beings, they 

fall to punish (If we want to punish), and they fall to rehabilitate. The very objective 

of prisons — rehabilitation —- is not Ideal. This word which is so highly esteemed and 

sought after means: "to restore to a former capacity; reinstate; to vindicate; and to be 

fit to make one's livelihood again." To this end prisons take a delinquent and make 

a "convict," and "ex-con, " a "jailbird." 'Revitalization,' a far more humanitarian 

aspiration, should be the formal aim of today's prisons; but there could be no hope 

that the same institutions which fail miserably at an inferior task could give a man a 

new life, the dignity which every man must have, the desire to live and love and be 

loved, or to be approved of as an individual human being. 
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Prisons# from one more ventage point# ore little mere than closets of shame# where Incom¬ 

petent society com hide Its follwres. There Is not o mom who Is not an occasional deviant; 

those In prisons ere only unfortunate enough to hove been apprehended. Despite gallant 

effort# society cermet relieve Itsolf of guilt by Incarcerating a quarter of a million 

culpable# cornered men. Our "oubliettes1 ore not so cleverly devised and our per¬ 

sonal guilt Is not 90 easily transferred, 

0. Ideal Forms: Prevention of Crime 

In Part Two of Primer Its Causes and Remedies# 1870#^C©scre ledbrosa discusses the 

“Prahpytcnd# and Theropsusls of Crime °J 

"If crime Is often really a fetal consequence of certain constitutions 
which ere naturally predisposed to It# It Is then almost Irremediable; 
end we can no longer hope that education or Imprisonment will be 
remedies sufficient to combat It* But we sea In these coses die 
causes .of the constant recidivism In every penal system; end# what 
Is more Important# we get a hint of the proper course for a new system 
of criminal therapeutics to follow. 

KIt Is no longer enough to suppress crime i we must try to prevent It, 
If we cannot suppress If# we can at least seek hr mam to decrease 
tbs Influence ©f too causes.,« 

*Fcr this purpose we mist urn* . * 'penal substitutes*’ The Idea Is that 
toe legislator# recognising and studying the causes of crime# shall 
seek by preventive means to neutralize them m et least decrease 
their effects. 

"Thus In the ’economic" sphere freedom of enchcng© prevents local 
scarcity# and hence removes a fertile ecus© ©f theft and riot* The 
lowering of customs duties# or# bettor still# tost? abolition# prevents 
smuggling. A more cqulfebio distribution of taxation prevents frauds 
against the state* The substitution of metallic currency for the more 
easily Imitated banknotes reduces the amount ©f counterfeiting; 
better salaries for public officer* diminish toe chance of bribery 
and corruption; while the distribution of wood to the pee? stops 
thefts In toe forests bettor toon a crowd of gendarmes* Broad# 
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atacftrlc-llghfod scoots era better then pollecmont to prevent theft and 
rape, 

"In the "saleatlftc* sphere, autopsies tend to prevent poisoning in general, 
m Marsh1* test bos eheclesd arsenic poisoning in particular. So, like¬ 
wise, steamships have abolished piracy, and railroads have cut down 
highway robbery*1* 

While we would naturally disagree with some of tambreso's proposals wo can find 

Hie essentials of the Ideal ferns in his words pirn a statement of fits ideal Itself — 

crime can be prevented* "Education* is Hie key to Hie Ideal, along with Hie neces¬ 

sity of glorification and purification of our legal cedes. 

Consideration of Hits prospect of cn Ideal would begin by a possible addition of 

’crime substitutes1 to Lodbrsso*B ‘penal substitutes. * it might be true that air travel 

has diminished Hie number of train robberies; greater mobility moans faster delivery 

to new experiences* Wo must realise that a mere shifting of emphasis does not solve 

the basic problem. Seme people are currently involved in efforts at the elimination 

of private ownership cf firearms. Certainly, if there were no guns there would be 

no shootings, but, Instead, these Intent open killing another human being would buy 

an rase, or poison, or use their ear, cr kitchen knife, or shoestring. The difference 

would be one of Inconvenience^ often a sound deterrent. We mice had Prohibition - 

and an era of rampageous criminality. lembreso suggested, far instance, the insti¬ 

tution of salt water baths for Hie pravenHon of prostitution ("for nothing diminished 

the exciting effect of hoot more them cold water*'^). This might bo rational, but It 

Is Impractical; who Is to Insure that the 'exalted* will go to the baths? The only 

8 Ibid, p.247 
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possible ’substitute’ Is that cf enlightenment. 

Wo cannot destroy every potential murder weapon and wo cannot supply every pc?3on 

with that which ho might wont to steal# but there Is the possibility that wo am edu¬ 

cate every person so teat ho will not want to kill or steal. Far those who cannot bo 

educated cr enlightened wo can provide treatment — before tee crime has been 

either conceived or committed, the moans of prevention ora: 1) education; format 

and Informal socialisation# 2) application of psycho- ami physiotherapy In the cases 

of defective persons# and 3) detection of criminal tendencies In their formative stages. 

Education Is the most Idea! form. Through Its format and Informal categories, it Is 

most extensive and requires coordination. It must be both positive and negative In 

orientation. Because many cf Its imparted values would necessarily be universal In 

nature, ft would depend upen simplification# clarification# and universality of basic 

values# norms# and laws . Every man must understand why law exists# what If Is# and 

how to live within Its limits. Understanding and respect are essentials of an order 

without ma|cr dsvfancy. Peaceful coexistence mint be the subject cf alt education. 

One of our mater problems end extreme shortcomings Is Irrationality In the definition 

cf the lows. This ho racst complex matter# not to be left only to legislators# requiring 

our every attention. 

An Important step toward the elimination of delinquency would be the elimination cf the 

’criminal* role. Certain persons ere often forced to assume the rota of the deviant and# 

quite naturally# their lives become patterned upon that which seems to be expected of 
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a pe«en with the rigid assignment that teles areata. The attitude of 100101/ toward 

Its children can force a criminal rclo to be bom. A short passage by Jane Jacobs 

reveals the Importance of social tolerance and control of that which Is not basically 

criminal, bet which might come to be tagged as criminal. 

“As children got older, the Incidental outdoor activity —- toy, while 
waiting to be called to oat — becomes less bumptious physically end 
entails more loitering with others, sislrsg people up, flirting, talking, 
pushing, shoving, and horseplay* Adolescents ora always being criti¬ 
cised fer this kind of loitering, but they can hardly grow up without It. 
The {rouble comes when It Is dene not within society, but as a form of 
outlaw Ufo,“ 9 

Trying to give up one social position and assume another Is always a most difficult 

thing, oven for the very ambitious, end v/a can hardly expect to easily undo that 

which Is many years In the making* “Criminal roles'* cannot exist if wo aspire to the 

Ideal* 

It is advertised that “every two minutes a defective baby Is bom.“ Medical science 

Is responsible far the discovery and application of celective cures, not only for the 

bom defectives, but alto for those who become defective* Detection of disease is, 

of course, essential to curing disease. Each year wo spend millions of dollars cn 

research, attempting to Insure ourselves fer a future freedom from physiological (imita¬ 

tions — which often lead to deviant bohswicr. 

Education Is assuming positive directions; the struggle for legal perfection Is continuously 

progressing; our forms fer the treatment of the physically and mentally III are developing 

9 Jacobs, done, Death end Life of Great American Cities* New York* Random House, 
1961, p. 86 
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with promise. The Meal FOURS for the Treatment cl Del Inqosnts would be, beyond 

the requirement of education: a very limited number of hospitals for the Interne 

treatment and custody of the tevarly ill, and a mere numerous number of out-patlcnt 

centers for the treatment of persons with established or developing Illnesses. The second 

form Is parallel to the new direction In the treatment cf the montally III. The first 

farm would be simile? to a hospital for patients who need either intensive, controlled 

or continuous core. 

These Ideal forms seem to be closer to reality than the conditions required for their 

establishment and employment. The Ideal demands that every single human being parti¬ 

cipate In the effort, both those In treatment and these administering treatment. Doctor 

ami patient, teacher end student must be united In the ndble aspiration to relieve so¬ 

ciety of the burden of crime end criminals. Tradition, though, dees not crumble 

overnight/ our firm foundations of prejudice, Ignorance, and greed will not bo 

easily overcome on a universal scale. Yet, there Is sufficient evidence that, In the 

near future, between this moment end the (deal, at least a part of our great society 

will come very close to performing the Ideal* In Hie near future, If Hie word were 

given, that part of society which Is enlightened ami responsible could |o!n In a more 

effective, economical, and permanent treatment of delinquents* The Predictable 

form limited social treatment of society's delinquents by direct. Indirect, formal, 

cm! Informal analysis, therapy, and education — or society teaching Itself and Its 

delinquents how to ae-esdst In democratic harmony by participation. To team to 

live, one must live* 
f 
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3. Predictable Fonm 

Other peoples see things and say, *WHY?!... 
But I dream things and I say: *WHY NOT?' 

George Bernard Shaw 

An encounter with discomfort might well be the common experience In coming face 

to face with either a 'problem' or a 'challenge,1 but there Is a distinct difference 

In the two. A challenge Involves the uncharted, and Is more appealing to the pio¬ 

neer (we are rich with pioneer blood); if offers a "clean slate"; if means something 

fresh, untouched, virgin, tempestuous; on the other side of a challenge one can 

grab In healthy greed, quenching the thirst, reaping the ripest, relishing the rich¬ 

est, bathir^f the body In the atmospheric bliss of vision. The pioneer penetrating 

the unknown land of the challenge is offered a certain freedom, an affirmation, 

truth-In-the-raw, the exhlieratlng sense of creation; In the conquered land there 

is no bother with the negative, the master has become an accidental creator, an 

indisputable expert, a brave warrior. The lush valleys of Hie West lured our ancestors 

of not too long ago; the craters of the moon so play upon our current sense of Incom¬ 

pleteness. The blind promise of the NEW rules the land; "the ringing grooves of 

change" control; diversion is Immortal; novelty Is god. The scientist stretches his 

imagination; Hie journalist finds thrill-making, paper-selling potential In the 

scientist's speculations; a whole nation looks to the forbidding blue moon. The moon 

is a CHALLENGE; we mist get to the moon. Dear Senator: Allocate billions and 
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billions mere; we must get to the moon. 

Then there Is a fact. There Is a fact that we call a problem. It Is a dreary, desolate, 

despicable reality, a representative of our decadence, a reminder of our Impotence, 

a court {ester on our temporary stage singing exciting songs of our poverty. Crime Is 

a problem; It Is a fact, a reality, before cur eyes, In cur ears, under our noses, at 

the touch of our fingers, and at tho tips of our tongues; crimen Is a fact and then a 

problem and rarely a CHALLENGE. The challenge In crime Is left for the criminal, 

a plundering, plotting pioneer of our traditional spirit; the criminal is challenged by 

the throat that Is stretched toward tho moon. Men persist In looking upon the fact of 

crime and the treatment of delinquents as a PROBLEM; it is a thorn that was found 

In green valleys, golden prairies, and original colonies. The thrill of discovery fades 

to the sting of prickly reality; before the fcg of finding ends we must lock to another 

horizon; create another noble diversion; extend again the folly of finding, sucking 

the splendid, suppressing the insipid; wo must create new facades to slice the un¬ 

savory from sight. Space shots and successful soap suds are substitute challenges, 

sufficient In their provision of senses of nobility, bravery, and self-Importcsice so 

that criminal slaughter, human suicide, death by disease, and vast starvation cannot 

scrap the bolls of dignity from our hides of 'prophetic mission*; shots and suds and 

shining chroma 'Impress* the ’lesser nations of the world.1 Can't men find equal chal¬ 

lenge In the 'leftovers'? Can't men find equal challenge In the clearing of bramble 

from the original, the golden, and the green? Is there no challenge In trying to make 

beautiful that which was sliced off or not sufficient for the 'grand scheme'? Must we 

remind ourselves that in 1962 over two million serious crimes were reported In the 
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United States; that each new mlnuto provides us with four new problems called crime; 

that $650 million dollars of property was stolen In the single year of 1962; that every 

hour erne of us will bo murdered; that at this very hour over five million persons are 

locked in penal coges; that the rate of national crime Increases four times faster 

than tho rate of growth of our population;^ that, at this rate, we will all bo Im¬ 

prisoned as criminals in the near future . 

And the skeptic, the cynic, and the apathy stricken must still ask: "Why bother 

with criminals?” Wo can spare a little money to incarcerate them. Our moon budget 

won't be seriously hurt. Someday, somebody will solve that problem for us. To this 

multitude: WHY NOT face crime as a CHALLENGE? 

«*«M**»«*A««* 

Statement of Thesis: A Predictable Farm for the Treatment of Delinquents 

In order to achieve a true economy and efficiency In the treatment of delinquents 

with positive, permanent effects upon them, to come face to face with the problems 

of crime, birth of erlme, spread of crime, and tho prevention of crime, the Federal 

Government of the United States of America might, In the Immediate future, provide 

for the establishment and management of a community for the security and treatment 

of convicted, federal delinquents, such as the form hereafter referred to and described 

as "Espial." this community would bo composed of approximately 500,000 persons 

* Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. Department of Justice, Crime In the United 
States. Washington: U.S. Department of Justice, 1962, pp. 1-14. 
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(maximum)/ 35/000 of whom would be federal delinquents. This single community 

would act as a replacement for the present federal system of penal Institutions/ and 

would allow for an expansion of the Inmate population as it now numbers; the remain¬ 

ing vacancies after federal inmate occupancies would be filled by state subscriptions. 

Existing federal facilities could either be sold for private/ industrial/ commercial, 

speculative ventures, or could be converted to government warehouses or adapted 

for use as Peace Corps or Job Corps training camps. The proposed community could 

be financially self-sustaining, as a vast majority of its Inhabitants (free and confined) 

would participate In a normal cycle of production and consumption. 

According to the proposal, citizens of the United States, found guilty In federal cowls 

for the commission of acts of deviant behavior which violate federal law or laws, would 

be transported from the place of their trial, sane or insane, immediately to Espial, 

Illinois for an indeterminate period of time. Penal practices now approach the use 

of a 'pure1 Indeterminate-sentencing law, by which ccurhs withhold sentencing of an 

individual who has been found guilty of deviant behavior, leaving the matter of sen¬ 

tencing to those persons who are concerned with the analysis of the individual and the 

type of treatment consistent with unique circumstances and needs. At the present time, 

sentences are imposed following examination of the guilty person and recommendation 

by a board of specialists, as permitted by the Cellar-Hennings Act of 1958. It Is 

fully realized that the matter of TIME is less important than that of TOTAL TREAT¬ 

MENT; total individualization of treatment can not be effected without this coopera¬ 

tion of the courts. A verdict of "guilty" implies the need for an examination and an 

application of therapy in an individualized manner; 'serving time,1 as is well known, 
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ts not. In general, successful In redirecting the lives of deviants. A form for the 

treatment of delinquents such as Espial would provide for the most complete Individuation 

consistent with public safety and national attitudes, both at the present time and Into 

the foreseeable future. 

Prison administrators have developed a general fear of institutions of too large a number 

of Inmates; disintegration of prisons is a coming fact. Recent constructions are smaller 

and smaller in scale. At Espial there would be no true concentration of criminals; In 

fact, the Inmate density or relatedness would be far less than is possible In the smallest 

of prison units (as these are also structures given form through economic, operational 

considerations). The normal, working, studying, playing, living population of 465,000 

persons would be the dissolving element, as will be described In tire following pages. 

A convicted person would, In general, experience two periods of treatment, the second 

directly following Hie first. The object of the first, indeterminate stage would be a 

thorough application of clinical therapy necessary to the development of complete 

physical and mental health when possible, and (most important) a provision, through 

formal and Informal education (discourse, argumentation, demonstration,and promise), 

of a desire to be treated. The first period v/ould attempt to create HOPE for Hie future, 

faith In the future, and Hie foundations for hope (Increased abilities and capacities 

as Hie reult of physical and mental health). The first period would have to establish 

an individual's balance, to get him to try and stand on his own two feet with every 

resistance that (s available and required. Inmates, having discovered Hie possibilities 

of new orientations and new objectives, would then attempt to "fake his first steps." 

A person who is beyond Hie limits of help, and remains Incorrigible, would not be 
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passed from the first stage until the moment when human art and science offers the 

ability to provide needed assistance or therapeutics. 

The second period of a convicted person's residence at Espial would be an indefinite 

continuation of the first period in societal residence. The objective of the second 

period, beyond a continuation of clinical treatment (when it Is required), would be, 

simply (and naturally complex), learning to live. An individual, still not allowed 

to leave Espial, would be placed In one of the city's many small communities of citi¬ 

zens for the purposes of: continued observation and analysis, social education (or 

socialization), formal education (academic and vocational, when necessary or per¬ 

sonally desired), an allowance for the need of an individual to keep abreast of rapidly 

changing social conditions, allowance for a maximum of spontaneous and controlled 

social interactions which would expose the person to social norms and values as they 

are in practice, an allowance for the individual to assert his personal opinions and 

beliefs (he will always be an influential part of society, Instigating, or acting, then 

responding, or reacting, or vice versa), and, most important, for the purpose of pro¬ 

viding a full opportunity for the ex-delinquent to discover a new Image of himself as 

an individual and a social being. The inmate would thus be allowed an opportunity 

to redirect his own life without the pressures generated by criminal societies for con¬ 

formity to codes of norms and values which conflict with those of general society. The 

second period would be a social conditioning, formal and informal, which would 

allow for trial and controlled error, and would attempt to create a person who would 

bo capable of continuing his life as a relatively stable human being. During the 

second period, a man or woman would be allowed, when appropriate, to dwell with 
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his or her family In an assigned community. The person would be provided with a suit¬ 

able employment and would be responsible for earning a salary for self-support and 

savings for the time of his release. Gradually/ the convicted person would obtain a 

more firm balance and ability for control of his own seif; government assistance would 

diminish in time, until the moment when the administrators of the community fully 

realized that his cr her release was due. Demonstration of individual ability for 

social co-existence wcuid be required for release, not a sun of incarcerated hours. 

There would be no "Inmate society" in command of Espial: instead, there would be 

a heterogeneous society, typical of contemporary urban centers where once-convicted 

persons will, hopefuiiy, recssume positions of responsibility and importance. Espial 

would be a total, real, urban environment, not an approximate simulation, if would 

Include politicians, professors, and policemen, barbers, butchers, and bartenders; 

it would be a reality incapable of artificiality, it would not be a shelter. It would 

be a straightforward, honest, complete provision of opportunity. It would be a force, 

facing a fact, not allowing delusion; it would be a commitment to life and living, 

its purpose: to help men to be able to love and be loved, to live and lot live, to be 

right and to be wrong without disgrace or destruction, to be rational and emotional. 

The mistake of utopian surfaces, as exemplified In Tarde's Underground Man,^ would 

be avoided in this form. We cannot believe that: 

"As for felonies and misdemeanors, wo do not exactly know why, but it 
is an obvious fact that with the spread of the cult of art they have dis¬ 
appeared as by enchantment, white formerly the progress of industrial 

2 1
 __ 

Negley, Glenn, and Patrick, J. Max (ed.), The Quest for Utopia. New York: 
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1962, p. 202. 
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Ufa had tripled their numbers In half a century.” 

Espial would not be a cult of art, a utopia, a panacea. It would be, tn fact, frailty, 

but always seeking the direction of strength, with strength. 

1. Composition of a General Treatment Community 

A. Population: Census and Characteristics 

The approximate, maximum population of Espial (legal city) would be 509,000 persons. 

The delinquent population would be 35,000, maximum. Of this 35,000, approximately 

5,000 persons would be In the first stage of treatment; roughly 5,000 persons would 

be In maximum security for a continuous, indefinite period (based on current statistics 

and constantly changing); and 25,000 would be dispersed throughout the city. These 

figures, subject to change, are based upon current knowledge; obviously, flexibility 

is demanded In the previsions for the two 5,000-perscn groups. A university would 

enroll approximately 15,000 students ("townors" ami boarding students). 

Movement of Sentenced Prisoners: 1960: Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Prisoners Present Male Femalo Total 
Jan. i. 1960 21,610 882 22,492 
Dec. 31, 1960 22,343 875 23,218 
% Change 3.4 .08 3.2 

Admissions Total 23,399 821 24,220 
Received from Court 13,161 562 13,723 
Returned as Parole or Cond. 
Release Violator 1,425 31 1,456 

Returned from Escape 175 9 184 
Others (a) 1,932 73 2,005 

® Bureau of Prisons, No. 27, op. clt., p. 6 
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Transferred from Other 
institutions 6,706 146 6,852 

Departures Total 22,666 828 23,494 
Discharged - Except 
Transfers 15,932 658 16,590 

Reteases 13,613 583 14,196 
Conditional 7,427 285 7,712 

. Parole 4,149 195 4,344 
Cond. Pardon — — — 
Other Cond. Release 3,728 90 3,368 
Unconditional 6,186 298 6,484 
Expiration of Sentence 6,186 298 6,484 

Escapes 175 9 183 
Death (Exe. Execution) 49 2 51 
Transferred to Other insts. 6,734 170 6,904 

(a) Other admission and discharges Include prisoner movement incident to court orders 
and to authorized temporary releases. 

YHe mast obvious path to follow In giving form to a positive, costly proposition Is foe 

one which avoids idle, half-oducatcd guesswork. Scientific formula-making is inade¬ 

quate; human unpredictability, an admirable characteristic, renders scientific specu¬ 

lation useless, arbitrary, and an Insult to human dignity. We must plan here on a 

relatively long term basis; social characteristics, as average ago, average Income, 

overage color, and average education, v/lli surely change In foe future. With due 

humility, we mist respect foe mobility of men; we mint plan and at foe same time 

grant freedom; wo will surely create burdens for our children and theirs, whatever we 

do, but wo do not have to force them to carry these to eternity. Social flexibility 

ami utilitarian flexibility (mechanical) are basic criteria for this design. 

Socially, Espial could not and would not be an absolute, perfect composition of men 

at one time; men would not have to be of a certain average Income, average color, 

or average intelligence to populate this center and aid in foe treatment of delinquents* 
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Initially, Espial would be a sort of Internal Peace Corps; Its citizens, though, would 

not have to condescend to a life of poverty, for example, to help the poverty stricken. 

A man or a woman (non-inmates) v/fth or without family would come to Espial with 

full knowledge that departure would follow at will; they would not become "Pri¬ 

soners. 11 In general, beyond specialized treatment staff, there would be no special 

qualifications for residence at Espial aver and above a basic Interest and concern for 

the problems of treatment of delinquents. First and foremost, a person would 'bo 

himself"; he would be a clerk, an artist, a Janitor, a housewife, an Insurance adjustor, 

a taxi driver, a mechanic, a builder, a beautician, a stenographer, or whatever * 

Naturally, there would have to be an official admission following application and 

Interview; there would be no FBI investigations of background, etc. UJpon arrival, 

a person would select a place of residence upon recommendation, availability of 

space, and personal Judgement. It Is necessary that, to a degree, the communities 

become homes, permanent or temporary, for a great diversity of types of persons — 

rich, poor, middle class, Intelligent, ambitious, timid, and so on. Persons In treat¬ 

ment should be exposed, In the course of each day, to a variety of attitudes, opinions, 

and values; diversity of experience would be highly educational. 

In general. It could be safely expected that Espial would attract certain 'types' of 

persons. A sufficient number of persons within our society are aware of the Importance 

of uniting and concentrating for the purposes of solving social problems. New York 

City, for example, might beckon a person who Is ambitiously Interested In developing 

a career In the dramatic arts* For certain reasons, this environment Is suitable for 
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serious work in this area; the person must become a port of that environment to enjoy 

the advantages which are unique to life in New York. The more immediate ambitions 

as owning a private home, may have to be postponed because of the urgency of other 

needs; these things con wait till later or rite man can become a commuter* The same 

would be true at Espial; it would exist as a means to an end, a solution to certain 

urgent problems. A person could spend five or six years of his life, taking advantage 

of rite many opportunities afforded by a city, and be a natural part of cm important 

cause. Espial does not demand a subversion of ambitions; it allows development; 

it asks for a continued pursuit cf personal objectives, provides abundant assistances 

(as any city does with Its urbanity); It asks for a degree of 'sharing' the beauty of 

life. Espial would provide, in spirit, an order fitting the description at the beginning 

of this section of writing; it would "initiate, " not limit. 

Espial, in probability, would become a youthful city with a sufficient 'basic stock" 

to provide needed continuity. People would come and go, give and take, enjoy and 

dislike, teach and lean. They would change and rite city would change. 

B. Selection of Site 

1. Wafer Supply; The basic need of any large human settlement Is water. The city of 

Espial would not require a large quantity of water for Industrial purposes. Approximating 

the daily requirements at roughly 20 gallons per person per day, Espial would need 

15,000,000 gallons per day. 

Each year billions of gallons of water are drained from the middle of rite United States 
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by way of the Mississippi River. State and federal agencies are currently attempting 

to hold back and conserve this water by creating dams and reservoirs In series along 

the major and minor valleys and tributaries which compose the Mississippi Valley. 

Water Is a precious resource. 

Working In connection with this project, the large valley flanking the Mississippi 

River, In Shawnee National Forest, Illinois, 37°30‘ North latitude, could be con¬ 

verted to a reservoir of 8-1/2 square miles. A lake of this size could bo compared 

to Crab Orchard lake which Is thirty miles north and east of the Espial site. That 

artificial lake of eleven square miles can supply a continuous draft of 50,000,000 

gallons per day — far more than required at Espial. 

The surface water supply could be augmented, If necessary, as during droughts (rare 

In this vicinity), by shallow wells located at the upper reaches of Hie site. Ike 

Mississippi River Is a visible expression of the vast Mohamet River which passes from 

north to south through the Midwest. This source Is virtually Inexhaustable. 

2. Communications: Hie Mississippi River *s c natural life-line. It links a number 

of Important urban centers from Minneapolis to St. Louis to Memphis to New Orleans. 

Sited upon this line, Espial would enjoy economy In freight transportation, by land 

and by water* St. Louis would be 110 miles upstream and very convenient. 

But beyond the matter of transportation of goods, the River is a line of force unifying 

th!$ chain of cities. On Its banks and long Its flats one cannot forget the fact of Its 

flanking metropolises, it forces a consciousness of urban interrelationships. Espial 
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would bo In constant psychological contact with tha world; this link would provide 

a visible reminder of the fact of dependency. The flowing water Itself Is strength that 

speaks of movement and communications, suggesting travel beyond, life beyond, 

transforming every man to a Huck or a Tom. The delinquents of Espial would receive 

a dally suggestion that the life beyond Espial beckons. 

3. Availability of the Land: Tha site selected for the city Is a part of the Shawnee 

National Forest and is controlled by the federal government. Approximately 5,000 

acres covering the bottom of this valley would be bought from the farmers n ow In 

ownership. Many of hie few farmsteads In this valley are presently vacant. The only 

Item of value in this small amount of land; the savings In wafer supply would by far 

overcompensate. 

The National Forest is well preserved and of considerable beauty, but Its geography 

Is not significant. It Is not a monument or tourist attraction. The crea hes been over¬ 

looked as an excellent possibility for the site of a city. The area Is, emotionally. 

speaking, exceedingly desolate and Is Idle potential. 

Since the federal government controls Hie land, the isual legislative matters of land 

U30, zoning laws, etc., would be minimized. Sprawls, strips, funk rows, and unsightly 

architectural-commercial clutter that always attaches leach-like to any living thing 

would be deftly done way with before It was born. 

4. Seasonal Change: Since many of the persons in a city of this nature would not 

be allowed freedom of exterior travel, monotony might become a threat. A city which 
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experienced definite seasonal changes end climatological fluctuations would not tend 

to produce extreme monotony. Espial would enjoy a pleasant rhythm of seasons with¬ 

out extreme hot and cold temperatures. Climate I ogle environment: 

Mean January temperatures: maximum 44°; minimum, 25°; 
Mean July temperatures: maximum, 92°; minimum 67°; 
Average annual days with minimum temperature below 0°F. : 2; 
Maximum annual snowfall (January peak): 47.7”; 
Average annual snowfall: 8-1G"; 
4" of snowfall In less than 43 hours can be expected once a year; 
Average annual number of days with Icing conditions (glaze and sleet): 7-8; 
Annual overage thunderstorms: 52-56 (44% of precipitation); 
Average annual precipitation: 41 
Average date of last killing frost: March 30; 
Average date of first killing frost: October 29; 
Average growing season: 200-210 days. * 

5. Centrality: Espial, Illinois would be advantageously located at almost the precise 

population center of the nation. Economy In transportation to and from other urban 

centers would be realized. 

6. Geographic Beauty: The hills and small mountains flanking the River and surrounding 

Espial would be constantly pleasant contrasts to Its man-made forms. A very luxurious 

nature would always provide for release, and variety. Nature would suggest many 

moods; Hie city would be sunny, blue, gray, golden, white, or green. 

The site In the central United States appears as outstanding: it has a sufficient supply 

of water, excellent communications linkages, provides seasonal changes, Is centralized 

for economy, has geographic beauty, and is already In the hands of the government. 

^ Department of Registration and Education,"Atlas of Illinois Resources; Section 1; 
Water, Resources, and Climate, " State of Illinois, Springfield, Illinois, 1958, pp. 8-48 
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Physically, the nature around us will also affect our followers on Earth. The ground, 

the sky, trees and plants, all of nature Is our link with the unknown future. The unique 

topography of the selected site would be an important determinant of the form of 

Espial. Nature requests certain solutions to utilitarian problems. The reservior 

created in this valley would be an Important unifier; It would be the very soul of the 

city; it would be both a psychological and a utilitarian tie with the unknown ahead 

of us. The water at the core of the city would be o natural medium for flexibility with 

a sufficient maintenance of basic identity. There would be no streets at Espial — 

fewer directions imposed upon our descendants. At the edge of the water we could 

create facilities for physical shelter and mental consolation (privacy and community); 

the center would be a surface for spontaneous change, ever-changing direction, new 

sights, constant activity. As the mechanics of the city would change so too would the 

aesthetics change. That which seems worthy of permanence and inheritance could be 

made permanent; that which seems unsure, whimsical, experimental, or momentarily 

popular could be made temporary, to be replaced at a minimum of cost and effort. The 

consistencies of man and natural elements are worthy of preservation and will retain 

their validity. This core of water provides a natural flexibility for expansion and con¬ 

traction v/Ithout scarring. The water Itself is movement, replenishment, refreshing, 

cleansing; it is always new, it is without time. 

There could be no cars used In the city of Espial. Automobiles would be too great a 

temptation for a person in treatment to drive away from the city. An absence of cars 

would force more frequent personal contacts between persons — Important In the process 

of treatment. A man's stay in Espial would have to be extended by years if he were to 
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spend several hours each day driving from place to place (if he could bo trusted to 

drive). Social contact is essential to social treatment. Then, too, an absence of 

cars would allow tremendous savings in the construction of the city; billions of dol¬ 

lars worth of roadways would not exist. A 'free* person living in the city would have 

Immediate access to his car Stored under cover at the entrance to the city) so that 

he might drive for pleasure or business to points beyond Espial. 

Internal, pedestrian and service communications would be made most economically, 

efficiently, and speedily by the use of simple craft which would travel on the water 

and, to a highly limited extent, on land (so that leading and unloading would be 

from a stable, not rocking, surface to the land surface). 

Persons would have a choice of: mass, rapid transit facilities (boats can carry large 

numbers of persons with considerable speed and economy); taxi facilities; or rented, 

small boats for pleasure (rowing and sailing) or for daily use, as doctors and other 

service persons requtreing constant changes in position would require. Fares could be 

very reasonable and with the establishment of a civic utility; facilities could be 

efficient and comfortable because of the fact that all poisons would use them at all 

times. Season tickets or tokens could be sold periodically to eliminate the inconvenience 

of constant paying. 

Service craft would be land-water devices which could penetrate areas requiring 

supplies and deliveries, pick-ups (as for garbage service), and emergency services 

(as ambulances); such service would bo the most direct possible — no stop and go, 

no circling. The people of the city could, collectively, support a public delivery 
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service to realize considerable economy and great dependability in service. A suffi¬ 

cient number of craft could be maintained for constant use; mechanical breakdowns 

would not disturb schedules. A direct funnel would connect the central market area 

with the warehouses at the entrance to the city. Containers would be shuttled back 

and forth without operators. The use of computers for instantaneous programming of 

deliveries and pick-ups would make the system highly convenient at a minimum of 

cost. Bulk materials could be stored at the central warehouse area until fho moment 

of demand, eliminating the costs of unnecessary handling; delivery could be insured 

within minutes. 

Fire departments and police would be provided with suitable provisions for rapid service 

across the water. Helicopters, or comparable devices, could be provided for times of 

extreme emergencies (in case of a freak freezing of the lake). Slight profits could be 

managed from public services so that the government could support these facilities at 

no extra cost. 

C. Communications 

Espial would be closely linked with immediate neighbors and distant cities; it must 

be provided with a port for the reception of incoming persons and materials and for 

the departure of persons and materials. The extreme flat land at the foot of the city 

provides logical sites for a major air transportation center, railroad yards, approaching 

highways for buses, trucks, and cars (major communications paths have, naturally, 

been founded upon this flat river valley). River craft would transport persons and 

materials between Espial and other river cities; canals would deliver these craft to 
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the foot of Hie city from the AAfsstsstppi. Water treatment (waste) plants would be 

located near the edge of the river; the sewage system would be, generally, gravity 

flow. 

This area (Area A on the site map) would not be used for commercial purposes; com¬ 

mercially instigated strips aid sprawls would grow to border the general preservation 

area for exploitation of travelers and residential space for these persons who would 

desire to work in Espial but live In rural or semi-rural environments and commute on 

a dally basis. Between these growths and the entrance to the city itself, the land 

would be open to allow a psychological 'preparation' of an unusual kind. Aircraft, 

trains, bargas, buses, cars, and trucks would be converging and emerging; the enorgy 

of mass movement would signal the entrance to Espial. This energy, pure and free 

from cluttering litter, would have important symboiiic values, Imparting a sense of 

strength and purposiveness. 

Area B would be Hie logical point of entrance, transition, or transfer; this would be 

Hie location of the dam (creating the reservoir) and a change in elevation of approximately 

140 feet. Extensive facilities would be required for:handling and storage of freight; 

railroad stations and automobile passenger reception; storage of automobiles; hotel 

accomodations, stadia, convention hails, exposition halls, fair grounds, etc., or, ail 

facilities which would attract persons for brief visits (as sporting events, conventions, 

etc.) would be most conveniently located at the entrance point or front door to the city. 

In this way, persons coming to Espial for spectatoria! events, or participation In sports 

and convocation would not be Inconvenienced by having to pass through the city and 
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residents would not be Inconvenienced by such circulation. Spaces for light Industry 

would bo contained within the first area.* 

2. Interior, Social and Physical Forms; the Process of Treatment; Communities 

It seems to be a natural tendency for men to relate themselves to Infinity by joining 

or creating communities, whether for praying, production, or playing. A community 

seems best explained as being that which exists between Intimacy and Immensity, 

between the microcosm! c and the macro cosmic; It Is that something which Is most 

familiar to an Individual next to his own seif and family. A community Is a place 

where I live, where I recognise most of the faces encountered, and can somewhat 

depend upon relatively sure happenings. The community is a transition between the 

sure and the unsure; It gives reassuring scale and importance to Hie individual. It Is 

a part of a city of our current proportions. Formality and informality are characteristics 

further distinguishing forms and functions of communal existence. 

Espial would be composed of two basic forms of communities, both organized end related 

for the purpose of treatment of delinquents. The first of these two forms would be 

marked by a greater formality than the second and most extensively employed form; 

It would be the most limited and briefly encountered form, being barely a community 

by definition. 

Hie objective is an ORDER —* a set of relationships beginning with both the macro- 

cosmic and Hie mtcrocosmic, a closing path which, In one direction, passes through 

stages of increasing Intensity, and, in the other direction, delivers sudden magnification, 

* Please refer to illustrations in the Appendix 
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but which does not limit movement to rhythmic rationale, which does not demand 

perpetual compliance, whi ch does not complete, but initiates. Somewhere between 

extreme order and complete chaos there is an order which does not enfeeble the human 

spirit. 

A. Reception Center 

Upon arrival at espial the patient would be received by an administrator of the commu¬ 

nications center or formal entrance to the city. Treatment would begin with the initial 

encounter. 

So that delinquents v/ould physically and psychologically become a part of the total 

community Immediately, the facilities for reception and initial treatments wculd be 

located near the center of the city. The boat ride from the entrance point to the center 

would allow for exposure to the appearances and activity of the city, and, with equal 

Importance, it would allow for a few minutes of relaxation in smooth transit by water 

route. 

The reception center v/ould be a combination of many things. It would include major 

university facilities (centered upon social problems), research facilities, hospitals, 

cultural facilities, residential spaces for students and the persons requiring immediacy 

to their work, and housing facilities for new court committments. The center would, 

with the center of commerce, government, and culture, dominate the city by centrality 

and size. In addition to being a center of extensive activity, it would also be an 

important symbol of the purposes of the city (which cannot be forgotten). 
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University, residential, and hospital facilities are united for the convenience of con¬ 

centration; urgency and expediency are criteria for this formation — the reception 

process must be minimized to the limits of efficiency and surety. Time is extremely 

important In matters of in-patient treatment. 

Socially, this community would be composed of 20,000 persons and v/oufd be sub¬ 

divided into appropriate groups. It would be of high density, naturally creating on 

atmosphere of urgency and energy, the sight of activity, men coming and going, 

would be helpful tn solving the problem of bringing delinquents to a real desire to 

become a part of society once again. 

In essence, the center would be a "filter." Its purpose Is to analyze, determine, ad¬ 

minister therapy, and to relocated inmates for the second state of treatment. According 

to the ideal of total individuation, one day, one week, one month, or more might be 

required; there are no standards or averages to describe lengths of inmate residence. 

It v/ould be impossible to calculate the exact physical facilities required for the func¬ 

tion of the center without extensive research; indeed, today's calculations will be 

upset by the unexpected findings of tomorrow. Yet, there must be a basic order — 

an "Initiating order" at best. 

In order to make c beginning of this sort, realizing that unimaginable bits and places 

would inevitably be placed upon the land or set above the water, it was decided to 

provide a "spine" which would allow for continuous change or an 'ordered chaos.' 

This spine, containing transportation facilities, both passenger and freight, horizontal 

and vertical, would provide a stabilizing visual form so that constant change v/ouid not 
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result In terrifying chaos* Completion of order would be gradual# not Isistan? end 

momentary. In such matters of utilitarian function there Is no universal reason which 

will forever endure the tests of tlmo end change. 

Upon the spine are seven high-rise facilities far fhs purposes of reception# housing# 

restraint# and limited treatment* Arriving# escorted patients would depart from their 

boots at the end of the spine# ascend via clcvctc? to the upper levels# and either walk 

or ride to the entrance to cm of rite seven structures. Preparations would bo made In 

advance by administrator*! there' would be no passing from office to office and "pro¬ 

cessing. ** Patients would be guided to their rooms so that they might relax Immediately. 

Each building Is divided Into two basic parts* The central portions con to In: offices 

for treatment staff and secretaries# etc*# examination roams# classrooms# audttoria# 

libraries# chapels# theatres for psychc^ebaraa, limited treatment facilities# service 

spaces# and storage rooms* Vertical circulation Is rise through this central element 

end Is controlled by television# telephone# and automatic locking devices by persons 

stationed at a centos! station cn each fleer* The second function of each building Is 

that of housing the patients • 

The mass of each building Is divided and sub-divided. Each floor of the outside struc¬ 

ture provides rooms fee thirteen men (greater for persons of longer residence who might 

benefit from double-rooms end companionship). Single rooms are not meant primarily 

for Isolation! privacy Is a minimal luxury. Rooms are placed cn exterior waifs to 
\ 

allow dear view — no? to other roams aid other inmates# but to either the city below 

or the river and hills on the horizon. Seme persona might fear this stacking and 
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ovfward-iookir.g arrangement, preferring a “courtyard" cr lew, clustered provision. 

Those remain, actually, more ^confining' to the mind. There need not be bars to hold 

men in at Haights (though chatter-pro©? glass would be required to secure these of suici¬ 

dal tendencies). Tightness, privacy, and selective, arousing, cr relaxing view would 

be qualities gained by height, lost by cloistering. Senses of transiency and senses of 

security and comfort would be requested in varying cases. Upper and lower positions 

and clear and obstructed views Interrupt this basic order, permitting variation in phy¬ 

sical and psychological environments for limited times. 

bach floor of living spaces contains bathroom facilities; allowing movement from rooms 

would help prevent monotony if movements ware necessarily hold to a minimum in cer¬ 

tain cases. Each room might be locked cr left unlocked according to needs. 

Pour flaces of roams are united by a common space. Bridges carry men from the con¬ 

trol facilities to their roams through this spoca. The experience of passing through a 

space of contrastingly great dimensions would reduce monotony for those who would bs 

most closely confined. Distance and time for movement might remain minimal as such 

but provide a most varied experience. The bottom of each four-floor space would 

servo as a lounge for recreation. 

Each twelve fleers is served by a dining area. This space could also function as a 

larger meeting room. Seventy persons could bs served ©t eng sitting In each dining 

room. Qcd-riddan cr confined persons could bo fed In their rooms. Dining In comfort 

1$ an essential allowance, important to morale. 
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Sub-division of each building permits a necessary flexibility. At one time or another 

the number cf men may decrease end while that of women increases. Needs far ex¬ 

tremely close observation of potentially dangerous persons may increase or decrease. 

The basic design criterion 2s that a person would require a room for sleeping, relaxing 

recdtng, and writing. This need may continue for an Indefinite period, but would, 

most likely, be very brief* Each room mint allow for simple comfort and cleanliness; 

It Is not to b© a permanent heme for most. The process of treatment would b© an 

‘elastic* affair. In time, the patient would bo allowed to move further and further 

from tie base of his Individual room, until, at last, he could be permitted to move to 

a community far social experience and continued treatment. 

It must be realised that the recaption center mint bo discussed from two distinct points 

of view. From the point of view of the person confined within the tower structures 

the chief experience Is that cf outward view; they cannot sea themselves from outsfdo 

and their approach to the center upon arrival would be indirect as opposed to a direct, 

axial confrontation of large structures. They aro not afforded an opportunity, due to 

the orientations of ell rooms, to sea their shelters as objects on a hcrlscn. Their hori¬ 

zon of lights and buildings and active movement and tree-covered hills. 

These same buildings would be experienced In quite a varied manner by the persons 

moving about th>i city. The inmates In residential treatment would sea thorn as something 

past, something unfortunate, fortunately outgrown. They would appear as reminders of 

an Important challenge and purpose far organisation. 
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Recreation facilities and limited workshops for these cf long-term residence in the 

center would be located at the ground level. 

b. Residential Communities 

Som?-£ilijsti©cJfe 

The inter-linking, semi-elliptical communities would provide living spaces for around 

450 persons, 25 cf whern would be Inmates in the second stage of treatment. The 

rationale of the farm Is C3 follows: 

1. The seml-elilpsa dess not create an Introverted condition; It does create 
an enclosure, or sense of community sine© It defines a central space which 
would be effected by the persons bordering and filling this space. 
2. The farm would bo conducive to scclai control; persons would not have 
an unrestricted view out; the form forces lines of vision to, In a mild man¬ 
ner, converge; lines of travel from one point to another and In exit natu¬ 
rally cross one another; the semi-ellipse Is highly conducive to Interaction. 
3. The semi-alt ipse is not complete, not totelly self-sufficient; the inter¬ 
linking cf there forms (css seen in the drawings) forces a physical dependency 
on other communities, end, at the same time, a mental dependency Is created; 
delinquents must understand their personal importances, the necessity of 
community life, ami Hie relationships of their personal and corporate lives to 
a larger order. 
4. The form, because of its cuaving Unas, creates a relaxed situation for 
a relatively high dwelling density; Its central space would bo comfortable 
for individual and cemmunity use. 
5. The geography cf the site. In most parts, is highly suggestive of such 
a farm; protruding nobs and receding valleys are themselves rather seml- 
elliptlcal, receiving wall converse, man-made forms far community; the 
valleys (Inland) offer choice — a man could live In a water front commu¬ 
nity cr a land-side community In totally different environments; while the 
farm Is standardized, topography and geography force Infinite variations. 
6. The form, css a basic neighborhood unit, would provide a strong basic 
erdsr, unifying the city, but capable cf infinite variations and interpre¬ 
tations In treatment. 
7. Referring to the sun chart cn the following page, cn© can see that the 

Please refer to Illustration* In the Appendix 
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seml-elUpHcai form it c means for Insuring the greatest majority of persons 
living In these communities* regardless of the orientation of the community, 
the pleasure of direct sun light; the seml-eitiptical community would allow 
dynamic reaction to the light of Hie sun* with ever-changing light and 
shadow. 
8. The population* 450 persons# Is largo enough so that a man would net 
personally know each person and small enough such that he would, In time* 
be familiar with the faces of most persons and the names of many. 

Apartment space would be rented* by the '’bay" according to needs, physical and 

otherwise* furnished or unfurnished. The units are designed fer a maximum of phy¬ 

sical and 'psychological' flexibility; the usa of modular panels* such that a person* 

so desiring* could plan his own personal living space within the framework of his 

'boys* “ allows opportunity far Individual expression (a maximum of freedom within 

Hie necessarily imposed limits for corporate economy and successful attainment of 

clvia objectives). In a vast market at the enfranco to the city or the center of the 

city* the individual could select the panels for dividing his spaces; anything from 

expensive* marbla or carved, rare woods to simple plaster could be obtained or a man 

could have his panels "custom made*" 

The ground level of each community provides sites fee facilities such as candy shops, 

meat markets, grocery stores, post offices* restaurants, flower shops* novelty stores* 

etc. Those provisions would prove most convenient to the residents mid would draw 

the people to the sidewalks and Inevitable contact with their fellows. Commercial 

spaces would be rented or leased from the city on a competitive basis. 

The community end the delinquent; 

An individual* following the Initial period of treatment, would be placed In one of 

the communities* serat-elllptlcal cr otherwise* to begin his second stage of treatment. 
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Placemen?, In general, could no? ba arbitrary. Two criteria would guides 1) avail¬ 

ability of space or vacancy, and 2) the social composition of a particular community. 

All communities, cs will be explained, would best be highly heterogeneous. A man 

might be brought to a particular place of residence, for Instance, because of an 

Interest one or more cf the persons In that community express in an Individual case. 

An inmate would not necessarily (for obvious reasons) be housed In a situation where 

hfs past, delinquent friends were living} a complete segregation, though, of ex- 

delinquents would not be necessary. Persons administering treatment or directing treat¬ 

ment In the first stage would have to maintain intimate contact with the conditions of 

the communities (this could be direct or indirect as through conference with other 

persons, records, etc*). Strengths of personalities and community spirit would be 

the guiding factors. Arriving at the community, the Inmate would be Introduced to 

the elected chairman and, in time, to a large number of persons there (as can be seen, 

informality and "playing by cor" would be appropriate). Ho would be provided with 

living spaces as needed; would ba Joined by his family, If administrators felt this 

could bo agreeable end helpful; and ho would be directed to employment, either 

In the unit cr outside, depending upon circumstances (degree of supervision required, 

persona I desire, etc.). Vho Individual would be called upon frequently, formally 

and informally (the come of the day would provide numerous encounters with general 

residents). An adviser for each person would be at all times available for consultation. 

Naturally, school enrollment, vocational enrollment, hospital treatment, and so on 

would be sltuaticnaliy handled. 
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The community end ‘genes®11 residents! 

The quality of Individual Ufa wes breed!/ discussed In the previous section on "Pop¬ 

ulation Expectations. ** If seen® wasteful fo provide any sort of words describing 

typical life In Espial’s communities; they ere places whore people live; people 

eat# give pestles, listen to music# go for walks, watch television, and# of course# 

talk constant I/. There Is nothing profoundly unique about these communities; {hoy 

live and lot live; they ere site Iter and they might provoke more Interaction them Is 

usual, They allow privacy (os all people must have In varying quantities); they 

allow ’community* (as all people# In a world cs highly populated as aura, must 

have). 

Each community would have Its elected chairmen who could call meetings now and 

then (formally and Informally) and would be responsible for keeping spirits high, 

reports complete end cn-time# and physical appearances of the community "up to 

par." At certain Intervals of time# people would be called Into conference fo deter¬ 

mine the matter of releasing a person for treatment. A recommendation would fee 

filed fo authorities In the "main offices** and appropriate action would follow. 

The architecture of the community Is best expressed In the blacks and whites cf the 

accompanying Illustrations (they cm highly limited expressions themselves)* Flexi¬ 

bility Is most Important; there can bo no prediction cf future needs. The need to 

expand or contract apartments Is an Important design criterion; the use of modular, 

moveable panels and modular bays would be meat conducive, A man might rent two 

bays c? ten feays for o two roam epastmont. This freedom Is essential. An objective 

In the particularly developed set of soml-elilptlcal facilities was to allow a choice 



between low, ‘’heavier," terraced oporfmonts end high, light end airy apartments; 

the uses of gloss end concrete ere expressive. 

In order to give Ufa to such stable, permanent forms, shutters and shade? roe provided 

for dynamics; the form could respond to lf$*t and natural forces. Terraces and plant* 

lags, signs end fights ore also Ilfe-glvers, always changing. Each community would 

hsvo Its differs ness that would make It a distinct place. The physical environment 

Is a summary of ports; time and movement In space, encounter cf detail, ever moving 

sun and changing patterns of light and shadow are the effects for a site of expected 

and unexpected, planned and spontaneous experience, action and reaction. Space 

and form should be ccmprahendabfe end ccitterapfatabla» 

A pence* would ask* "Why couldn't we have Individual houses In the city ? * 

A. For many persons today there ere for mere Important things than Individual houses. 

0. Many persons foal that Individual estates of this type am unnecessary burdens. 

C. People en|oy considerable privacy In high density; community residence serves o 

number of purposes, fulfills desires other teen those for personal houses. D. Individual 

Isolated shelters disintegrate society and are not conducive to Intensive, social treat¬ 

ment of delinquents* 6. Construction and land costs would become prohibitive. 

F. Private houses would bo available In areas adjacent to the city for throe persons 

needing this way of life. Q. the economy cf relatively high density allows the 

maintenance of parks end pub Ha facilities that are constantly available for pleasure 

without the effort of mowing, planting* and general yard-keeping, every men can 

onfoy the racst beautiful wllh convenience and Immediacy. Espial would approach a 



balanco with nature that is uncommon in our current urban canters. It would bo 

surrounded by vast forests (privacy available In seconds); Its spaces would be 

dfisigftsd for playing children cs woil as hurrying fathers. 

High Density Communities* 

In many Instances the topography of the site would not permit the construction of 

semi-elliptical communities, fn addition, the site requires variation In provisions 

to accommodate the full population. Higher density communities have been indicated 

in solution of these problems, and also to allow further choice In living environments. 

These “high-rise" communities provide natural focal points and a confer of activity 

for groups of semielliptical communities. Their spaces for public interaction are not 

physical increases in size but arc magnifications of intensity of social happenings. 

They are a completely different way of life, contrasting the semi-elliptical. many 

public facilities, too large for the smaller communities feemi-oHiptical) would be 

located at these centers. 

The rectilinear compositions would bo provided fer communities cf varying sizes — 

5,000 to 15,000 persons. each would require sub-groupings In order to posses some 

of the important qualities of the somi-ciUptical units — chiefly that of social cen¬ 

tre! of movement. The proposals made, not pretending to be complete in any way 

(intentionally, since other persons should decide on these things), give sufficient 

indication of the nature of those larger communities. 

* Please refer to it lustrations in the Appendix 
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I? Is Important to realize the pert these communities play In the general order. They 

ore a del I silts step between the smallest and the largest elements of the total city. 

They provide unique experiences, not found in the smaller living units,in the uni¬ 

versity or market center* Geography strongly hints at the forms they wlU follow; 

they will physically contrast the forms which would solve other needs. They will 

be different statements; their differences will bo valuable contributions to a whole 

that *s so strongly unified by nature, ‘forced* consistency and unnatural ’resolutions * 

would bs a violation cf the honesty which a city demands; Individual integrities 

must be summed and united in the form of the urban center . In the crcHifoctural 

statements at Espial, es In the Important social nature, this freedom and honesty 

(s needed. Espial would not offer finality, predictable futures, or any sort of In¬ 

surances; neither could its architecture be too final <sr perfectly resolved. 

c. Supporting Facilities! 

Schools, playgrounds, theaters, museums, libraries, churches, sports crones, nurseries, 

fir® stations, etc*, would be planned as necessary to servo cadi group of communities 

(as Indicated In the general plans cf tha city). These areas would serve as community 

centers and would b® used by a majority of the population, Including inmotet • They 

would be a wafer design problem and cannot bo treated to any dotal! in the limited 

amounts of time available. General location, land requirements, ami accessibility 

have been Important considerations. 

d. Construction and Growth 

Hi© general for/n of Espial would b© a product cf nature; the numerous architectural 
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accidents cr Incidents (the buildings end spaces betweerj would be the preducts cf 

rnany^ many artists and bull dors. Facilities would be built, serve their purposes, 

decay, and be replaced In time. Multitudinous minds would be required Per the 

development and redevelopment cf the city. It could not be one, bold, Individual 

“signature. “ As the water held back by the dam would seek Its own level, Espial 

would have a natural master plan. Communities would be built and would demon" 

strata certain successes and shortcomings and suggest variations and alterations; 

changing needs would demand now provisions. 

3. Rationality 

1 • Why an urban environment? 

The society of the United States Is predominantly urban; the nation Is becoming 

more and more urbanized each year. In 1820, 70% of tho persons In the United 

States were Involved In agriculture, 12% In manufacturing, and 13% In services; 

In 19<50, 8% of our society was termed agricultural, 37% manufacturing,and 55% 

service. The 1950 census reveals that 69*9% cf 178,454,235 persons dwell In urban 

areas, 30.1% In rural areas, while In 1950 the census found the nation to be 54% 

rural. 50,9% of the nation^ population Is located In cities of 100,009 plus. 

** bureau of the Census, U. 5. Department of Commerce, Census of Populations 1950, 
Volume I, Part 1. Washington, D.C.J U.S. Department cf Commerce,~ 1961V' 
pp. 527 - S54 
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I960 Urbanised Areas (Legal Cities plus Fringe Areas)} ^ 

Slae Number 
% of tho 
Population 

1,000,000 and ever 16 28.8 
500,000 to 1,000,000 22 8.6 
250,000 to 508,000 30 5.9 
100,000 to 250,COO 03 7.3 

Urban Centers (Legal Cities)/ 

Size Number 
1950 ' ,M1" 1960 

1,000,000 and over 3 5 
500,000 to 1,000,000 18 21 
230,000 to 500,000 41 51 
100,000 to 250,000 107 132 

In I960, eight states accounted for 48.1% of the national population and 49.9% of 

8 
the prison population: 

i
l

 Civilian Population 
Humber % 

Prison Population 
Humber "u 

% Urban 

Total 177,969,000 100.0 189,924 100.0 

Bight States 85,622,000 48.1 94,787 49.9 

California 15,339,000 8.7 21,660 11.4 86.4 
New York 16,780,000 9.4 17,208 9.1 85.4 
Illinois 10,065,000 3.6 9,064 4.8 80.7 
TOKOS 

5 Ibid, p. 1-11 

9,444,000 3.8 11,308 , 6.0 75.0 
(continued neat page) 

ibid, p, 1-13 

® Bureau cf Prisons, U. $« Department of Justice, National Prisoner Statistics, No. 27, 
Washington, 0.C »i U* 5» Dept* of Justice, t960^rpp»"fjp"2F""' 



Table, continued: 

State Civilian Papulation 
Number % 

Prison Population 
Number % 

% Urban 

Ohio 9,719,000 5.5 n,in 5.8 73.4 
Michigan 7,832,000 4.4 9,550 5.0 73.4 
Pennsylvania 11,323,000 6*4 7,802 4.1 71.6 
Florida 4,920,000 2.8 7,084 3.7 70.4 

Other and D.C. 92,347,000 51.9 95,137 50.1 

9 Crime Rates hy Population Group?, 1958 (rat© per 100,000 population): 

Population Group Murder Forcible Robbery Aggravated Burglary larceny 
Rape Assault over $100 

5 cities over l,000,0Q0;pop. 
17,909,957 5.7 17.2 132.3 158.6 587.2 491.1 

8 cities of 750,000 to 
1,000, CG0;pop. 
6,766,964 7.9 11.9 112.4 161.3 569.9 310.0 

9 cities 500,000 tc 
750,000 pap. 
5,311,311 6.0 9.3 84.4 69.0 566.8 276.4 

23 cities 250,000 to 
5O0,GOO;pap. 
8,529,224 6.5 11.4 88.0 90.1 658.7 379.4 

85 cities 100,000 to 
250,00^ pap. 
12,653,265 5.2 6.8 51.7 79.9 572.7 316.7 

Rural; pop. 42,035,033 6.0 7.4 12.4 43.9 205.0 91.0 

9 Federal Bureau of Investigation, cp» eft., pp. 92-94 



Evidence Is conclusive that urban areas produce a mafcrJfy of our delinquents. Soclolo- 

gists end psychologists are well aware of many of Hie rscsons for this fact: rural areas 

commonly hevo stronger group controls on Individual behavior/ urban areas Increase 

Individual autonomy; urban areas ere compositions of highly contrasting norms and 

values. Density, autonomy, alienation, mobility, suppression of minority groups, 

greater poverty (contrastingly greater wealth), highly competitive spirit, political 

corruption, excess leisure, and the crime-consciousness of urban news media are 

common characteristics v/hlch tend te produce crime. 

While cities seem to ask far crime, the obvious purpose or ob{active In the treatment 

of delinquents must be a preparation of men and woman for resumed residence In such 

human settlements that are alienated from nature and may remain os centers where 

men cr® alienated from man. Man who ere trained to till the soil will not be fully 

successful urbanites; we do not need an abundance cf farmers and ranchers. 

An urban environment would provide for direct estperier.ee by Inmates. The problem 

that cannot be solved by prisons is that, oven though a man might come to new reali¬ 

zations and resolutions, ho most often locoes contact with ibo facts «f reality, that 

upon release from a prison a man must actually begin again under a graatly contrast¬ 

ing pressure with little or no help end absolutely rut conditioning for the trials »? 

reality. Time in prison only further alienates a person from society a very ad¬ 

verse effect. Theory infamously foils under the stresses of momentary exigencies* 

Rather then narrowing a sensitive mind, wo must broaden It and fill It with the 

healthy substance; of experience. 
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Treatment must involve •'trial and error11; spontaneity Is essential; the city is the 

site of intensive action end reaction. Cities era the workshops for the masters of 

humanities; human problems are best observed In their urban living-ground. Espial 

would provide a stage for formal ©ui Informal trial and error, action and reaction, 

observation end alteration cr alternation — the treatment of delinquents. 

2. Why not Houston or Memphis or Pittsburgh? 

In one sense if would be Ideal for each urban center to deal with Its own delinquents; 

an Individual might this coma to better understand the meaning of existence In hfs 

unique community. But, a change In physical environment (social environments in 

most urban places have much In common) would be mere likely to open totally new 

vistas for the Individual; the physical change could be very suggestive. The purpose 

of treatment cannot foe a rehabilitation cr restoration of an Individual to the fife 

which gave rise to criminality, though he will surely Have to make now encounters 

with many of the circumstances and events which ho experienced In the past; it would 

be no mare costly to excite a man to greatness them to teach him to try and bo less 

than first class. New visions* new ideals, new ambitions, and new aspirations could 

be more fully presented through physical change. 

The major detriment to the possibility of treating delinquents In their native environ¬ 

ments fs fact that all of Its soefoty would have to accept such a practice. The 

mod successful treatments will be achieved when the inmate society has been dis¬ 

solved; universal acceptance of the fact that a prisoner might foe ‘'living next doer" 

will be a long time In realization. The struggle to be able to treat many of the 

mentally ill as outpatients Is for from victorious, though people are slowly disregarding 
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their suspicions and false fears concerning the mental patient. 

It must be realized that even though the primary purpose of the city of Espial would 

be the treatment of delinquents it would also be, at one and the same time, a center 

of intensive study, a massing of valuable means. Espial would be a center for research 

and analysis of the causes of crime and the prevention of crime. Its physical presence 

and spirit of approach would provide an important impetus to the whole of our society. 

It would be a symbol, a visible driving force, generating widespread interest in the 

matters of crime. Espial would not be an end In Itself, but would be a step, a spark 

generating new motions, releasing impulses to stimulate our civilization, demonstrat¬ 

ing the fact that men can learn to live with men, that men are interested in their 

fellow men, that there is potential. Houstons and Memphises and Pittsburghs would 

look to this form for guidance. This is not to say that a general panacea would be 

born in the form of Espial. It would not be an end; it would, while facing a chal¬ 

lenge itself, generate new challenges for the cities which would send their outcasts 

to be helped. 

From another practical viewpoint, we are realizing today that it is fully realistic to 

think in terms of total, new urban environments. The fact that 3,000,000 persons 

are added each year to our national population demands large scale provisions for 

new numbers. 

3. Why a city of 500,000 persons? 

A. One of the most necessary features of a program for the effective treatment of 

delinquents is an advantageous inmatercivilian ratio. Societies of criminals cannot 
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be formed, as they are in our prisons, and they cannot be allowed to perpetrate their 

criminal norms and values. Inmates would be assimilated into the population of 

Espial; there would be 13.5 civilians for each inmate, in general, and a greater 

ratio as the formal organization of the city is given structure (the ratio could be 

varried according to needs: a certain inmate might be more beneficially placed ?n 

a situation where the ratio was greater). This is not to suggest that inmate interaction 

would create a crisis in general; communication with all sorts of persons and exposure 

to various attitudes is expected. 

Compare the basic 13.5:1 ratio v/ith the present figures: 
'f 

In 1962 there 4.4 prisoners for each employee in federal prisons and 4.9 prisoners for 

each employee in state prisons. The ratios in the eight largest state prisons were as 

follows: California, 1:5.1; New York, 1:4.1; Illinois, 1:6.2; Texas, 1:7.5; Ohio, 

1:4.9; Michigan, 1:6.5; Pennsylvania, 1:4.1; Florida, 1:4.0.^ 

The characteristics of the employee population present true need for concern: 

1962 Personnel State Prisons 
Inmates per 

Federal Prisons 
Inmates per 

Occupation No. Employee No. Employee 

Wardens & superintendents 202 1004 27 853 
Associate wardens 304 668 54 427 
Camp Superintendents 252 808 5 4,600 
Business Managers 238 850 85 272 
Personnel & Training 94 2160 51 450 

(continued on next page) 

^ Bureau of Prisons, U. S. Department of Justice, National Prisoner Statistics, No. 35, 
Washington D.C.: U.S. Dept, of Justice, 1964, p. 3 

Ibid, pp. 9-12 
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Tabta, continued. 

1962 Personnel State Prisons Federal Prisons 
Inmates per Inmates per 

No. Employee No. Employe© 

Accountants & Bookkeepers 679 298 57 404 
Stenographers St Clerks 264$ 76 359 64 
Hospital Administrators 

With medical degree 27 7502 9 2660 
Without medical degree 30 6760 5 4602 

Physicians & Surgeons 128 1583 37 622 
Psychiatrists 26 5,630 16 1420 
Dentists 116 1743 23 823 
Graduate Nurses 253 802 22 1040 
Practical Nurses 74 2740 4 578D 
Technicians 297 683 107 215 
Social Workers 528 385 137 168 
Sociologists 52 3900 0 
Psychologists 140 1424 16 1420 
Parole Officers 150 1328 0 
Chaplains 197 1070 37 622 
Academia Teachers 484 419 84 265 
Vocational & Trade m 365 91 250 
Special Teachers 158 1282 39 590 
Industry Superintendents 407 499 55 419 
Other Industry 1236 164 209 75 
Maintenance 2265 81 565 41 
Construction 317 642 68 343 
Culinary m 219 163 140 
Custodial 27594 7.4 2696 8.4 
Others 1002 193 10 2392 

Th© figures In themselves do not toll an accurate stojy; the normal routine of a prl- 

son day would not bring th© average Inmafo Into contact with more them three or four 

employees — these encounters would be brief and strictly In the manner of business. 

8. £conomy In concentration of effort and facilities! In present systems space and 

time make It highly uneconomical to subject each patient to all or particular therapy 

which Is available, Equipment Is too dispersed; inmates cannot be constantly moved 
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about* Ono prison cannot b<3 provided with all of the eiomsnta of progress, It cannot 

bo outfitted v/lfh evcsyfhlng that Is available. When new equipment ts Installed, the 

process la so drawn cut that by tho timo each Institution has on Installation, a more 

advanced unit has boon perfected* Most prison systems suffer from tho handicaps of a 

never-ending cycle of ’hying to catch up.* 

Centralisation would permit the economy of maximum u&sagc of a minimum amount of 

costly equipment; a patient could be subjected to clinical therapy at a moment's notice* 

There would be no cost Involved In transporting the Individual, no constant shuffling 

cbout* Concentration Is consistent with maximum Individuation. 

But, mere Important than machinery, many talents would bo allowed to gather to Increase 

and apply their skills. Mutual Inspiration, Immediate conversation, discussion, and 

comparison of thoughts and data would bo Invaluable* Espial would provide an environ¬ 

ment for the development ©f greater minds, A dingy office In a country prison would 

be replaced by an urban setting with a door to a complete library, oxtensive labora¬ 

tories for experimentation, and social contact with others who can keep fha searching 

mind alive. 

C. A city e? 500,000 1$ moot definitely "urban. " Such a population can support all 

of fha elements that <3*0 common to metropolitan existence. Unique social experiences 

or© given spontaneous births at the deers to museums, an sidewalks, under marquees, 

atop skyscrapers, in elevators, and within bustling shopping districts. A society of 

500,000 persons is fully capable cf supporting almost any Imaginable facility or 

luxury* The purely objective fact of numbers of persons does not creat urbanity, though; 
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ft is the spirit of the placa, ths ssrssn of common purpose, Hie thirst for the experience 

of the city, plus the desire for privacy end Individuality that create the demand and 

produce a fulfillment of Hie demand for diversification of elements or provide*! of wide 

opportunity for choice In action* 

Espial, If occurring in the near future, would radiate definite attractions! It would 

summon parsons who or© without prejudice® and the fears of misunderstandings, those 

interested In the problems of social co-existence, and, In general, pattern of a slightly 

above *cvercgs level cf education. It would come Info existence with a spirit of ad- 

venture and challenge; a seme of vitality would be initiated, calling greeter talents 

thereafter, demanding a fuller and fuller provision of the most valuable elements of 

urbanity. Espial would not demand the greatest talents f r success, but as an Impor¬ 

tant mbtsn center If would be highly invitational* It would not chain all of the Mite1 

from other cities. 

0. A city of 550,000 offers sufficient, diversified opportunity far relaxation and 

consumption of ocst-wcrklng hours. The extent of the success in treatment of delin¬ 

quents, as a its (hater, and the entente? success of the persons of Hie general popu¬ 

lation In conducting the most complete and satisfying personal lives, as another Im¬ 

portant comldotetien, ate dependent upon Hie completeness of fire living situation at 

Espial * Ufa must bo full and balanced. Thera mist be work and play for both, the free 

and the confined, Men mint learn to take advantage of leisure. Current Journalistic 

offerings on the subject of leisure warn Of the dangers that feme us with the increasing 

numbers of non-working hours« They sea leisure as a threat; Espial would treat leisure 
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<s on opportunity, providing valuable education In this area. 

The man/ pepsins Involved In the treatment and administration of the community of 

Espial must bo allowed opportunities for, net only relaxation, but also stimulating 

relaxation or pleasingly contemplative leisure. Prisons ere Intolerant environments 

for creative minds; life Is allowed only one direction and roughly predictable expe¬ 

rience. Again, cur talents realise personal and public responsibilities; they will not 

leave the cities which were Instrumental In the formation of their genius, which gave 

then* birth, growth, seme cf life, present end future, to fee Isolated In a rural com¬ 

munity which cannot pretend to offer them the excitement of the city. Any program 

for the treatment of delinquents, sine© It relies so Heavily upon Its administrators, 

must be created for those men as well as for delinquents, otherwise It will not fee a 

total solution. Espial would allow total life end diversity of life patterns. 

E, A city of 500,0(10 would serve m a ‘counter - oubliette.* The citizens of the 

United States (and the world) would not fee allowed to tall prey to the natural tempta¬ 

tion to 'forget about" Its delinquents. Espial, as a major urban center, would servo as 

a constant reminder of our tasks and duties, our failures as well as our successes. Espial 

would enjoy most complete and extorsive comnnmlcotlom with the world within which 

It would be set. The people of the city Itself could never fully forget their 

responsibilities. 

4. Why a city of limited population? 

Espial would bo Initially created for a very special, limited purpose, though also, 

naturally, It could not bo Inflexible to the necessity of future chsmges In general 

purpose . The nature of the program for treatment, Its acceptance of the Importance 
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of the actual experience of continuing life, allows an Innate permisiveness for future 

change. 

Such a community of this initial concept could be designed on the scale of 500,000, 

1,000,000, 10,000,000, or whatever number of persons. This particular proposal 

is limited to an approximate population of 500,000 with a view to the near future 

of the federal prisoners population and, ultimately, it is limited in population because 

of the limitations of the site for the city (which was purposely selected for its dis¬ 

tinct advantages as the site for an urban settlement — the reasons to be discussed 

later). 

At that time when the number of federal inmates exceeds 35,000, another form of 

the type of Espial or a completely new and more advanced provision would be made. 

Though growth is not to be considered fatal to the life of the city, the site of Espial 

would not permit a beneficial expansion. The city itself could never be complete, 

final or static; dynamics, dynamic spirit or the excitement of change and movement 

are most important in the life of any city. It Is completely possible to maintain a 

stable population with generally consistent objectives and thrive in the joy of intel¬ 

lectual or personal change and growth. Basic forms might be permanent to some extent, 

but it is the 'light and shadow1 that plays upon these masses that produce a senje of 

change. Also, an urban center must perpetrate its integrity; it has pride in its 

successful communion of men and women and children; it must be a distinct civic 

composition which protects its distinguishing characteristics. As one important aspect, 

Espial would be a construction on the face of the earth by a unique group of persons; 
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it would consciously accept and appreciate the limitations which nature placed 

upon it. Its basic physical dimensions would be the result of 'hints from nature.' 

Membership in society is certainly sacred (as the delinquent must come to under¬ 

stand); belonging is a privilege; participating is a responsibility. A city is an 

exclusive corporation; Espial would be an exclusive community in its limited pop¬ 

ulation. Its doors would be open to any number of visitors and commuters. 

Old age would not diminish a person's importance in the process of treatment of 

delinquents; there would be no "retirement" problems at Espial. Families would 

expand normally; children contribute to the spirit of community life and generate 

expected and unexpected circumstances. Espial would be a "hometown." People 

could finish their lives in service and would be buried at Espial; their children 

would either fill their places/ assume new positions of importance within the city, 

or remove themselves to another environment which offers them opportunities for 

various satisfactions. In order to maintain a limited population there would be 

no commands to drive an undesirable person from the city (actually/ very few per¬ 

sons can be called "undesirable" for the purposes of Espial; the form would depend 

upon 'average' persons, not all geniuses, masters, saints, or stars). Social pressure 

would be (or could be) sufficient to make a person uncomfortable enough to leave 

the city, but not uncomfortable enough (hopefully) to become anti-social and 

criminal. 

As a broadly specialized form, Espial would have definite appeal to certain persons. 

The increasing mobility in our nation allows choice in site of residence; persons are 
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not so bound to remain in their places of birth. Many of the persons born at Espial 

would follow their ambitions beyond its limits; vacancies would be created and new 

faces would be seen. 

5. Would an elimination of prisons result in increased crime rates? 

There can be no doubt that prisons serve as deterrents in curbing criminal actions. 

Many persons today respect prisons with the same fear that the persons of history 

before them feared banishment, slavery, torture, or execution by penal devices. 

There can be no doubt that some value (call it a threat) must exist to change the 

mind or order the actions of those persons who encounter casual or serious temptations 

to enter upon a course which will lead to deviant behavior; as long as our society 

depends upon the concept of punishment and reward for the preservation of order 

and the guiding principle for action there will have to exist the prospect of 

"punishment." 

Policemen patrolling streets and sidewalks across our country are constant, invaluable 

reminders that our actions must fit within the limits of the law. In addition to re¬ 

minding one part of society of its behavbral obligations, the uniformed symbol of 

law and order creates, by mere presence, a sense of security for those persons who 

carefully censor their devious tendencies and desire to live beyond threats of becoming 

a victim of a criminal scheme, plot, or action. One of the sure powers of the police 

officer Is the fact that he can deliver a great deal of discomfort to those who happen 

into his custody. 

Then, it must be remembered that persons will seek their personal ends according to 
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paths of convenience, whether they act singly or collectively. A man who wishes 

to speed his car might include the price of a ticket in his weekly budget, or daily 

budget, or whatever. Paying a fine may be an inconvenience but it is not an ab¬ 

solute deterrent. As George Bernard Shaw noted, a great majority of crimes could 

be dealt with by fines (as they often are), but they mist be strict enough to cause 

some pain, and thus stand as deterrents. For instance, calling a man to appear in 

court several times adds the bit of public and private embarrassment that tends to have 

a more lasting effect. 

Obviously, there are many legal complications; everybody realizes that wealth and 

political corruption exist, and, to be sure, they most often depend upon its existence. 

In considering deterrence we must realize that the importance of a deterrent force 

applies to the vast majority of society that is not inclined to criminal actions but 

would be very likely to murder, or steal, or rape if there were no prohibitions. The 

very serious criminal, or future criminal, most always plans 'a way out1 If he is 

caught, or depends upon clever evasion of apprehension, or hires a'^ood" lawyer 

and searches for any sort of legal loophole. The matter of deterrence we are dis¬ 

cussing does include the many sane and insane persons who will act whether there is 

a law or not; the most treacherous forms of punishment in history have never stopped 

these sorts and never will. Prisons are not prohibitive and forbidding barriers to these 

delinquents, but they are deterrents to the remainder of society. 

It is sometimes thought that a prison sojourn gives a person an unshakable social 

"stigma." If this is true, the 'average1 person would have reason to dread such an 
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eventuality and be deterred. But/ It must be realized that what was shameful to a 

Puritan is not nearly so "snicker-able" In contemporary urban society. Social pres¬ 

sure Is a great force, though a relatively lacking one in our urban centers. Tarde, 

though seemingly spoofing about the "cult of art," was accurate in ancther respect, 

that of the potential of social control: 

"The single threat of ostracism, I do not say expulsion to the realms 
above which would be a death sentence, but of banishment beyond 
the limits of the usual corporate life, is sufficient to arrest the most 
criminal natures on the slope of crime." ^ 

As sociologists insist, and most people enfoy believing, our society today is a highly 

"competitive" one (that is what makes us “successful"); an ambitious person, of 

almost any sort, naturally tends to fear any sort of "smudge" upon his background 

when this value of intense competitiveness is nurtured. The businessman and politician 

(terms including a great many professionals and non-professionals since we are all 

both to some degree) must always control themselves so that a competitor will not 

get an opportunity to "ruin" them with some unsavory scandal made public — or 

a human shortcoming rendered to the point of scandalization. It is true that men 

seem lost and almost totally free among our vast urban densities, but in reality, today 

almost without exception they still fear a vlscious exposure of their weaknesses. 

Though we are definitely more tolerant now of the mentally ill, for example, than 

we have ever been, because we have greater understanding of the truths of mental 

sickness and confidence in the greater curing powers of science, men still cannot 

afford the setbacks of mental breakdowns. Naturally, we protect our health, we 

^ Negley and Patrick, op. cit., pp. 202*203 
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to live happily/ and surely we just don't want to be hospitalized. In addition to 

the discomfort of institutionalization, it Is possible that men feel a damage to 

precious pride; some people feel that any sort of sickness Is a display of weakness. 

Self-image is not to be scoffed at. Thoughts of any sort of institutionalization will 

serve faithfully as deterrents. Most people would be horrified if a policeman came 

to escort them to the city jail for interogation simply as a suspect; integrity would 

be seriously offended. 

Degree of crime and length of sentence are the next considerations. If a man realizes 

that he may not be executed (capital punishment is on its way to extinction as a form 

of treatment in this country) or that he may realize a legal evasion of a verdict of 

guilty, what is to keep him from severe crime? 

Under our legal system, most murderers, for example, appear before their judges and 

juries v/ith pleas of insanity. Quite naturally, we attempt a treatment of those 

actually insane at the moments of their crimes and/or trials and we are becoming of 

more lenient attitude in hoping to release them from custody if they are successfully 

treated. Certain criminals depend on "getting off easy." They may be more daring 

in their crimes (as, chancing a murder during a robbery) if they can rely upon social 

and jurldicial leniency. In this respect, prisons do not solve the problem. Espial 

would be primarily and always interested in returning every possible delinquent, 

permanently, to society. All persons thinking of deviancy would consider this. 

Since there would be no 'set* sentences in this program a calculating person would 

have to realize that there was no way of either predicting or insuring the length of 
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hfs stay at Espial. Also, some persons cannot be helped to the extent that society, 

trusting the administrators of Espial, would be convinced of their abilities to occupy 

social positions. Lawyers or judges could not determine or 'fix' the length of a man's 

institutionalization at Espial. For all that the premeditating, potential deviant would 

know, he might be held for life. There could be no precedent to found traditions; 

the individual would always be in the hands of reason —* not fearful or sentimental 

juries or corrupted courts of law. Newspapers and television coverages would inform 

every citizen of this fact. 

Espial might be far more successful in controlling the degress of crime by nature of 

its individuation in treatment and resulting unpredictability. The rigid disciplines 

of the first stage of treatment would be deterrent; the administrators of that phase 

would have to work until successful with such cases. A man who would become a 

delinquent to gain dependency surely requires special attentions; the concentrated 

efforts of Espial are especially needed for the solution of this unique problem. Espial 

would accept this sort of challenge, not avoid it as an unfortunate reality in an 

imprefect civilization. We must realize that there are persons who are actually 

beyond help; we must pay a high price until we have new strengths. 

6. What about security problems and escape risks? 

Every new inmate would be received without any sort of pre-suppositions and would, 

of necessity, be under careful custody until his security needs were accurately ascer¬ 

tained. Stage one of treatment would be under strict supervision and observation. 

In 1960 there were 183 escapes from federal institutions; but as was discovered during 
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prison visits, many of these “escapes11 were "walk-aways" and returns were easily made. ^ 

Though there are definitely prisoners who will try to escape we must take several points 

into account: 1) a single, powerful personality among the inmate society may coerce 

several others to help him make an escape and then accompany him in flight, rapidly 

increasing the escape rate; 2) prisons present a 'challenge' to the many creative minds 

they shelter — an escape takes a great deal of strategy and courage; 3) attempted 

escape or any sort of thwarting of prison authorities may appear as means to prestige 

among fellow inmates; 4) prison irregularities and injustices may produce such a men¬ 

tal state that a man would have a violent urge to escape; 5) men who have had 

problems outside of prison walls have attempted to escape (men have been known to 

escape to attend their mother's funeral). 

At the present time, the Federal Bureau of Prisons considers approsimately 20% of its 

delinquents to be “maximum security risks." This number includes not only those who 

will try to escape but also those who are actually dangerous and present a threat to 

the life and security of their keepers and fellow inmates. Aggressive homosexuals 

are often kept under maximum security to reduce problems of control. It is signifi¬ 

cant that at the beginning of this century it was believed that almost all criminals 

required maximum security. The Federal Bureau has stated that most of its inmates 

could be placed in “open" institutions like Seagovllle.^ 

13 
Bureau of Prisons, No. 27., op. cit., p. 3 

^ From an undated booklet by the Bureau of Prisons, "Seagoville, Texas," quoted 
in Taft and England, Criminology, New York: Macmillan Company, 1964, p. 518 
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Most of the inmates at Espial would enter the second stage of treatment under a 

minimum of security. Just as those men now in our prisons who are determined 

and conscientious do not try to escape the inmates in the stage of communal resi¬ 

dence would not try to escape. They would not be a threat to the lives of those 

persons around them any more than there is the ever-present possibility that one's 

fellow student or fellow worker might be taken with a fit of madness and attack 

anyone convenient. The success of Espial, obviously, depends upon the effectivity 

of the first period of treatment and education. 

The persons populating the city would fully understand the fact that we are alert and 

capable of keeping men and women who are actually dangerous safely confined. 

Society, in general, is overcoming its misconceptions about most delinquents; they 

are not, as Lombroso suggested, dangerous barbarians who look like freaks. Too 

many persons have walked through prisons and survived; "Prison Visits" are witness 

to this fact; in truth, it is amazing that, considering the deplorable conditions in 

our ancient penal institutions, there are so few fights and killings within prison walls. 

In the first stage of treatment at Espial there would be sufficient security provision 

for the prevention of escapes and the protection of citizens against the truly dangerous. 

The possibility of escapes by persons in the second, minimum security stage would be 

checked by the facts that: there would be no challenge to escape, there would be 

no inmate society to encourage either singular or collective escapes, there would be 

no reason to escape (an important objective of the first stage would be a thorough 

impression with this fact), and, even though the security is termed "minimum," there 
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would, of necessity, be a constant observation by the members of a community as a 

part of their living patterns will be predicted Interaction with the familiar faces of 

persons in treatment. Though a certain laxity is apparent there will always have to 

be a total sense of deliberation in daily activity. There would be no danger to one's 

life or the life of one's family; an inmate would not need a hostage to escape his 

second stage environment. 

7. Would such a form for the treatment of delinquents tend to 'attract' persons 

to deviancy? 

We must face the fact that society creates, and allows the existence of, a certain 

number of persons who fear responsibility, who are almost hopelessly void of any sort 

of ambition, and who are quite anxious to become total social dependents, institu¬ 

tions, which must exist, offer a Mecca for these persons, as was discussed in "Ideal 

Forms." 

But as an indication, we realize that our armies are not overcrowded; they offer won¬ 

derful opportunities for a life of irresponsibility and, at the same time, give the 

individual a certain amount of power and authority. 

Espial would offer a satisfying life for many of its inhabitants, but it would be a life 

of many responsibilities. Only true, exerted effort would command reward. Admis¬ 

sion to the city would not be under a veil of promise for a life in comfortable quarters, 

congenial company, and a gourmet's diet. Recall that the program for treatment does 

not allow the progression of an inmate from the first stage to the second, which could 

be viewed as an invitation to ease without a real understanding of its nature, without 
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full success in the first stage of the program. Simply "being good" would not deliver a 

man to dependent comfort; satisfactory progress would deliver him to more trying 

days and greater responsibilities. In present prisons, because of low inmate:employee 

ratios, hypocrisy is relatively easy (and challenging). Contacts between inmates 

and overseers are too seldom and, most often, too formal. 

Espial would readily establish one tradition; men would have to give effort ot their 

own treatments; this cooperation Is essential. And for those who refuse to exert 

themselves, there must be a continuation of treatment. 

8. Why would people want to become a part of the general population of Espial? 

Espial would create a vast number of employment possibilities. The city would pro¬ 

mise fame and fortune, material, mental, or spiritual. It would allow many qualified 

persons of the arts and sciences to be of full service, and at the same time, pursue 

personal, informal objectives of an urban life of comfort, relative luxury, and expand¬ 

ing experiences. 

Government agencies, industrial and business foundations are, more and more extensively, 

making research grant available to qualified persons; many such grants could be 

founded at Espial. Institutional assistance to scholars and practitioners is essential 

to the development of our society and is becoming an integral part of our economy, 

resolving the conflict between the need and the desire for intellectual development 

and the great costs of this development. Espial would appeal to the pioneer spirit. 

In the areas of the humanities and physical sciences, the concentration of facilities 



and the relative completeness of laboratory provisions would be very attractive to 

scholars (the real backbone of the society which would devote ultimate concerns to 

the treatment of delinquents); both practical and speculative efforts could be developed 

to greater extents. 

Espial would make its initial appeal to around 465,000 persons in a society of close 

to 200 million persons. Cooperation in the life of the city would provide a special 

purpose and substance to earthly existence. Espial would be highly attractive to our 

many talented, qualified, or intensely interested men and women who care enough 

about the futures of their fellow men to give their public life, and some of their pri¬ 

vate lives, to study and to participate in a communal life that will affect a realiza¬ 

tion of our need to provide every man with a full capacity and ability for leading 

his life. 

The greatest offering, perhaps, that Espial would permit, would be the opportunity 

not only to be of direct service but also to reap, directly, the rewards of success in 

the treatment of delinquents. Espial would most likely enjoy festive celebrations at 

each success and optimistic deliberations at each failure. 

9. How could we afford Espial; what would its economy be? 

Espial would not be an isolated, self-sufficient island of human community, it would 

enjoy a healthy economy through a typical cycle of internal and external production 

and consumption. As any of our cities, 60-70% of its citizens would be employed 

in "service" activities (that is, occupation from a drug store clerk to the director of 

a bank). Its secondary 'industry,' that of local, actual production would be centered 

upon the needs of our "leisure society" and would be created to supply the demands 
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that are occuring with increased leisure hours in our country. Industries could be: 

Production of hand-crafted building components; 
Production of elements for and assembly of mobile homes; 
Production of small, crafted boats; 
Production of custom furniture and accessories; 
Processing of fruits (mainly apples and peaches). 

It could be expected that an important part of the economy of the city would be 

tourist dollars; such a statement by our society would, in addition to pulling curious 

minds and eyes from all over our continent, attract the attentions of persons all over 

our globe. 

The federal government would finance the construction and administration of the city; 

costs of construction would be recovered through rents for dwelling and commercial 

spaces. The construction of the city, to be discussed, would be a relatively inexpen¬ 

sive operation (considering the fact that 500,000 people would inhabit such a con¬ 

struction). Although there would be no private ownership of property (which deprives 

the government of tax dollars for personal property), the city would, after a short 

number of years, provide income (through rents) which would, after costs of operations 

maintenance, and additions, compensate for the loss of tax dollars. As an institution, 

the city would not be profit making, but it would have to contribute to state and 

national economy. 

It must be considered that approximately 30,000 persons, who would otherwise be 

national dependents, could be a part of the national economy, providing for themselves 

and eliminating the need for taxpayers' support. 

Realistically, we cannot afford not to encounter the problem of treatment of delinquents 

and prevention of crime with anything less than full force. 
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10. What would happen to the city of Espial If crime ceased to be a problem? 

The basic design criteria will be those essential to basic human existence; bath¬ 

rooms/ bedrooms/ or dining rooms remain rather constant. We will not, most likely/ 

decide suddenly that the minimum dimensions for a room used to set a dinner for six 

should be forty feet square. A city, in addition to its basic forms for private resi¬ 

dence, must be extremely adaptable to utilitarian uses; a fortress city might be 

called upon to become an industrial city. Work, recreation/ educational/ and 

spiritual requirements do change. Obviously, the« responsibility of the architecture 

for this proposal is a great one. The "Discipline" of the city, to be discussed in the 

following section, must be the outcome of this demand for flexibility. It must be 

realized, though, that we can never hope to provide a miraculous flexibility; we 

could never foresee the distant demands that will be placed upon the city. 

11. What about crime within Espial? 

No doubt, there would be crime in this society. It would not be utopia. Delinquents 

will be born in Espial. But, there is the promisoral possibility that relatively few 

crimes would be committed within the city. The constant sense of awareness of the 

caluses of crime and the dangers of crime would undoubtedly deter citizens from 

deviancy. Understanding would be an exceptional deterrent to crime. The persons 

involved in this vast effort v/ould feel the pressures of the whole nation demanding 

their success. They would be, in a certain manner, a model, always susceptible to 

strong criticism because of unique position. It is also a hope that the actual, physical 

planning to the city (which is aimed at formal and informal control of movement) 

would contribute to the control of crime. 
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The future is the concern of Espial. The man of the democracy we cherish must be 

given not only the legal right but also the opportunity (including understanding, abi¬ 

lity, and mental disposition) to select and change. A man can free himself from a 

slum or a ghetto or a decadent tradition; the treated delinquent must return to our 

particular, current urban forms with the understanding that irrationality can be over¬ 

come . 

12. Would the contrast between state and federal forms (state prison systems and 

Espial) create a greater number of federal crimes and fewer state offenses, putting 

new burdens on the federal government? 

Successes at Espial would undoubtedly urge state reforms. But, until this gap were 

closed, Espial would not, because of the opportunities for development which it 

would attempt to provide, attract persons to federal delinquency in preference to 

state delinquency; the person who would understand Hie 'attractiveness' of the 

city in this respect would probably have rationalized committing no crime at all. 

State prisons would offer a more comfortable existence ever, though Espial would not 

be painful in apparent senses. 

13. What about persons who could not be treated ? 

Persons who were of dangerous disposition upon arrival and continued in such a state 

after full effort would, of necessity, be maintained as dependents of the government. 

Persons Who were advanced to the second stage of treatment, but failed to show improve¬ 

ment, would also be kept in the city indefinitely. Undoubtedly, some persons would 

maintain their personal balance and become a 'normal' social being, but would not 
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show signs of abilities to leave the city. Rather than regret this fact/ the person 

could become quite productive, directly and indirectly, in the general program for 

treatment. A man could become a part of the "general population" and lead a 

healthy and productive life at Espial. 

•*? 
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C. Conclusion 

The proposal must be seen as a "suggestion": it is an initiating possibility, made by 

a single person, demanding the combined efforts ot thousands of persons before approaching 

the point of desirable suggestibility or full competence in suggestibility. Even at the 

level of total development, it would necessarily remain as only a suggestion, awaiting 

social will, social approval, and social participation. It does not request the 

unthinkable — it is for society, as it is. 

Three forces would determine the nature of the proposal: First, the society giving it 

life; secondly, the natural environment selected for the site of action; and thirdly, 

the person describing a possibility which might become a direction. This proposed 

path might be willful, without reason, a new "Cow Path, " doomed to failure, or a 

step in reverse instead of forward. Society must act in censorship and censureship. 

The architect, as citizen and professional, has the dual responsibility of acting 

with society in social responsibility and of providing possibilities or new choices for 

society. Attempts to fulfill, with positive productivity, the demands of the combined 

role of citizen-architect, impress the person with a sense of smallness and largeness. 

With full humility, a sense of hopefulness, a sight of possibility, a suspicion of right¬ 

ness, and desire for contribution and participation, suggestions are here made in black 

and white as mere beginnings. The right to be wrong is an essential crutch. 
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APPENDIX: PRISON VISITS 



HUNTSVILLE, TEXAS 

Whether or not "Evil deeds like poison weeds, Grow well In prison air," every thought 

and breath from prison cells seems, somehow, to rise, to drift, and to swell, descending 

as a dew of tension upon all that dwells around the fortified place, touching minds in a 

curious fashion. Seventy miles north of Houston, Texas, a cioverleaf exit delivers you 

to such an atmosphere. These few miles transform "Huntsville," the feared and respected, 

hated and loved tool of justice, the afterstate of a verdict of "guilty," to Huntsville, a 

small community nested in the piney, rolling land of East Texas with a prison at its core 

and a dotty circumambiance of assorted penal devices. It is said that on days of execu¬ 

tions, when great crowds gather before solid brick walls in a quest for intimacy with 

electrocution, when newsmen assemble to render for profit, a shroud of anticipation 

smothers every sound. Not one of the Huntsville folk leads a life that is untouched by 

the forces radiated from the massive brick container that dominates the tumbling wood¬ 

land. The penitentiary is a local threat; its inmates might escape. The penitentiary is 

an industry; it is part of the local economy. It means strength; it deters those whom many 

fear. The penitentiary is cruel; It turns the delicate into beasts. It is a machine with 

unseen innards; it is hope, despair, ugly, beautiful, friend, and enemy. Prisoners exist 

outside of prison walls. Huntsville folk cannot escape such a presence; they live with 

prisons, for prisons, and in prisons, in all of these ways. 

On the slope of the grassy block separating the ivy-covered prison facade from Huntsville's 

main street stands an inmate-constructed, inmate-benefiting curio shop. Inmate crafts 

are there placed on sale to the public. There are tiers of tooled saddles and racks of 
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belts with engraved sliver buckles. Rings of gold share shelves with popsicle-stick lamps 

of indescribable forms and functions. A uniformed officer watches you very carefully. 

To one side of the Huntsville penitentiary is an attached arena where the annual October 

rodeos are staged. The most effective promotion for the prison affair is the popular assump¬ 

tion that men who have been sentenced to life in prison (most of the participants are 

"lifers") will risk anything to entertain their crowds. Regardless, first experiences of 

bronco busting should be from a seat within this arena. You can be assured of full inmate 

dedication to the cause of entertaining their 'free world' audiences. They are entertainers 

on an earthen stage, making, perhaps, their last direct impressions upon the society that 

banned them from the bleacher sections. For the thousands of prisoners upon their perches 

in the wirey cage opposite your seat, a rare day such as the Sunday rodeo is an occurrence 

when they come the closest to indulgence in 'normal* life. While many of them seem quite 

happy with their seats clinging to the prison walls, there must be some who feel shame and 

disgust. How many of them would like to trade their white woolens for even the most 

unbecoming, but personal, clothes? How many are plotting new crimes for that time 

when they will be as free as any man in the arena? How many are repenting? How 

many of the frolicking free should be in whites? Why will over twenty per cent of all 

men released from prison return again? Do not fear though; that sea of faces will be 

swallowed from the sun before you become too seriously involved. 

But this was a bleak prison Saturday and there was no rodeo. Everything to be seen on 

such a day is filmed with the unpleasantness of a constant high humidity. Upon the grand 

stair at the front of the prison half a dozen "trusties" labor at removing each new finger 

print from the brass hardware with their rhythmic rubbing, but the humid pressure of the 
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day seems to make Indelible smudges. The brass of the railing/ shining dully amidst so 

much gray, is indeed a curious sight. Despite the care and the craft of the great luxury, 

its securing devices do not quite secure, making the glitter more pretentious. Yet the 

brass needs wiping, and this is how the wipers get their 'rehabilitation.1 

Back and forth with silent sliding brass bars are opened by yet another trustie propped in 

his position at the very outer limit of the city within walls. Your name and the nature of 

your business must be set down in the puffy log book before the scrutinizing eyes of a 

security man. Looking up from this small task, you find that you also have been swallowed, 

with the brass now far in the past by only a step. Before you is a deep and tangled view 

into mangled metal, a maze of sheets and bars of steel, flaking, dented, mashed, and 

crusty with layer of gray paint upon chipped layer. It is a machine, the mobile consti¬ 

tuents of which are persons, being indistinguishably woven into a bleak complexity. You 

are still one gate removed from the last gate before the real innards and are in that part 

of the penal place where authority dwells. Everybody was in a hurry this Saturday morn¬ 

ing, trying to finish their work by noon. On this day there were many visitors straggling 

in, adding to the great confusion. Sharing the corridor with these people was a cigar¬ 

smoking, overweight magistrate who was nervously {angling what must have been ten 

pounds and twenty feet of cuffs and chains in one hand and what must have been a receipt 

of delivery occupied his other twitchy hand. His charge must surely have been a most 

dangerous man. 

The Director of Treatment was to have been my guide, but I was informed of his unexpected 

calling away and introduced to the Director of Education. Gates then began to part, and 

we entered prison down a short hail between two steel cages which were filled with white 
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clad men waiting for their visitors. The confusion was unreal; shouting back and forth, 

keys descending from unexpected places — six-inch keys tied to cords — and the con¬ 

stant clash and clang of metal parts creating a discordance of high form. The noon menu 

was announced as a slight breeze delivered a blast of odor that is common to boiling 

cabbage. Vistas and lines of travel were slashed by multitudinous intersections, both 

visible and invisible. Scarcely a glimpse of what was really going on was allowed before 

we had emerged to the crypt of the brick chapel near the entrance hall. The conversa¬ 

tion which followed in my host's office consisted of an anxious delivery of facts and 

figures about the prison system of Texas. 

% 
In the year 1963, 12,10C|convicted criminals, in a state of around ten million persons, 

were in the charge of the Texas Department of Corrections. The State, through this 

Department, maintains a system composed of thirteen separate prisons in which this number 

of persons Is confined under varying conditions. The institution within which we talked 

is called "The Walls" and is the center of operations. The stated purposes for the exist¬ 

ence of the system are: to serve as a deterrent to crime ('.'The fact that some people, at 

least, are arrested, indicted, convicted, and Imprisoned for the wrongs which they do, 

deters them and others from committing similar crimes."); to segregate some citizens 

permanently from society ("Their mental, emotional and spiritual outlook is such that 

they are a menace to the well-being of society."); and finally, to rehabilitate men and 

women ("Ninety-five per cent of hie men and women in prison will walk the streets after 

serving sentences averaging less than three years. Accordingly, It behooves prisons and 

prison officials to furnish them with experiences which will prevent their return.")* 

Prisons, if their existence is to be justified, must redirect the lives of inmates Into 
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channels of constructive living." ^ 

In pursuit of these objectives/ the Governor of Texas appoints a nine-man Board of 

Corrections which is responsible for all decision-making and policy-making. Under this 

bureau is the Director of the Department of Corrections and his assistants for Treatment, 

Security, Business, Education, Agriculture, Industry, and Construction. Each of the 

thirteen units is headed by a warden and his assistants in each of these major categories. 

The Department maintains 82,000 acres of land, 14,000 hogs, 12,000 head of cattle, 

700 horses, 95,000 chickens and turkeys, 500 dogs, and 1,600 employees. The staff: 

inmate ratio is 1:7.56. Thirteen units have been established to allow for a separation 

of first offenders from sophisticated criminals, the strong from the weak, old from young, 

and aggressive sex deviates from the normal. 

The Director of Education also made a presentation of copies of prisons publications, 

Including newspapers and programs from varied events. The thirteen units are well 

linked in communications. The society of the confined is well set apart as being unique 

and separate from the world within which it is set. A detailed set of statistics accounts 

for every individual, his crime or crimes, the length of his sentence, his age, the number 

of his convictions, and the nature of his activities. Statistics are prison keepers' rewards. 

The number of escapes shrinks each year, and the numbers of murders within walls diminish. 

The Walls serves as the operational center of the prison system in Texas; from the desk in 

this room below the chapel, the educational program is organized and directed for a body 

^ Texas Department of Corrections, "Annual Report," Huntsville, Texas, 1963; pp. 1-6 
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of men and women whose average level of education is equivalent to the third grade. 

Each and every convicted criminal must fulfill the State's requirements for literacy. 

Beyond the point of reading and writing abilities, persons with sufficient interest may 

earn an accredited high school diploma. Not too large a number of specialists are 

employed for the task of heading classrooms full of inmates. Instead volunteers offer 

night courses and qualified inmates are employed as teachers. Correspondence credits 

may be accumulated to Hie limit of a two-year college education. Vocational instruc¬ 

tion is in greatest demand, and the many shops of the system are staffed with specialists 

for this purpose. 

While learning of these details, my thoughts were fcften through the door of the office 

to an adjoining room where four men were busy at their desks. These men, with a total 

sentence of 741 years, are carrying out a self-designed project under the guardianship 

and assistantship of the Director of Education. One-time murderersand forgers intend 

their project, "Operation Teeneager," to be a contribution; they "had come to the con¬ 

clusion that serving a sentence doesn't repay a thing. Surveying our only possession •— 

a dark past — we came to the conclusion that the only original contribution that we could 

make would be to steer others away from the errors that we made. As we talked over the 

genesis of our criminal behavior, an obvious fact emerged: a decisive turn was taken 

during the teenage years, a turn that eventually brought us to the point of extreme crime 

and punishment. Thus we saw that if we were qualified to help anyone It was the young 

people, and that only by being scrupulously honest." With imagination and initiative 

^ "Operation Teenager," Huntsville, Texas 
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these men have created a program which was accepted as valuable by prison officials 

and is now a reality. 

Since the recent beginnings of the project/ the men have appeared with their personal 

stories and appeals before numerous student bodies and public gatherings in Texas and 

in nearby states. They trustingly travel with two escorts in an open station wagon and 

sleep in local jails. My host spoke of his experience at their first departure from The 

Walls on a speaking trip, which was the first time the men had been outside of their 

castellated prison world in several years. Almost immediately upon stepping through 

the prison gates, one man, quite naturally scared as a rabbit, dashed off. He was very 

easily and quickly returned after gathering his senses. This represents one of the most 

pressing prison problems. After a lengthy period of incarceration, a man suddenly finds 

himself, upon release, face to face with the world. He is meat often alone, afraid, 

excited, and confused. Too many men cannot sustain the pressures of the first few hours 

and days. The pain is relieved, then, by returning to that which is more surely known and 

familiar. A majority of all men returned to prison on new convictions and parole viola¬ 

tions do so within the first year of their freedom. 

The foremost objective in Texas' prisons, as in all prisons today, is to try and deal with 

each inmate individually. Daily activities are carefully planned. Attempts are made to 

keep the inmates out of their cells whenever and wherever possible, for all but eight hours 

each day* Of the eight hours of cellular confinement, at least two hours are used either 

for listening to one of a variety of FM radio programs, writing, reading, or studying. 

Inmates rise early in the morning, straighten their effects, eat, and proceed to their 

assigned jobs. Work positions are filled by men of proper qualification or inclination. 
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A regular lunch hour Is granted for eating and relaxing. The afternoon is then spent at 

work. After the evening meal a variety of activities from group discussion to watching 

current movies occupy time until the night count and retirement. Educational programs 

are planned for evening hours. Plenty of time/ both throughout the working week and on 

weekends, is available for participation in a vast recreational program. 

A recently instituted plan, the "Point Incentive Program," is intended to encourage the 

inmates to take advantage of the many facets of the rehabilitation program. Administra¬ 

tors believe that the Point Incentive Program affords an objective approach in evaluating 

every man. Ratings are compiled quarterly and a minimum score of eighty points is re¬ 

quired for an inmate to be recommended favorably for a parole, job promotion, change 

in security status, or any other advantage for which he might come to be considered. In 

order to achieve the most realistic score, the grades are entered on the rating sheets by 

those officials most familiar with the inmate's participation in each area of activity. The 

sheets themselves are similar to any high school or grade school report card, where self- 

control, industriousness, ambitiousness, and leadership traits are marked this way or that. 

The Director assured me that the program has resulted In vast increases in attendance at 

church, school, recreation, Alcoholics Anonymous, and so on, as well as having improved 

work conduct. Though this program would seem to be a sound means to a fitting end, it 

most likely serves as a teacher of the art of hypocrisy. Men can, though, reduce their 

sentences by accumulation of a high number of points by up to one-half. 

Finally, emerging from hie crypt, there comes a tense bursting into the reality of prison 

air. This being Saturday, the main courtyard of the prison, entered after rounding out of 
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a narrow alley, center of confused activity. On Saturday and Sunday the two thousand 

men who live in the Walls are without scheduled activity between the times of their 

three meals and evening retirement. This paved void is of pleasant proportions, its en¬ 

closing buildings of three and four floors height are well related to the flat of the yard. 

Its center is lined with courts for basketball and volley ball; vigorous games were there 

in process. Making an entry into this world would be much (ess a nervous matter if all 

the men were fully active in their sport, but every accident of architecture, as curbs and 

low walls, were sites of idle gathering. Your presence in coat and fie is too obvious in 

a crowd of white institufionals. From the restless cliques come piercing glances. Again, 

you can't avoid speculation as to the nature of the thoughts of the imprisoned as they look 

upon the 'free.' It is reassuring to remember that there is no number stamped upon your 

back and that half of your 'sentence! here is already past. A few smiles and hellos allow 

a coming to ease though, overcoming the burn of an occasional insult that sneaks out from 

the maze of bored squatters, smokers, and schemers. 

Initially, it seems unreal that from literally every available point around the macadam 

yard men look to nothing but their fellow convicts under a sky that was slowly bluing — 

that sky is the only seeming reality. The prison yard is a slum where there grows no grass 

or greenery, but is this not the world In its most populous parts where all is paved and 

the lights are red and blue and yellow in patterns of chaos? It is an unfortunate reality 

to these victims, yet a posh garden would be more surely unreality. This is the first 

taste of what Is the hopelessly typical of our prisons. Unseen, above and among it all, 

are hidden guns, the masters of controlled confusion. 
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To one side of Saturday's center we made our way to the basement of a large building, 

for coffee break, of course 1 Here was hie first realization that the buildings, beyond 

the front offices, are not air conditioned. Hardly a single, inhabited space in this part 

of the country is without air conditioning, including the inners of cars. The heat and 

humidity are treacherous; all breezes apparently flow around the solid, sealed commu¬ 

nity. Through this chamber of clatter, which Is the officers' dining room, we made our 

way to one of the battered tables where several shallow attitudes were seated. It is 

true that at least two distinct societies thrive within prison walls; the silent white- 

clads who were In service to the uniformed Inspectors are from a far shore. The most 

crucial problem is exposed. The most excellent program, if it should exist, must be 

carried from the front office and across the psychological gulf that exists between the 

servicing and the serviced. The men at coffee carry the greatest responsibility; their 

every contact with Imprisoned men will have its effects, good and bad. They must sum¬ 

mon trust from the men whom they keep in confinement, they must build hope where there 

is none, and they must be able to answer any question that might come about, demonstrat¬ 

ing by word and action that there is a full measure of opportunity and justice for every 

man. It can easily be seen that there can be no babying and that only sincerity and 

straightforward truthfulness are satisfactory. Not in any way overlooking their "sincer¬ 

ities, " the Huntsville gentlemen around that table were not of the necessary qualifications. 

They are 'smalltown* people, trained In self-defense and dedicated to the task of follow¬ 

ing the orders of their superiors, trying to redirect the lives of men from large, urban 

settlements. Possibly, If the men who were pouring the coffee were invited to join the 

officers' conversation, a remarkable reordering of relationships would come about. It 
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is doubtful that these "specialists" could successfully shift the topic of conversation from 

television to the "genesis of criminal careers." 

Here, In mentioning Hie haphazard arrangements of buildings with The Walls, we can 

advantageously avoid any discussion of 'space relationships.1 It is sufficient to evidence 

the problems of controlling mass movements that have come about in a prison that has 

been built and rebuilt piece by piece, building by building, as economy has allowed. 

The buildings, in their general stuie of decay and Ill-repair, are of dominate industrial 

character. They are neither ornate nor simple, and one Is unable to name the use of 

each building from its character, size, or shape. In fact, there are dwelling units above 

some of the industrial buildings. The courtyard, passing next to its back side following 

our coffee, remains the most functional, pleasant, and, evidentally, most popular space. 

Mounted to a wall at its back side is a large white board; occasional movies are much 

more pleasant in the fresh night air than in the dank auditorium, which now has another 

use. The climate can be very tolerant at times throughout the year, and is here taken 

advantage of. 

Passage Is made from the courtyard to the back half of the penitentiary by way of a dark 

ramped tunnel. This way penetrates a large concrete mass that has no openings on its 

second floor and seemed to have none on the first. A few large exhaust fans poke out 

of Its sides. Shame was vaguely evident on the face of my host and no inner look to this 

construction was allowed. It Is a special contrivance wherein all newly incoming men 

are kept for a certain period of time in strict isolation for purposes of testing and indoc¬ 

trination. It is during these first few days In prison that a man finally comes to an 
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intimate realization of the fact that he has really been 'caught/1 found guilty, and_is 

in prison, i was told that there are moments of crushing agony, and, it is believed, 

there are moments of firm resolution. What is to be the decision of a man, facing an 

entirely new way of life, placed under the influence of an environment which can 

speak of nothing more than fear and hate? Can there be a pinch of hope in a room 

without an opening, even if a day's so)ourn was a maximum (which it is not)? 

The back half of the prison consists of yards and shops, where, also, dwelling quarters 

are stacked above. On Saturday all work at hand stands exposed and the hlgh-cellinged 

work rooms are silent. A great variety of activity happens In the shops, from broom 

making to repairing old school buses for prison use. Through actual experience, skills 

are taught the unskilled. Every repair and every vast construction in the system becomes 

the tasks of the inmates. So great is the range of experience and skill and so eager are 

the men to become skilled that every task can be completed at very little or no cost to 

the people of Texas. The total yearly cost of operation for the entire system was 

$14,620,000 in 1962. The total produced income was $7,709,000; the net operative 

cost Was then around $6,911,000. During 1962 the prison system operated at a cost of 

$1.56 per man per day. The system Is self-sustaining through Its extensive agricultural 

and industrial developments. Food, clothing, furnishings, and shelters are all produced 

within. Sales of certain products, as brooms and mops, provide incomes to aid in opera¬ 

tions. The annual rodeos support the recreational and educational programs. 

Shop areas are prime security problems. Tools and devices are often manufactured on 

the 'sly' for use in escape attempts. While 126 men escaped from the Texas prisons In 
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1947/ only 12 succeeded in 1962. Problems of security have been significantly simplified 

by the introduction of ‘'more efficient detention fences, better systems of illumination, 

more highly qualified and alert guards, and better communications among security stations." 

It is believed that improvement of living conditions and a higher morale among the inmates 
t/ 

are the most important factors in reducing the number of escapes. In looking at a prison, 

which is not at ail pleasant to look at, we must always remember that at one time they 

were much more pitiful places. 

Within Huntsville's brick walls all 'types' of inmates are found; maximum, medium, and 

minimum security conditions are blended nebulously within. Returning to the front part 

of the prison and crossing the asphalt plaza, we came to inspect the living quarters. Once 

again entering the building where we had coffee, we ascended one level, toured the kit¬ 

chens and storage areas, and then entered the 'mess hall.' As is well known, institution 

administrators take special pride in the food that they present. From the kitchen we made 

a light dash to the free-standing service line so that the steamy cabbage, the boiled 

potatoes, the beans, and the swiss steak could be uncovered in proof that all is very 

sufficient. These foods are ladeled onto dented metal plates, military fashion. Men are 

allowed to take all they want and have to eat ail that they take. 

Crossing the dining room, a space filled with rows of very long tables, we came again into 

tiie sun on the landing overlooking the courtyard. The stairs rising to the third story are 

narrow and were lined on both sides idle men, becoming a gallery of spectators. An 

ascent of side-stepping, up-stepping, and back-stepping brought us eye-to-eye with each 

criminal. It was as passing through a theater balcony with boxes here and there filled with 

private little groups, some Negroes, some Mexicans, and some of the majority race, all 
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carefully segregated. These little ghetto gatherings are prisons In themselves, perhaps 

even more sound in their securities than the macrocosmlc prison about them. Is segrega¬ 

tion tn the interests of "rehabilitation?" Of course, this is a parallel of the free world 

outside of The Walls. 

Occupying one-half of the third floor is a large room which was at one time used as an 

auditorium. Its point of access is from the end of a small vestibule which was clotted with 

sweating men. This being the uppermost floor of the building, its roof above is little more 

than a panel absorbing the heat of the sun. It is astonishing that there are so few fights 

and killings reported among so many men living in such sweltering, crowded environments. 

The room is solid with several hundred persons who spend several hours each day in these 

confines, each never more than a few feet from another, horizontally and vertically. 

Apparently, as it is explained, it is impossible to bring control in any manner to so much 

chaos. Each bunk is no less than a man's home — the totality of his private world. Since 

It was too hot to move and since movement would be for nothing where there was nothing 

to do, a majority of the hall's residents were stretched and slumped in boredom over their 

soiled sheets. Living in this relatively 'free* attic is an honor, though, because of rela¬ 

tive laxity. It seems impossible that sanity would survive this sort of herding of humans. 

Turning from this room back to the corridor, the shower room was displayed. These men 

are allowed free use of the showers, while in most cases inmates are not afforded such a 

luxury. On such a hot day the cooling showers were well occupied. At the opposite end 

of the vestibule we entered the "popular" room, the library. Its shelves are stocked with 

"classified" reading materials to the extent of around 10,000 volumes. Law books, 
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reportedly, are in demand. Current magazines aind all of the State's major newspapers 

are received. The library hours are very short; the privilege of its use is limited to cer¬ 

tain hours. On a full day of 'freetime' It seemed odd that its doors were open for only 

three or four hours. On display here and there were some inmate art works. The subject 

was unanimous: beautiful women 1 

Nearing the front of the prison again, we stepped through a small crowd which was 

loitering on the chapel steps and into the modest room known as the Chapel of the Prodi¬ 

gal Son or the Chapel of Reconciliation or something as such. A slight seme of embar¬ 

rassment seemed to radiate from my host as he had to offer defensive explanation for the 

dozen or so men who filled the front pews. A sensible looking man stood before Hie in¬ 

formal congregation and was offering words of observation and personal objectives. He 

spoke of a new life which he hoped to find. It seemed that such an impromptu gathering 

for the purposes of discussing the problems of future life In society was not a bad idea, 

but it was explained that these men were the radical kind of "loners" who couldn't get 

along with the men in the 'yard.' And so one of the most promising sights of the day was 

dampened by needless shame on the administrator's part — by a hint of suggestion that all 

men should behave in exactly the same manners and enjoy the same leisure activity. 

Flanking the administration areas at the entrance to the Walls are two cell blocks. Both 

of these units are of the 'inside cell block* type of construction. According to the old 

principle, a multi-tiered 'bar* of cells is set within a brick shell. The front of each cell 

is an airy fabric of steel bars, Which part for access either individually or in rhythm with 

a whole row, and the remaining three sides are of solid concrete. The open side of the 

cell faces to the outside and receives light from windows twenty feet opposite. The upper 
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rows of cells line a cantilevered, grated steel walkway. Thus It Is possible to observe 

up through the floors while men are walking to and from their cells. At the moment of 

our visit men were everywhere. In some cages a single man would be locked tn slumber, 

while in others two men might be watching television (a curious find — private television 

in ceils); other men were hanging over railings, playing cards in the corridors, or idling 

near the windows. In a small space at one of the galleys there was a barber cutting hair. 

Except for two or three men who were locked in their cells only the guard at his control 

point was under lock and key, watching his control buttons. Stepping across the hall, 

we came upon a similar situation, but one of more decadent environs. The ancient cells 

of this unit measure about six feet by eight feet and hold two men each, one toilet, one 

sink, one desk, two beds (bunks), shelves full of books and personal articles, a chair or 

two, pictures galore, and, again, occasional over-sized television sets of 1950 vintage. 

The word that was too common in John Howard's famous report on the prisons of the 

eighteenth century appropriately presented itself: "filthy." The smell of the cell block 

was terrible; there was no provision for cross-ventilation of any sort. This type of unit 

Is a natural echo chamber so that every moan and grunt a hundred feet away sounds 

Immediate. 

Two and a half hours elapsed to this point. Profecting one's self statistically, 17,440 

similar blocks of time would remain before the completion of an average term of imprison¬ 

ment. Only a few elements of a very large and complex place were displayed in this 

time. As I was introduced to a guide who would show me to other prisons in the vicinity 

a suspicion arose, hinting that only the 'prides' of the penitentiary were shown, that there 

were some deep and dark places not to be seen. 
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WYNNE UNIT 

An exceptionally Interesting man, a young sociologist, Is dedicated to the task of caring 

for 1,500 men of a special classification at the Wynne Unit of the Texas Department of 

Corrections. A young employee delivered me to the prison, which Is three or so miles 

Into the countryside from Huntsville. A very true observation which he offered ("It 

seems that the people who work so closely to these problems get so Involved in details 

that they lose sight of the real issues.") meet a contradictory figure in the warden of 

Wynne. A few are not lost in trifles and tertiarles such as getting the floor swept. 

Where necessary facilities for Hie treatment of the mentally ill there exists, instead, an 

antithesis called Wynne, a composition of sundry cages for holding psychotics and neurotics. 

It is a dungeon that cannot and does not pretend to be a hospital. 

Wynne is a delapidated machine set upon a sun-scorched nob. There Is a vast view, 

but few windows for viewing. The warden is a victim of frustration; it Is easy to secure 

men, difficult to provide a more human environment. Improvements are the results of too 

much struggle, and when you turn your back on the repaired or replaced, it too decays 

rapidly. The process is without end: expenditure, deterioration, expenditure, deteriora¬ 

tion. The only hope, says the optimistic director, is that some day this entire place will 

be wiped away and replaced by a proper hospital with a sufficient staff for treating the 

criminally insane. 

Of course, there are intractables — the hopeless cases. The most that we can possibly 

hope for until we achieve understanding and ability to treat certain cases is to protect 

both them and ourselves by securing them as comfortably as possible. The number of 
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persons comprising the incurable category is extremely small/ especially when related 

to the population of 180,000,000. 

But at Wynne there are eight “tanks" full of men who can be helped; a small wing of two 

Inside cell blocks houses those who are in real difficulty. The tanks, which are to be 

eventually torn down, are large open spaces radiating from a small, central rotunda. 

All activity, except for movement to and from the dining hall in the rear of the complex 

and the auditorium upstairs is confined to these spaces. Because of the many complica¬ 

tions involved in controlling the activities of the mentally and physically handicapped, 

they are not, generally allowed to work. The only employed inmates are those required 

for cooking and operating the dining room, the lawn keepers, and the scrubbers. Each 

dormitory unit contains toilets, lavatories, showers, a barber chair, and a television set 

or two. Trusties are allowed in the rotunda to deliver soda and snacks to inmates waiting 

at the barred ends of the tanks; the commissary supplies such items, plus Bull Durham, in 

return for coupons which the inmates might receive each week. Individuals are not allowed 

to receive money from family and friends, but are permitted a few dollars worth of coupons 

each week. 

All of the tanks, except one, are filled with bunk beds and idle men. Too many hours 

in one's bed seems to lead to a decadent self-devouring of the mind. One of the four 

tanks on the main level Is designated for the confinement of the aggressive homosexuals, 

not having bunk beds which might impair visual control to Its full depth. In all prisons 

there exists the difficult problem of homosexuality; it flourishes In prison environments 

for obvious reasons. It does seem strange, though, that all men of the same problem would 

be herded together in their vice. It would seem that they could be beneficially dispersed 
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among normal men where social pressure would deter their devious actions and, possibly, 

their thoughts of devious pleasure. But the problem of homosexuality goes far beyond the 

cell, more directly to the tone of the law. 

The dining hall, which was undergoing a complete remodeling, was a very noisy and 

gloomy place to eat; the dishwashing equipment stood at one end of the room to provide 

a constant dissonance of rattling spoons and metal pans. Eating is one of the very few 

pleasures afforded at Wynne. Inamtes are encouraged to eat casually and to talk during 

and after meals, having a cigarette If they wish. This might appear to be an insignificant 

detail, but, in prisons, it is actually a luxury that is not easily introduced. New tables 

to seat four men each were being installed to replace ancient wood tables v/ith pipe legs, 

seating around thirty men each on one side only. 

The clinic is surprisingly small at Wynne, and, to be sure, understaffed. The Baylor 

Medical School works with a handfull of prison specialists in experimentation and treat¬ 

ment of the mentally ill who are caged down the hall. Facilities are extremely limited. 

At the time a special laboratory was being installed for use in attempts at stabilizing 

unbalanced elements of the human brain. Introduction of certain gases to the brain may 

correct mental deficiencies of specific types. Because of the great costs of experiments, 

which may fail, such undertakings are rare. 

The Major, who directed my tour through the mental wards, revealed the fact that the 

small ponds which are visible from one side of the close observation wing, from the inside 

cells, had a very favorable effect upon the inhabitants who are confined therein. He 

related that almost invariably their first letters from these cells contained elaborations of 
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the beauty of Hie water. If two ponds of water, actually being two over-sized, stopped- 

up drainage ditches, can Inspire and soothe a tormented mind, what could a full effort 

bring about? 

One apparent advantage of the Wynne penitentiary Is the constant breeze which seemed 

to filter through each space. The steel mesh fence allows such breezes as were repelled 

by the brick girt at The Walls to constantly refresh the imprisoned. 

There are no classrooms at Wynne. Occasional movies and inmate-produced shows are 

the ma(or forms of entertainment. The aged inmates, the Insane, and the physically 

handicapped must sit, eat, and sleep. They wait. 

An a hillside, not too far from the institution, are several brick homes wherein dwell the 

key officials of the unit. Each prison of the Texas system is provided with a similar faci¬ 

lity. The Huntsville unit, The Walls, is flanked by almost palatial homes for chief execu¬ 

tives. An amazing degree of craftsmanship is manifest in the inmate-constructed houses. 

Across the road from the Wynne warders' community an entire penal institution was under 

construction. Such employment of inmates is one of the most important 'offerings' of the 

system. Men are taught the methods of constructing a concrete frame, filling it with 

brick and steel window frames, roofing it, glazing It, tiling it, flooring it, landscaping 

it, and planting the fences that hold them in. 

FERGUSON UNIT 

A twenty-mile drive through a luscious spring countryside is ironically appropriate before 

facing the charlatanic machine called "Ferguson." 1,100 young men, first offenders 
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between the ages of seventeen and twenty-one, are sent to this specialized unit of the 

Texas Department of Corrections. This age group represents a large proportion of all 

men sent to prison. The hopes for total 'rehabilitation' of convicts are greatest for this 

age group. Thus, the Department has built a shining new plant in going about this task. 

We stood thirty feet below the watchman's feet before the word came by phone to allow 

our entry. Here, as at Wynne, the enclosure is a set of transparent cyclone fences, 

crowned by generous stringings of barbed wire. At the push of the button above, the 

gate unlocked with a snap. The lawn surrounding the long walkway which leads to the 

front doors of Ferguson is well manicured. The whole approach is very si milar, in fact, 

identical to any urban industrual building with a little set of offices prettying the facade. 

There are no iron screens, but large pieces of glass separate inside from outside. A dozen 

Mexican boys were polishing these sheets of glaze and the brass which secures them. 

The axis which passes from the entry drive, through the wire gates, up the sidewalk, 

through the pair of doors of glass, and across a glaring vinyl floor, suddenly lifted. There 

before us a stocky, sharply silhoueted figure’straddled the invisible line; posed with the 

calculating stare of an amateur authoritarian was the cocky Captain Kidd. Withdrawing 

from his sides were his young security assistants, obviously of lesser status than he who 

mounted the axis. This place was evldentally his kingdom, especially since the warden 

had left the prison for the day to retire to his air conditioned home across the field. The 

commander was reluctant to leave his post, but he was finally persuaded to show us 

Feiguson. 

Because of his youthfulness, our tour became ambitiously thorough. The youth of all the 

administrators and employees of this prison unit was particularly impressing. Young and 
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curious minds must be made at home in this group of spacious buildings. Hie buzzing 

pace so strangely contrasted the opposite Wynne. 

The construction of the unit is according to the "telephone-pole plan,11 an ancient 

contrivance employing a circulation corridor as a spinal unit and a series of rectangular 

buildings butting their narrow ends to the hall. Needless to say, this single, most im¬ 

portant corridor, though it is a full twenty-five feet wide, becomes depressingly long. 

Ferguson Is proud of its quarter-mile hall. The Captain felt that it was quite astonishing. 

Five feet from each wall of the gallery, the floor has been marked with continuous black 

lines. As the inmates move from place to place, they must walk In absolute silence, 

single file, on this mark. Silence Is the golden rule here; as we first entered the light 

and airy dining hall I was surprised to discover that silence is enforced at meals and no 

loitering is tolerated after eating. Only twenty miles away, within the same prison system, 

an opposite rule of conduct is encouraged for men who are considered to be the most 

serious cases. Above the dining room a skylight has been provided so that in the case of 

a mealtime riot, tear gas might be introduced to a sealed-off room. Universities should 

take notice of this Innovational provision. 

A control point is situated about mid-way in the passage. Entry from the administration 

area to the spine is made at this point. The several steel networks which divide the giant 

hall are controlled from this spot. All of the giant brass keys are neatly hung under their 

matching numbers on a large panel * Adjacent to the area is a small arsenal. 

Also nearby is a sizeable barber shop; inmate barbers were shaving their friends' heads. 

Next Is the commissary, where young men come with their weekly coupons to exchange 
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for soda In cans and items to eat. The cans, which appear everywhere, tend to remind 

one of identical containers used for alcoholic refreshment. 

Between the inner hall and the administration-reception area on the outside is the visiting 

room. The Captain dwelt for some time upon the subject of visits — they present certain 

problems. Authorities must be alert to the possibilities of introductions of contraband into 

the prison; passage of narcotics is a special problem. The process of an inmate coming to 

meet a visitor is long and ritualized. At the first point in an actual maze, the inmate 

undresses and shaves, then proceeds around a comer, is searched thoroughly, rounds another 

comer and is sacked-up in white woolens of the same, universal largeness, and at last 

appears in a door at one end of a U-shaped enclosure formed by continuous glass and wood 

boothes. In the visiting room there are no physical contacts and conversation is through 

sheets of glass. Inmates are allowed two hour visits twice a month. Leaving the carefully 

controlled parlor, he reverses the maze movement. 

The Infirmary is spacious and well equipped. It is, as are the other units of the system, 

regularly serviced by employed physicians and dentists. As we entered the wing, we came 

upon a gentle custodian. He is evldentaliy admired by the inmates under his supervision — 

who were, before our entry, joking and drinking their beer-can soda. In the dental lab 

a young man was making a plate for his needy friend's mouth. Three other dental devices 

had already been fitted to his orifice. The captain insisted that we inspect the gaping 

mouth full of metal. 

Another young and shy boy, silently observing our arrival, was suddenly given a command 

by the captain to step forward and announce his prison-learned skills, which had to do 
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with blood analysis. He distinctly resented the super-military discipline which the 

captain enjoyed. 

Only two patients were in the sick-rooms of the large clinic. One of them was a very 

large, seventeen year old person, suffering from epilepsy. He had been In a fight with 

a fellow Inmate and thus was placed in a special, solitary confinement cell which had 

no furniture. I had been satisfied with a look through the small glass in his steel door, 

but the captain insisted that we get the key and get in to see the boy who was cuddled 

up in his blanket on the floor, asleep. Opening the door finally, the captain proceeded 

to kick the epileptic until he stumbled to a stance against the wal I, blinded by the 

glaring light. Several polite “No, Sirs” followed several mocking Invitations to fight. 

Then the captain came forth with his first 'policy' statement: “Remember, we didn't 

invite you to come down here I" 

At the very end of the corridor are two wings, two levels high, containing four large, 

segregated dormitories. In addition to this housing, there are four wings of inside cell 

blocks. Each cell in these typical constructions was very clean, orderly, and well venti¬ 

lated, with toilet, sink, and storage shelves. One man is kept in each. The doors to the 

cells in a block are electrically operated. In this way, an individual may be locked for 

a period of time, if necessary, with the number of his cell removed from the series, 

remaining closed when an entire row of doors slide open at the turn of a crank. All 

Incoming Inmates are locked in individual cells "until the administrators find out what 

they are like," leaving only for meals. At the end of each cell block, sandwiched 

between the rows of structures, are day rooms with game tables and television. This being 

Saturday, the baseball games on television had attracted most inmates. Occasionally, a 
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supervised group would march down the hall on their way to the recreation field to play 

some baseball. During the week all of those who are not employed in the laundry, kit¬ 

chens, library, maintenance crews, or shops work in the vast fields beyond their back 

door. 

On route to the opposite end of the lengthy passage we made a stop at a door on the 

other side of the security point. Through that door was a room, one side of which was 

lined, in two Hers, with around thirty solid steel doors. The commotion of unlocking 

and our echoic entry aroused several muffled sounds. Strange. It is said that this sort 

of practice disappeared from our prisons years ago. We walked the length of the lower 

floor, between walls of windows and doors. The captain thrillingly tapped his keys on 

each door as he passed, teasingly inviting louder vocal pleas ■ from the unseen creatures. 

He stopped and opened the last door, sending a flood of light to blind for a few moments 

a young Negro who, at once, mumbled a description of his weak condition. The cells 

are strictly 'disciplinary' measures; an inmate might be kept up to thirteen days and 

nights, on a diet of bread and water, given a sblid meal and a doctor's check every 

three days, in a solid, blackened cavity in the wall. This boy had "refused to work like 

those other niggers," and when he was forced to work he slashed his wrists (well away 

from his arteries). The captain suggested that the next time he slash his jugular vein and 

added, "Remember, we didn't invite you to come down here." 

At the other end of the row of cells, having returned to that point with the same teasing 

effects, a door was opened on a seventeen year old who had forced a fellow inmate to 

participate In a perverted sexual act. He didn't beg for mercy, but hung his head in 
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humiliation. The captain told him to state his offence. His mumbled reply did not 

please our guide and he demanded a louder answer. Again we had to listen to the 

unfortunate tale. Both of my hosts then {oined together to mock him unsparingly. 

In considering very carefully this practice of sealing young men into black cells, which 

I experienced for a few moments, with only a blanket, a smock, a steel ledge, and a 

toilet, there appears to be little sound reason behind it. It is a punitive measure: 

"What else can we do with them?" it is explained. It might possibly, in a very few 

cases, force a mind upon itself and result in reform. Two strong considerations render 

it ridiculous. First, surviving a thirteen day sohourn, or whatever, in the "pisser," as 

it is called, becomes a prestige symboL among a close group of daring young men. It 

Is a dare, a challenge, and a test of strength. It is a menas to 'recognition1 and is 

once again the very same path followed by these men in the free world. Deviation 

becomes a means to an end — to recognition. Secondly, a confused mind might well 

dive to the evilest depths. Two hundred years ago, it was proved that solitary seclu¬ 

sion plunged men to insanity. Convicted criminals remain human beings and are not 

likely to crawl to reformation by deprivation of a few days' light. These black pits 

are a contradiction. Many of our most extreme institutions have ommitted such devices. 

Moving through the gym, where several inmates were playing basketball, we entered 

a small, windowless room. Six Negroes were blending their voices beautifully In a 

folk song. Such groups with interests and initiative are allowed to pursue their interests, 

both formally and informally. In the chapel, a larger group, the unit's choir, was 

practising. There are several choirs, fazz groups, country and western groups, concert 
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bands, and various entertainment groups throughout the thirteen units. Shows are 

staged periodically for the entertainment of staff and prisoners. 

The educational building at Ferguson looks like almost any high school, except Its one 

end is grounded on the backbone of a prison. The library is large and filled with various 

volumes. Here inmates are students. Classes are conducted regularly each day of the 

working week, Monday through Friday. Inmate teachers are transferred from other insti¬ 

tutions to educate the young men. High school diplomas are earned as well as limited 

amounts of college credits. A most important course, attendance required, attempts 

to prepare inmates for their departures from prison. They are given basic instructions, 

such as how to drive a car legally. 

An extensive vocational program is the core of the educational effort. The laige shops 

are equipped for training and production in almost any craft from wood working to 

electronics. 

In leaving the Ferguson unit, we took a ride through the fields behind the institution. 

Every detail of operation from irrigation to cultivation of these thousands of acres of 

rich land is performed with expert attention. This is possible with inmate labor. It 

seemed to be a gentlemanly sport, In a slave society. Each morning a special force of 

guards, the only division which carries firearms, arrives at the immaculate stables to 

mount their elegant horses and lead their creq of laborers into the flatlands. With the 

setting of the sun the inmates are returned to the brick machine; they strip, on an asphalt 

courtyard, pass from one circle to another upon command, are searched, sent to the 

showers, and re-clothed in fresh whites. Every day and every week is composed of 
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repIHtlous rituals. The place is clean and efficient — very 'modern': over two hundred 

of these men will become recidivists. At least they will be allowed a good sun tan. 

FEDERAL PRISON, MARION, ILLINOIS 

Winding through the densely wooded forest preserve that insulates the newest federal 

penitentiary from the small town of Marion, Illinois, one begins to question the effect 

such inspiring beauty might have upon a federal prisoner. On his road to "reformation" 

this experience of lavish landscape is a one time affair. There could be no better approach 

to a country estate — that is, while the purpose of coming to the country is to escape the 

rigor of rambunctious urban environments. The arms of the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

carry its 'fiercest' felons from all over the United States — from New York, from Chica¬ 

go, from St. Louis, Memphis and Mobile, from Houston, Phoenix, and San Francisco — 

to this rural scene for rehabilitation. Such a retreat to this deep and deserted forest is 

not exactly an escape and this slight, rolling Journey by carets sufficient in length to look 

to impress one with the fact that the worlds of New York and San Francisco are very far 

removed. Prison builders thrill in bringing men to rural recluse. The Marion prison is 

well hidden in the hills. 

The experience of approaching the successor of Alcatraz is quite curious. Having driven 

the eight miles from Marion, finding yourself on a sharply {agglng gravel road, a sudden 

turn reveals an end to Hie public road at a point marked by a small wooden sign. "No 

Tresspassing." Further travel Is by authorization only. From this point the unimproved 

road vanishes again through the trees, and then brings the visitor into a small 'suburbia' 

in the woods which is composed of two intersecting streets and several white frame houses. 

As all suburban areas have their one-quarter acre yards with necklaces of high and low 
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shrubs about hip-roofed houses, so too were the officials of this institution provided with 

familiar homesteads. Their lawns are exceptional in appearances; gray-clad keepers 

were busy at their maintenance chores. The few trusties of Marion are allowed the 

privilege of working outside of the prison's container. Looking straight ahead again, 

the road takes Its last roll and the lines of forest that so far confined the road depart 

at ninety degrees and you are dumped onto a vast flat area. A sizeable part of the hilly 

preserve has been bulldozed clear and flat to receive a set of structures originally’ con¬ 

trived for a cornfield site at the opposite end of the state. The earth has been plucked 

of its covering and upon an open wound a machine for reformation was set. 

Being previously aware, as a student of architecture, of the history of the planning of 

this proudly publicized institution, first glances from the macadam parking area before 

the front door, through two enclosing steel mesh fences to the military procession of con¬ 

crete boxes, produced a relatively mild reaction. Aesthetiticians should find this geometry 

delierious; psychologists should find it demoralizing; architects should find it to be an 

application of many current cliches. The architects responsible for this "unique" prefect 

use it as their 'calling card;' unfortunately, every look, from the first to the last, reveals 

shortcoming after shortcoming. Ten million dollars were spent by the federal government 

to reconstruct an eighteenth century "telephone polef prison in terms of precast concrete. 

The long deceased Bastille and the abandoned Alcatraz could not compare In their 

miseries with this strange new gloom. Smooth gray boxes are completely without the 

humorous details of yesterday's monsterpieces. The cliches which, evidentally, led the 

architects to proclaim the "uniqueness" of their solution are themselves absolute failures. 

The spaces between buildings — architect's "courtyards" — are barren voids with floors 

of crusty earth. "Pure forms" set in voids are never seen as pure • The expensive white 
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aggregate of the concrete panels emerged In a tone of dirty gray for each panel — no 

two the same: all efforts for a 'sterile* look v/ere in vaini 

Dangling at the end of a thin ararwhich penetrates the wire fences about midway in 

front of the prison is a small glass and concrete box — an exquisite home for Marion's 

authorities. Passing through Its only set of doors, you come into the hands of security 

officers and must sign in. Shortly after fulfilling this obligation my host emerged from 

one side of the central lobby, introduced himself and then told me that he would be 

unable to spend any time with me because of other business. After looking at a warped 

cardboard model of the prison for a while longer another man appeared and ushered me 

to an office where I met one of the prison's bookkeepers — my host. He proclaimed that 

he did not know much about the prison, so I wee lead to someone who did. 

The truly unique el ement of this recent construction Is its very simplified system of 

security control. Passage of all persons through major circulation arteries is controled 

from a single point near the center of the plan by a closed circuit television system. 

The single corridor spearating the administrative quarters from the main unit is barred at 

several points. Approaching the first of these sets of bars, in the lobby, a flood of light 

flashes from a bos hung from the ceiling above and about fifteen feet ahead, blinding 

unsuspecting eyes. A television camera transmits your image to a screen at the central 

control point. After inspection of your image and decision, a button is pushed and the 

gates slide open. Immediately after passing this threshold the gates close solidly. After 

walking a short distance, another light appears from behind the next barrier and its steel 

gates part at once without your having to make a complete stop. Between the second 
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and third gates a series of small offices and their reception areas flank the vinyl-Hied 

hallway. In the middle of the generously wide hall, a number of chairs were occupied 

by inmates who were waiting for Interviews of different sorts. Into one of these offices 

we went and introduction was made to another employee, a counsellor. He was to talk 

of the prison. 

This being a week-day, and with a line of men waiting for conference, my new host 

came right to the point. Marlon, as a specialized part of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 

aims its efforts to the 'rehabilitation' of Its inmates. The prison was completed in 1963 

as a replacement for the antiquated Alcatraz and was to receive 600 men who were de¬ 

cidedly the roughest, toughest, most vlsclous sorts sentenced by federal courts. It was 

designed as a "super-security" Institution to house only incorrigibles. Upon this visit 

only four hundred men had been sent to Marion, and only one of its cell blocks, holding 

around fifty men, was in use for containing persons of this description. Each year we 

realize that fewer and fewer of our prisoners actually require extreme custody. 

It is highly doubtful that any excapes will occur at Marlon, though there have been some 

normal “walk-ways" by men working outside of the fences. The control Is efficient; the 

possibilities for escape are minimal. 

In order to 'rehabilitate,' all of the conventional contemporary aids are employed. The 

educational system is extensive; it offers high school diplomas, and in cooperation with 

the University of Southern Illinois, it offers a certain number of college credits. Thera¬ 

peutic experimentation is also conducted in collaboration with the University. As in all 
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penal Institutions, the supporting facilities of laundry, kitchens, and so forth, plus the 

industrial operation, offer vocational experience to better equip men for social existence. 

The federal system goes beyond the state systems. Its operations are more generously 

financed; a greater number of specialists are employed for analysis and treatment. The 

daily life of its inmates, though, is very similar to that of the states' convicts. Sleep, 

eat, work, eat, and so on — regularity for the sake of regularity, is considered an im¬ 

portant part of the program for 'rehabilitation.' At about this point, the Director of 

Education appeared at the door to show me on. The ABC's of bureaucracy are frustrating. 

A bookkeeper in such a small community can't know the purposes and practices of his 

'business.' Certainly, the counsellor, though naturally convivial, would not say to 

his assigned inmates, "You have fifteen minutes to tell me all about it."? "Big Brother" 

Is always watching; don't do too much, don't do too little 1 

Exiting from the counsellor's office, the Director of Education had the third steel bar¬ 

rier parted. Taking the few steps to the final gate and access to the mafor part of 

Marion, a look to the left into a small barred space revealed the central security control 

point and two uniformed officers' before television receivers. With these visual aids, 

some sizeable panels of buttons and switches, and a mirror or two, they commanded all 

movement in the ma{or corridors. The purpose of the numerious gates slicing the lengthy 

halls into shorter segments is similar in operational essence to a network of locks on a 

watercourse. Should a riotous, escape-minded inmate or inmates come to disorder and 

proceed on a route through the interior streets of the penitentiary, their movement could 

be checked at numerous spots and they could be held at a point until order was restored. 

It is like a network of stalls and runs for cutting out a bull and working him Into a stall. 

Such escapes are, of course, impossible because of this carefully controlled electronic 
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maze. 

Walnut Street Jail, the first American prison of not so long ago, crossed my mind as I 

looked at my new guide. Here today Is an unarmed man about the task of Inmate edu¬ 

cation, walking freely among loitering Inmates, while only two centuries ago the war¬ 

den at Walnut Street Jail found it necessary to station a readied cannon at the side of 

two visiting gentlemen of the ministry, aimed into the crowd of unruly Inmates in the 

courtyard of that institution, so that they might have moral instruction on a Sunday 

afternoon. Were it not for the starkly gray uniforms of the inmates and the steel fabrics 

slicing the deeply receedlng hail before us, this might seem much like any high school 

anywhere, and this man a teacher. A short distance from the control point, we turned 

off of what Is really the main street inside of the prison and into the gymnasium. This 

semi-sunken space is in marked contrast in its sufficiency to the facilities seen In two of 

the Texas prisons. Marlon, in all of its elements, is a generous provision of physical 

needs. Two inmates were playing ping-pong at one end of the gym and another crossed 

the court with mop and bucket. I was assured that this was the most popular room in 

the place . From its bleachers the Inmate body of spectators is shown current movies 

and cheers fellow inmates in basketball and other indoor games. 

A little further down the hall again we turned into a wing, which Is parallel to the 

recreation facilities, where the educational facilities are located. The far end of its 

hall empties into a large library (unfurnished at the time). Several spacious classrooms 

flanked the hallway, the sites where the illiterate are taught to read and write and add 

subtract and where the literate engage in efforts to improve themselves in a wide range 
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of disciplines from geometry to driver's education. Group discussions and analysis 

sessions are staged in thewing. Though the teaching staff at Marion is fuller than 

many institutions, inmate teachers are employed in this task — obviously to their 

benefit. 

Having seen the educational facilities, the gates {ust passed parted again, one by one, 

until I was returned to my host-in-general. And again, the same paced parting of 

prison partitions, this making a rigid rhythm, till we were back to the same point again. 

In the same hall several more inmates had gathered and were idling about, some scrubbing 

and cleaning and others keeping them company. The true loiterers instinctively snapped 

to a more productive looking {iggiing about, Hie apperance of persons in coat and tie 

flushing guilt through their limbs. But they settled back to ease as we approached — 

my guide was probably not well known in these parts and net feared. These few men 

tell the tale that Marlon is sharply distinct in its discipline from the Texas institutions. 

The most obvious and reassuring fact is that this is a fully integrated community, where 

whites and blacks live together, where the weakness of prejudice is not nourished. 

Secondly, this being a week-day and not a Saturday as witnessed in Texas, there was a 

promising absence of the tensions that hung in the air. It Is impossible to adequately 

describe the sensation of encountering a fearing person or groups of persons. The men 

In this hall were not withdrawn and in passing one experience the forces of a field of 

'human radiation.1 Strangely, though, my guide at this moment began discussing rela¬ 

tionships with the inmates and he was obviously scared-to-death of them. He insisted 

that even though he was unarmed, the guards back In the control point had quick access 

to an armory In case one of the men should leap upon us, and also, that he had been 
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taught the skills of {udo for seif-protection. 

Clinging to the hall at various points along the barred segments, which extended for 

around two hundred feet past the educational area, are six large boxes which tap the 

main circulatory vein with one of their short sides. These are concrete shells, cut out 

in a regular pattern along their long sides for the insertion of multi-paned security win¬ 

dows, which shelter the two-tiered inside cell blocks. These are typical "Auburn — 

Sing Sing" types of structures providing a single cell for each man. Their attribute: a 

spaciousness rarely found in prisons. Not a single man was confined to a cell on any of 

the levels which we paced from one end to the other and back again as the procedure 

of "night count" was demonstrated. Each of these cells is an individual's kingdom, 

providing him with a three-station radio, a bed, a lavatory, a water closet, a chair 

and small table, and some shelves where he can store books and other allowable materials. 

Returning to the nodal control station, we redirected into another major corridor which 

right angles into the 'main street* at mid-prison. Physical and mental treatment facili¬ 

ties account for one of its flanking blocks and three special cell blocks — for admission 

or reception of new inmates, close psychiatric observation,and for segregation purposes — 

account for the other concrete boxes. The long sides of the buildings are parallel, their 

fenestration being punctures along these side facades, and the spaces between result in 

architect's "courtyards." These voids are dreary and desolate in appearance. Any 

thoughts that these might be densely planted with some lavish greenery, for an Improve¬ 

ment of view for constantly confined men, are discouraged by a remembrance of what is 

the obvious prison planting policy: "landscaping" Is: a few petunias clumping ten foot 
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on center along the major facade of the administration building. 

One of the cell blocks for Isolation/ a super-security structure/ Is for the reception of 

new Inmates. Their confinement is broken only for meals. None of the three cell 

blocks was displayed, but the inhabitants of the last of the three were being filed out 

for their lunch period as we stood watching. I was told that these men were definitely 

very dangerous and had to be kept under constant watch. This is the official/ written 

description of all of the men who were the design criterion for the new construction. 

Looking at them, though, one would naturally suspect their incorrigibility since they 

cannot keep from starring at the 'outsiders.1 Ail of the 'poetry' of prison descriptions 

did spring to life in this line of slinking, swaying, bobbing, drooping, and twitching 

men; some were tall, some short, and all being of peculiar proportions so that one would 

tend to subscribe to the ludicrous Lombroslan theory that the curious torsos are convicts. 

Gathering one's senses, it must then be recalled that the strangest noses and ears, the 

deep, cavernous eyes, the large jaws and poking cheek-bones and drooping jowls that 

make a person look quite sly are natural to the Impoverished who have to fight for every 

meal and every night's sleep. The 'poetry' we so much enjoy is written by our own sel¬ 

fishness and insensitivities. As the last of these men passed In front of us my host seemed 

to sigh in relief, and I too was surprised to find that we were still alive after his; tight- 

lipped telling of their ferocity. 

Stepping across the hail into the clinical section of Marion, we happened upon a con¬ 

versation concerning chronic diarrhea, its four participants introducing themselves as 

assistants and technicians. Their smocks of sparkling white explained this. All of the 
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spaces which we were shown were admirably sterile and antiseptic. The clinic, well 

lighted, airy, fully staffed and equipped, puts to shame the total of all facilities in the 

Texas prisons visited which provided for thousands of men. Marion employs two physicians 

and a psychiatrist, full-time, for the treatment of its capacity of six hundred men, while 

in Texas an institution of 1,200 men is visited only a few times each week by a doctor. 

Relative to the 'free world', Marion is well staffed. Relative to the Texas Department 

of Corrections, it is a standard. 

The clinical program consists of frequent physical check-ups, prescription, and applica¬ 

tion of necessary remedies for common physical ailments and whatever mental therapy 

that might be possible within the limited physical availabilities. 

At twelve o'clock high we passed the electronic wonder once again and came to be served 

the pride of every prison — inmate-prepared, inmate-served food. The immaculately 

white officers' dining room is catered by specially qualified inmates. Our waiter was 

a middle-aged Negro who was once the head waiter at a restaurant in the Chase-Park 

Plaza Hotel 1.1 St. Louis, and, hence, was very efficiently serving tables through his 

period of incarceration for a narcotics conviction. All of the men preparing and serving 

the food were conspicuously conscientious in their work. 

The chapel, next door to the prisoners' dining room, the 'highlight' of Marion, was 

visited briefly following our spaghetti. As we were eyeing its squat cylindrical space, 

a man in institutional gray wandered in to watch us. My host immediately cautioned me 

that we Would have to stay behind the altar until this "aggressive homosexual" left. 

Everybody in prison walls marks well this type; even my host, who did not speak to a 
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single Inmate and probably doesn't know more than two or three of their first names, 

recognized this branded wanderer. 

Following the main corridor once again, we witnessed the sanitary state of the spacious 

dining room, the cleansing energies of the vast laundry, and at last emerged into the 

high-ceilinged shops building. At this point, I was introduced to several shop managers, 

my guide getting back to his work, and finally a last and most important introduction 

brought me to the office of an elderly but very alive and alert person. He Is a man of 

long experience with the Federal Bureau of Prisons, having, as part of his service, directed 

construction of several federal institutions. He was at first like a frustrated spider, and 

into his web had fallen an 'architect.' The planners responsible for shaping this expen¬ 

sive machine were his wanted victims, but any person of that type would serve his pur¬ 

poses. As Director of Maintenance he found that Marion, so recently completed, with 

its faulty concrete work, countless construction and mechanical deficiencies, and plan¬ 

ning shortcomings to be very foolish mistakes. He disliked his tasks of having to redo 

and repair a complex of structures that were less than one year old. 

Our long discussion in his cluttered office directly revealed the heaitof certain prison prob¬ 

lems. HIs beloved topics, rendered with glittering eyes, were the men for whom he is 

responsible. He Is a man who is In everyday, direct contact with imprisoned men. He 

is an Intelligent, sensitive, and devoted human being, something rare within the em¬ 

ployee world of prisons. We walked casually through Wood working, metal working, 

painting, and mechanical shops in his buzzing domain. He spoke briefly to his industrious 

workers, calling each by his first name, instructing, encouraging, and displaying their 
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pieces of work when pride was due. He is confident of these men, though he knows 

well that many would try to escape given the chance, and Is concerned only with their 

future welfares. He happens to be that rare kind of person whose pride and confidence 

radiates without unnecessary words — working wonders on morale. This man is both an 

Instigator of the most vital prison question and the answer to it. Of what value is the 

most intensively, extensively thought out program for the treatment of delinquents with¬ 

out a capable staff of specialists who can, and will, work devotedly with and for the 

men who are the objects of the program? The prison accounts may be brilliantly 

balanced, the library shelves may be updated and complete, but the most essential 

aids in 'rehabilitation' are persons. Capable and conscientious human beings of sound 

minds and a full range of balanced human emotions are indispensible In any program. 

Stepping from the shops Into a brisk spring breeze, the industrial building, then complete 

but not in operation, was pointed out. The maintenance crews accounted for the largest 

groups of employed inmates. Such crews dotted the huge prison yard, each supervised 

by a specialist. Careful and complete reports are filed each day on the progress of 

every individual. Good conduct allows inmate advancement; bad conduct merits reduc¬ 

tions or deprivations. 

Spotted at strategic points outside of the two fifteen foot steel mesh fences are mushroom¬ 

shaped watchtowers, well manned and well armed. At a gate leading from the yard to 

the exterior industrial-power shop a group of men were completing an assigned task: a 

concrete pad was being installed between the double fences so that if a man, trying to 

escape, were shot off of the first fence and into the grassy mid-space, an ambulance 
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might' be driven between the fences to pick him up. 

Finally, taking leave of this concrete construction, there could be no depression, for 

some reason. One could only remember the first offenders in a Texas institution, walk¬ 

ing in silences along lined floors, eating in silence, being caged in black boxes, and 

being worked like plantation slaves, while in the Midwest the “most viclous"of all men 

in captivity are being held away from society without employment of antique, punitive 

disciplines. The television control of Marion, though, does not make modem a con¬ 

cept from the eighteenth century. 

STATEVILLE, JOLIET, ILLINOIS 

If only that curious wooden box which stands in University College, University of London, 

and displays the clothed skeleton of Jeremy Bentham could make a pilgrimage to the pri¬ 

sons of the world and finally come upon the fortress of Statevllle. Of course, he would 

sniffle, in slight disgust, at this bastardization of his beloved "Panopticon" dream; his 

suggestion, and provision for, private toilets within cells was ingenious at a time when 

indoor plumbing was unknown. Statevllle is, though, one of the only realizations, in 

any form, of the cylindrical object of Bentham's love. It is one of the only pure symbols 

of man's quest for the suppression and absolute control of other men, be It for a factory, 

as it was originally planned, or for a prison. 

Ascending from the foot of Illinois, one witnesses over and over again the forms of sig¬ 

nificance, the slip-formed sylinders that store beans, and grain, and com. The horizon 

inevitably breaks Its distant profile; the starkness of the engineered domineers the vast¬ 

ness that so tends to swallow a mere human figure. Drawing near the southern limits of 
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Chicago, the appearance of another stilted water tower and a high brick stack belching 

smoke announces the site of Stateville. This is one of seven penitentiaries in the State 

of Illinois, and is one of the most illustrious prisons in the United States. It is also one 

of the largest, confining around 3,200 inmates within Its walls. 

The frontal encountering of this piece of penal machinery Is softened by a crossing of a 

'gingerbread' carpet of tree-lined avenues and an assembly of low walls, guard houses, 

and lawns that are sheared from the unseen innards by a thirty-three feet high wall of 

concrete which must be 1,500 feet across. Prior to a taste of the immense, you are 

subjected to a squeeze at a forefront guard house — so that you might be scrutinized, 

registered, and searched. Then a guide of some sort emerges to bid you welcome and 

escort you beyond. 

Prison foyers are curious places. The state spares no expense in making them comfortable. 

It would seem that the most pampered persons in prisons are wardens, accountatnts, and 

stenographers; their working spaces to the front of penal cities are veneered with marble 

and walnut and splashes of shining brass. Naturally, we must grant them their right to 

comfortable surroundings, but It is difficult to understand the endless penny-pinching that 

commences at the back door of the building of bureaucrats who are 'compelled' to 'reform' 

the incarcerated citizens. Truthfully/ this is naught but a mere repltitlon of a common 

family residence today and its facade* of brick, shutters, and manicured greens. Some¬ 

where above the lobby to Stateville there exists a suite of rooms where the assistant 

Warden dwells, described as being very luxurious. 
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Lobbies matter not/ and once again prison steel slides sideways so that we might evidence 

another world within the world. As is the general arrangement, the visiting rooms, con¬ 

sultation areas, clinic, and inmate receiving facilities occur first inside of the concrete 

bound. A covered passage spears from the shadows of these brick boxes to penetrate the 

heart of Stateville. Quick glances from this concrete promenade familiarize you with 

the unique characteristics, the prided gardens of Joliet prison. Most every inch of the 

sixty-four walled acres that Is not occupied by one of the many buildings is gardened with 

fondling care. The earth has been slightly shaped to roll and dip a bit; walks and steps 

go here and there, to rims containing summer's beds of zinias and patterns of petunias, 

to a small, sunken pond on one side, but generally to nowhere. No person was seen 

crossing one of these amorphous quadrangles. 

The story of Joliet gardening is of interest In itself. It seems that quite a few years ago 

a most unfortunate man resided in one of the cellular devices within these wails and 

little could be done which seemed to touch or tend to improve the difficult inmate. It 

was eventually discovered that he had a sincere interest in gardening and caring for 

plants. He was provided with meager beginnings and was allowed to do some limited 

flower landscaping. His first few blooms, which surely look feeble while squatting in 

a vast wastage of unattended space, were the objects of much mockery. But, as his 

garden grew, interest grew also. Soon an important element in the prison program had 

grown from seed to considerable substance. Men are expected to take pride In their 

prison. Gardening is no longer a "sissy sport." 

After spanning a considerable distance the entry shaft slips Into the perimeter of the 
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circular core of the penitentiary, a circular structure, light and airy, which is the 

"mess hall." It is placed centrally so that access Is convenient from all of the five 

cell houses which radiate thereabout. In a meximum security situation, the dining 

area becomes one of the most pressing problems for security personnel. It is most 

often the site of rioting, when riots occur. Men are moved in and out on schedule 

and are fed and finished in one hour's time. All of the lengthy tables, used from one 

side only, face a central, steel, windowed tube, where three guards are always 

looking back. 

Circulating around we stopped for looks at the giant sheets of bread and cookies 

in the bakery and the super-giant tanks of potatoes in the kitchen, and, suddenly, 

arrived at one of the "lollipops" which dangle from the core. At the end of a short 

tube sets a modified Bentham delight, a 'variant panopticon.1 Springing from the 

exact center of its glassy floor, into the cylindrical space, is an octagonal, slightly 

mushrooming, pagoda-like guard tower. It rises approximately thirty feet, becoming 

silhouetted in the light which streams down from large, pie-shaped skylights high 

above. The rim of the panopticon rises to four tiers of stacked cells. Each cell 

measures about six feet by nine feet, containing up to three inmates, three bunks, 

one toilet, one sink, a couple of chairs, one tiny desk, and assorted personals. A 

match seems magnified by the minute pigeon hole homes. Atop these barred cages 

of steel, deep steel trusses spring upward and inward to find a second support on a 

central compression device and cap the security drum. The prime object of such a 

construction is to achieve the closest possible supervision of the greatest number of 

men in the most economical way. A pair of guards enter their small tower and lock 
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themselves in so that an escape-minded person cannot get at them or the vital con¬ 

trols at their fingertips; from this elevated vantage point they can observe every single 

cell. One would have to query, though, what would be advantage of escaping the 

cell house? It would only be a meager beginning in trying to escape. (There have 

been no successful escapes from the walled city since 1942.) 

The cells, being on the outside, receive plenty of light and air. The whole space 

is an airy affair —* a distinct advantage over the "inside cell block." But the pleasure 

of decent illumination and clean air Is a trifle for sure when men are confined to 

cramped quarters every day between the hours of three-thirty a.m. in the afternoon 

and seven-thirty a.m. in the morning, or sixteen hours. Passage to the cells is by 

way of cantilevered balconies, one winding for each tier. One set of stairs at the 

entrance services the entirity. 

But experience has led to dislike of the contrivance. A herding of around five hundred 

men into one room creates a great deal of discomfort. An individual is completely 

lost; a man can have no privacy, ever. Contro I is not as simple as it might appear. 

While the guards can inspect all of the men by turning themselves in their tower, so, 

too, can all of the men see the guards. If a person wishes to do something sly, he has 

only to wait for turned backs. The drum also serves as a natural echo chamber; despite 

the fact that the gates to the cells have been glazed with wire-glass, the space, it is 

told, becomes deafeningly loud when hundred of conversations are in progress. Thirdly, 

the strict cylinder completely ignores orientation; some cells receive too much light 

and radiant heat. The diaphanous circumambiance fo cells, in part, turn into glaring 
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panels with direct sunlight, reducing custodial vision. It is fully realized that the 

greatest failure of such monsters is that they are not suitable for human inhabitance. 

Three more panopticons stem from the core. At the time of our visit most of the in¬ 

mates were at work and other duties. In the place which was originally intended for 

a fourth panopticon an "Auburn-Sing Sing" structure stands instead. The failure of 

the first three prompted the building of another ancient idea, this one more popular 

but equally miserable. Reportedly, it is the largest prison structure of its type ever 

built and is a fitting monument to antique philosophy. It is a mammoth, castellated 

shell, approximately 450 feet long, with four tiers of inside cells housing around 

1,200 men. This is a population twice the size of the entire Marion prison. It is 

well lighted, ventilated, and sanitized, but highly undesirable for holding inmates 

while trying to individualize treatment. At the time of its construction a majority 

of the men sent to prison were considered to be maximum security risks. One of the 

officers of the institution stated that today there would be very few men who would 

try to escape if the walls were torn down. It is common knowledge that "maximum 

security" is gradually dying. 

The west half of the Stateville community is a vast area full of shops, power plant, 

industries, maintenance facilities, and the prison school —all typical and looking 

like normal factories and schools, normal factory workers and students, the students 

being a bit more mature in looks. The prison is fed with foods raised on 2,200 acres 

of rich farmland; it occupies a very small number of inmates. The majority of the 

incarcerated find work in soap making, metal working, clothing manufacture, sign 
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painting, furniture making, coal shoveling, floor sweeping, typing barbering, and 

a full range of 'service' functions. 

The most striking impression that a walk around, into, through, and between the 

buildings of Stateville is the fastidious order and tidiness. Though many elements 

are old they are well maintained — in fact, they are spotless. Authorities are 

proud of thetr progress; once wooden shacks stood in the fields that are now gardens; 

decrepit industrial buildings have been replaced by modern structures of concrete, 

glass, and glazed tile; the color scheme has been simplified to a bare minimum —• 

blue sky, green grass, and amber concrete and brick. Simplicity, simplicity, sim- 
* 

pllcity is supreme. Everything is set in its place, always. You don't have to worry 

about walking over a freshly mopped floor and leaving your dirt on its moisture; 

"That's OK, It's all they have to do I" The warden and his assistants can entertain 

their visitors in their offices 'up-front' while the persons to be "rehabilitated" 

keep the place clean and keep the statistics up to par. The rulers and the ruled, 

both must do their jobs. Pure comfort is found in unreal tidiness. "These men have 

everything except women." Stateville Is a decadent comfort that confused human 

minds can truly enjoy; submission to the hands of the state to be awakened every 

morning, eat, work, eat, work, eat, recreate briefly, and return to the cage by 

mid-afternoon to rest till the morrow, to be 'rehabilitated,' to 'pay for crime.' 

Most simple. Most inhuman. 

There is one real thrill to be found In visiting prisons. The prisoners are actually 

a more interesting group of persons than their security officers. Their lives consist 
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of challenge and dare. They make themselves at home In what would generally seem 

to be quite a forbidding environment —- surely, a real task. The men who keep them 

in are (generally, of course) without much ambition; they have found a "soft" job 

with decent pay and low living costs. They function with a minimum of effort, 

living from eight to five, or whatever. Most of the prisoners have some sort of future 

(outside of prison or in), while the guards are not well suited for anything much more 

than standing on their spots, wearing the uniforms that give them a pinch of authority 

over other men, and staying fat at the continued expense of the state. It takes a 

handful of guards to match wits with a single cagling; his mind is always working 

while they are falling to sleep with boredom. My host had recently been "suspended 

for a day because he forgot and left his keys laying in the wrong place," and another 

officer "was suspended for two weeks for falling to sleep in one of the shops." Com¬ 

pleting the long walk from the shops, I asked my guide why he had come to work in 

a prison. "Well," he said, "I was in the army for several years and I guess I just 

like to be around men." 

Really, are all of the people working in our prisons so specially trained in psychology 

and sociology and all of the things some 'authorities' say? If so, they would probably 

be more successful in 'rehabilitating' their prisoners if they would fire their "experts" 

and hire some rather average persons of sincere ambitions and common sense. Pri¬ 

soners undoubtedly project their thoughts through those massive walls, but it Is highly 

doubtful that many of our prison workers have imagination enough to see beyond the 

numbered 'lumps of blue-gray social rejects' before their sleepy eyes. The "thrill" 
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af ptisans It realizing fast the men In felua-gray are mm, they have same sari ©? 

future# many of them are very intelligent and even creative. The “thrill ** U realising 

that we con see the wasteful ways In which thoy are treated, In accepting the 

challenge of the futures af the*# men* Confidence slips *$> whan ym ecn son 

Irrationality. What were mr grandfathers thinking of when they planted this strange 

machine on that Illinois cctnfMd? Regardless of what It was to them, we can seo It 

as ignorance. 

Departing through the elms# dawn tho cvmm, a lest lank through a rear-view mirror 

of your oar b actually one cf delight. Such a folly 2 Such a hypasritls gamei Such 

an Inheritance we hav* made I thousands and thousands of men have a wonderful 

home In Stetsvllic. Many of them lave It; many will return again and again, even 

after they have been 'rehabilitated.* Itatevtile, “Hometawn“; Stateviilo, “Alma 

Mater.* 
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commercial area-cargo 
transported via sled 

emergency 

high speed, direct, land-water 
craft, tarn, special design.land- 

water craft for police and fire¬ 
fighting teams 

SECONDARY TRANSFER 

car bus tructc 



s|tgujn?e. national forest 

v 

vf.i '' 

•jy.- - 

total urban area - 152 5 * m,i., 
density - 3.300 p*r»oni/»q mile 

exterior (service) area - 88 
interior (livinq) area- 64 5 ^ m,u» 

surface area of water - 
interior city density - 7.750 



I 

«!■*»«.«< PV 

f'trd t i*n 

hiqn density residential 

medium density residential 

community facilities 

commerce, qovernment, entertainment 

communications, warehouses 

wholesale and warehouse commerce 

developed recreation facilities 
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J1 1 Jiiiiimi 
typical 

II II II II II II II II II ll 

II II ll ll ll ll II II ll ll 

passcnqc r concourse 
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RESIDENTIAL 
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